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Abstract
The purpose of this project was to:

- Develop a postgraduate curriculum for Health care professionals to be used by University of Social Welfare and Rehabilitation (USWR) in Iran based on the needs of mothers in Iran. The developed curriculum used selected findings of research completed by me who explored social support and family networks offered to Iranian women with children under the school age.
- Create a research data base for information to be use by all researchers on women and women health by students who will be taking the created curriculum during their research and dissertation modules in USWR in Iran.

The research conducted used mixed methodology approach /triangulation by means of both qualitative and quantitative research methods. A focus group was employed to gain information and further understanding to the meaning of social support and family network from perspectives of those mothers. Following the focus group a questionnaire was devised in conclusion with the findings of the focus group which were building blocks for the questionnaire and informed by literature. Six hundred questionnaires were distributed surveying mothers of three different social classes, living in various parts of Tehran. The questionnaires were distributed at a number of health care clinics using purposive sampling technique. The inclusion criteria for the selection of the research category, was that the mothers had to have a child/children under the school age, and in addition be willing to complete the questionnaire in the clinic.

Following the survey 24 self selected mothers from the same group were asked to commence on documenting a two week diary. They were provided with guidelines and instructions on how to complete the diaries. The resulting quantitative data was analysed with the use of SPSS and the qualitative data used narrative data analysis arriving at themes. The two sets of data were crossed referenced for outcomes, in order to comprehend the general data collected and form triangulation conclusions.

Recommendation was made for future research.
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Chapter One:

Introduction

In this chapter, I will present an overview and summary of the work undertaken within this research and development project, in addition, explain the rationale behind the work. This project will draw upon my experiences and knowledge gathered throughout my intensive involvement in Iran, during this very uncertain political period to illustrate clearly what has been achieved. My involvement started with a trip to Tehran after many years of being a UK resident. The purpose of this trip was to explore the life and conduct of Iranian universities and familiarise myself with their work and functioning. I was introduced to the Chancellor of The University of Social Welfare and Rehabilitation (USWR) through a friend, subsequently the USWR became my preferential choice to undertake my exploratory work. This included conducting seminars on research, clarifying the educational provisions within the UK, especially within Middlesex University (Mdx), and also training them on how to develop research proposals for PhD applications. My emphasis was to work with various groups within the University to create a pathway for them to establish academic links and develop a working rapport with Mdx. It was hoped that these foundations, would lead to the achievement of a joint research project and joint programme/s.

My involvement increased to the point that I made two to three trips to Tehran every year; I also attended and presented papers in their national and international conferences. Throughout these visits my relationship with the University strengthened, hence, I was invited to become an honorary professor (Appendix 1), this is a significant accomplishment therefore; I was extremely flattered to be given such a privilege, which enabled me to deliver educational sessions for their academic team and serve on their advisory committee of educational research. In addition, their Chancellor became a visiting professor at Mdx. This is not a standard achievement; this was a result of intense and vigorous work and efforts with the University, to establish such a close rapport and high level of respect. Without a doubt this process was made easier with my ability to communicate and converse with all departments and relevant members of the University in their own language; Farsi. We were very fortunate in that we had no language barriers
to overcome, although my Farsi was not at a competent level, however, we managed to communicate perfectly and get straight to the topics of investigation swiftly and efficiently. In addition, I noticed that the Iranian University was keener and more enthusiastic to work with an establishment that had Iranian personnel, as it meant that they had no issues of translation and there was a mutual understanding and awareness of cultural issues, for instance; the code of conduct amongst men and women, addressing issues such as; hand shaking, greetings, women wearing head-covers and seating arrangements in the meetings.

I will attempt at short to describe and present an explanation of the concept of internationalisation and examine how this has been perceived by Iranian educational institutions. Following on from this, I will illustrate the level and nature of my own involvement. For the purpose of this project, I will examine my involvement with one particular university that delivers programmes and conducts research in health, and social welfare and rehabilitation, which has similarities to our own School of Health and Social Sciences (HSSC) at Mdx. I will demonstrate how the development has progressed and how the research was planned and funded. Finally, I will put forward a draft Master’s curriculum in women’s health. The latter was requested from me by the chancellor of the USWR, this was carried out at the same time, seeing as the research had already been funded. I was hoping perhaps the information gained from the research and the selective findings would possibly assist me in writing the module/s and its learning outcome/s (Appendix 6). The rationale for this work was to establish a strong academic link and collaborative work with Iran which would in essence, benefit both educational establishments and be in accordance with Mdx’s aim as seen in the corporate plan (www.mdx.ac.uk/corporateplan).

**Purpose:**

The purpose of the project was to explore the concept and practice of the internationalisation of education. In this respect internationalisation is perceived as a reactive response towards the pressures of the competitive environment, and an outcome to proactive responses towards international prospects (Alexander 1995).
The focus of the project was:
To work with the USWR as a partner, to undertake research into social support/networks of Iranian mothers with children under school age thus, to draw upon the selective findings if at all possible, in order to help with the development of a curriculum for a Master’s level educational programme.

The aims of the project were:

- Explore social support and social networks of Iranian women with children under school age.
- Develop a Master’s level curriculum for the USWR in women’s health for healthcare professionals and perhaps use part of the information gained and the selective findings from the research, to assist with the writing of the module/s and their learning outcome/s (although this was not the initial aim of the project, but something that was desired by me).
- Personal and professional development by working on this project in Iran, which could be utilised and transferred to other educational settings in Iran as well as other countries.

The research conducted was funded by the USWR in Iran. The research team consisted of four members, two researchers from the USWR; Dr Sharifian and Dr Shiani, one other colleague from Mdx, Dr Bell and me. I was the project leader, who was responsible for negotiating funding for the research, in addition to working with Dr Bell to prepare and write the proposal and ensure it passed through the research committee of the USWR, through the Chancellor for approval. I made numerous trips to Tehran and successfully managed the team. There were three dominant factors that required attention and negotiation, these were; funding: This involved the negotiation of raising financial support from the USWR, in order to fund the research and contribute to the costs associated with the project. In order to attain this support, I had to travel to Iran on a few occasions to try and convince the Chancellor that a research project of this nature, would help raise the recognition of the establishment and once published, it would place the USWR in a prominent position on the International academic map. Access: I needed to negotiate ease of access to the University and to be able to utilise the USWR’s premises to use it as a base for conducting the research and a forum to gather the research team together. We also required access to their associate clinics, as they were necessary to recruit a research sample for data collection purposes. Obtaining Visa permission: this
element was a requirement for my colleague, who was British, as she needed a visa to be able to enter and work within the country. In order to obtain this visa, the USWR had to act and sign as a sponsor and sent a special invitation. These were all factors that were resolved with ease on my part.

Furthermore via negotiation, I managed to delegate the work to the necessary researchers and ensure all work was carried out efficiently, this was successfully achieved by constant travelling back and forth to be on top of all progressions at all times, by producing frequent progress reports and by efficient timetabling. The developed curriculum (which was a separate request from the Chancellor) will be presented to the Chancellor of USWR for consideration and application. Taking into account, the current political situation, I am aware that this can only be presented for consideration. The application and execution will not be within my remit; however if the USWR decide to employ the programme, I will assist them in implementing that process as efficiently as possible.

The proposed plan for this project was based on a foundation of personal learning concerning the value of education and its impact on an individuals’ experience and achievements. This project aims to provide a rationale for the exploration of the research area and to portray the level of work undertaken so far. My motivation for undertaking this project is simply my enthusiasm for the subject and the fact that I have been inspired by the work that I have been able to complete so far. It is also worth mentioning that my mother (a woman with health and social needs) after years of living abroad, decided to return to live in Tehran. Upon reflection and observations made concerning her lifestyle in Tehran, and comparing it to the UK and USA standards, I became aware that there are many elements that are either missing or inefficient compared to the provisions of the western world, hence I recognised that these issues regarding health and social care must be addressed.

Below are some assumptions that underpinned this project, devised through personal observations and findings from reading a variety of existing work conducted by students at the USWR (Mohseni, Tabrizi & Seyedan, 2004; Ahmad Niya, 2002; Rastegar Khaled, 2004); this was my only source of reference, due to a lack of an extensive existing research database:
• Families are the primary source of support.
• The word “support” has no significance amongst the women, as they have not seen any tangible or substantial outcomes arising from any previous support provided.
• The men’s responsibilities tend to be solely directed at bringing in money for the family.
• Recruiting women with children to educational programme/s.
• Women are not utilising their educational accomplishments to the maximum.
• Those women, who are able to work outside the home, are experiencing problems with child care. Due to a lack of trust amongst unfamiliar individuals, lack in ability to feel at ease and convey specific requests and ultimately finances.
• Finances and housing are of a great problem and burden.
• Friends and neighbours do not play a significant role in Iran.
• Health and social care are not supported by one another.

Mdix has created an eminent international profile for itself, with its fast and rapid expansion worldwide (www.mdx.ac.uk/services/internationaleducation). It has become internationally recognised for its work in teaching, research and overseas involvement; these achievements have been noted in print on countless occasions (local and national daily papers). Whilst conducting this project, I have had the opportunity to challenge the USWR’s methods of delivering educational programmes, in addition to the conduct and utilisation of their research. In addition, I have been able to present a proposal for research on “Exploring Social Networks and Social Support for Mothers with Young Children in Tehran”.

I was hopeful that the selective findings of this research and the information gained could be incorporated into the development of the curriculum in women’s health, as was requested from me by the Chancellor of the USWR. The two requests that the Chancellor stipulated were; to conduct a funded research project in order to strengthen the collaborative relationship and to place the USWR on the international academic map by publication, the second task was to write a curriculum at a Master’s level for healthcare professionals. The curriculum model was based on an existing model used for the Society of Orthopaedic Medicine (SOM), seeing as the existing model is a successful and validated MSc programme, the same template was used. This curriculum was jointly
planned and devised by SOM and Mdx, in which I was the programme leader. Therefore I had a significant input in writing and validating the programme as a whole. When writing this curriculum, only a few selective research findings were used to assist the writing of the modules and/or learning. As the research requested was based on social support and family networks amongst women with children under the school age, I suggested to the Chancellor that a curriculum in women’s health might be more appropriate, as the information gained by the research and its selective findings may help in writing the module/s and clarify the learning outcomes within different module/s. The initial aim was never based upon the intention to utilise the findings of the research, in order to develop the curriculum it was merely a suggestion that I had put forward. My intention was to expand my own personal and professional knowledge, considering the fact that women’s health was not my specialized subject area, therefore, I anticipated that the selective findings would be of some assistance/s.

Although this project was concentrated on the collaboration between the two universities and the overall development of a complete course, the concept of internationalisation was prominent as the suggested curriculum was based upon Mdx’s model which was an existing British established model of higher education. This process included a means to transfer a British curriculum into Iran based upon the Iranian educational environment and position. This required an increased ongoing relationship with the Western educational establishments and society. The following are a few issues that the Iranian University wished to address and pursue, in an attempt to make beneficial improvements:

- The need for expanding into international market’s in order to import and export its higher education.
- The existence of a number of successful undergraduate programmes with not many post graduate programmes to progress to for healthcare professionals.
- The lack of similar and/or a solid curriculum at a postgraduate level where healthcare professionals can advance to.
- The acceptance of the home country towards change/s in their delivery of postgraduate education.
- Making the choice of the research and curriculum by their request.
Background

Iran like many other Middle Eastern countries encompasses its own unique characteristics; like other developing countries the level of higher education is different to that of the UK, these differences include a lack of resources, an approval system for programmes and finally a very hierarchical model of management. The differences in higher education and the manifestation of the current political uncertainties within the area can present hurdles and obstacles in the progression of work. Consequently, these had a direct impact on the planning and conduct of the project. Planning is a process which takes time, effort and money. For example if one embarks upon the process of planning a certain project, by the time one receives an answer to proceed, there might be a number of influential factors prohibiting the implementation and application of the project. These factors could be external and outside the researcher’s control, these might include; changes in directorates, government policies, political changes and last but not least, gaining permission to travel, visa and insurance. I however, was fortunate by having dual nationality, which was a big advantage, as this enabled me to travel back and forth to Iran with ease; although despite this, it was still not an easy task!

Over the last five years I have been heavily involved with promoting Mdx in Iran. This has resulted in several Memorandums of Intent (Appendix 2) and the formation of a successful working relationship between Mdx and the Universities and Ministries in Iran. In order to progress with the working relationship, Mdx had to be placed on the approved list of universities of the Ministry of Higher Education and research in Iran. On the 11\textsuperscript{th} February 2003 a meeting took place at Mdx, with the Educational Attaché of the Iranian Embassy, Dr Shams, where all directorates from HSSC were present. The meeting was a success and Mdx was placed on the Iranian Ministry of Higher Education and Research’s list of approved universities. Subsequently, I had to forward papers to Dr Shams at the Embassy to show our university’s mission, vision and recorded working and grading level. On the 17\textsuperscript{th} July 2003 the approval of Mdx (Appendix 3), was sent to me by the Iranian education attaché, which I forwarded to the executives through the former Deputy Vice Chancellor, Academic Professor Ken Goulding. We developed a close working relationship and several visits were made to Iran to discuss and negotiate the way forward.
During my visit to Iran in November 2003, I was accompanied by Lesley Marks our Regional International Director. The visit to Iran was to Tehran only; this was undertaken partly as a result of the visit made in 2002 by Margaret House and Richard Beaumont of the HSSC. The contacts and the indefatigable work I had undertaken, laid the groundwork for the extensive discussions and meetings held during this one short week. We were greatly assisted by the Middle East Association (MEA), which has its headquarters in central London. The MEA held a UK Trade Mission in Tehran, which we joined, and as a result this allowed us to gain access to a number of interesting organizations – both British and Iranian. We made several contacts which were used for the expansion of our academic work and instigated a number of further visits to and from Iran.

Iran

Iran has a population of approximately 65 million, with around 50% under the age of 20 (Iranian Census 2004). Its major centres are Tehran (6m), Mashad (1.9m), Isfahan (1.2m), Shiraz (1.1m) and Tabriz (1.1m). The United States has named Iran a “state sponsor of terrorism” (CNN News) but other reports state, “contrary to local fears, it is highly unlikely that Iran will be a military target in the post-September 11th US military campaign” (Al Jazeera News, 2004). It is also thought to be unlikely that Iran, whilst willing to protect its fellow Shia in Iraq, would be drawn into any conflict with US forces during the Bush campaign in Iraq.

The younger generation clearly want a change from the ultra-conservative regime, which imposes hejab on women (including visitors from overseas), prohibits alcohol and maintains strict restrictions on the population (Shahidi, 2004). Education is the most important aspect of the Iranian population’s life (Shahidi, 2004). For instance families are prepared to sell their houses to pay for their children to enter university. Furthermore, education plays a vital role within life throughout Iran, for example, if any young man wishes to get married the first thing the girl’s family tends to ask, is the level of education of the potential groom, as opposed to the level of financial support. Therefore, there is an abundance of university entrants every year as too many young people take the entrance examination in the hope of being amongst the select few who are accepted, but
regrettably, there is a shortage of places available. The demand is too high and the universities find it problematic to accommodate all the applicants.

As a result, in response to the levels of high demand, a number of private universities have opened which often claim to have some form of link with overseas universities. This is an enticing tactic and is not necessarily the truthful in all cases. Not all of these private universities have been approved by the Iranian Ministry of Education and therefore have no association with overseas institutions. Consequently, students undertake courses held in these private universities, and after finishing, are frequently told that certain institutions fail to acknowledge or accept their qualifications. Nevertheless, this ‘looks attractive’ to some individuals and their families to merely have a qualification on paper to show a degree of education and it can also appear to be a representation of prestige. Acknowledging this, it was necessary for me to attempt to publicly tell the partners that there is a strong need and requirement to follow the correct procedures and regulations. To some, this was wasting time as they wanted to start work immediately and publicise their link with our University. However, it soon became apparent that they would have to wait until we obtained our approval. All universities in Iran show a higher entry percentage of women to men. Iranian women tend to enter universities and get higher and postgraduate education, but for some reason not all use and utilize their qualifications obtained. Our research highlighted that many women fail to maximise on their achievements.

The Iranian market is a rapidly growing educational market, which unfortunately has suffered from being suppressed and shut away from the rest of the world for over twenty years. The role of women in Iran has fluctuated immensely and has experienced speedy changes throughout time. From personal observations, Iranian women are educated and appear to be hard workers but their potential has not been fully utilised or capitalised due to external demands, strains and anxieties that have been enforced upon them by families as well as various employing authorities, our research highlighted the same features. The political situation in Iran is constantly changing, and as a result, this has had a direct effect not only on the Iranian population, but also on the work that I had anticipated to carry out. It was expected that the proposed educational development will, in a small way celebrate the linking of the two countries.
I feel that my role has been crucial in the progression and facilitation of the achievement made over the last five years, linking Mdx with a number of universities in Iran not only the USWR. Hence, my personal involvement was highly supported by many different establishments throughout Iran. Through the nature of the work encompassed within this project, the Iranian Government is making attempts to modify their practices from the preference of sponsoring individual students and scholarships awarded for higher degrees, to a newer system of employing their own in-house programmes which have secure established links with various western universities. Within the development of a sound curriculum that meets the requirements of Iranian students and their sponsors, there is the opportunity to focus on a more individualised type of programme that assists the development of a closer link between the two countries and universities. However, this is all dependent on the fluctuating political situation.

It is intended that this project will address the key issues within this educational development, and the established links will be of benefit to the students and help them by providing a more intensive research-based programme and finally, their curriculum will be much more applicable to their place of work and delivery of care. These issues will be addressed throughout the design of the named curriculum. Before the development of the curriculum a research project was undertaken by me to identify certain components which need to be included in the programme itself through selective findings. This was not the intension of this project but it was hoped that the research and the information gained about the status of women might assist in the development of the module/s within the curriculum.

This project is primarily concerned with using research as a platform to gain an insight into social support and family networks amongst Iranian women, and if at all possible to utilise the information acquired to inform the development of the proposed curriculum through selective findings. The role of this research will contribute to the body of knowledge in terms of; how women perceive themselves within the society; the source of their support; and who they network and engage with. Perhaps, to some extent, it will also explore the role of men within the family and their contributions at home. This research aims to lay the foundations for further research across Iran. It also aims to establish a database which can be added to by subsequent work.
Introduction to the project:

This project addresses the notion of how internationalisation (this will be defined in the literature review chapter) is developed and addressed within Iranian education and how a Master’s curriculum may be developed, based upon information learnt from the research conducted inside the country to uncover more about the culture and the support which is available or could potentially be offered and accessible to women with young children. The internationalisation of education is the desired outcome of the Iranian educational establishments, especially as they will be able to claim that it was based on an approved model (frequent visits to the UK by educationalists and the invitation of educationalists to Iran).

The preliminary stage of this project was to get Mdx approved by the Iranian educational authority. In order to do this, I had to familiarise myself with the educational institutions and individuals at different levels; from management to researchers as well as educationalists. Developing this link required me working from ‘within’ by improving relationships, getting to know people and sharing how they can improve the quality within their university. My involvement over the past five years has resulted in some very interesting work however; unfortunate uncertain political situations have somehow delayed the further progression of work that was initially planned. The Iranians are prone to experience a variety of obstacles and difficulties due to the divisions that appear to act as barriers between them and the western world. These barriers can also be evident to foreign individuals who plan to establish themselves within Iran. It has been argued that Iran is responsible for these difficulties, due to the fact that its population has been locked away from rest of the world for several years; hence, it is thought that the society is not as up-to-date with certain traditions or codes of conduct in certain fields, however, this can be said to be a biased stereo-type, this project examines these issues further. Cultural differences, religion and way of life all play an influential role throughout all aspects, these are revealed subsequently.

This project aims to develop links between Mdx and at least one other educational establishment (USWR) in Iran, to test part of findings in order to make some effective application of the joint work planned for a Master’s in women’s health. Communication and relationship building are the most important factors concerning this joint work.
Literature provided me with an insight into how; interpersonal communication and interaction between two services can eventually emerge into a healthy outcome (Altschul, 1972; Macilwaine, 1983; Donati, 1989; Chiesa, 2000). Obholzer (1994); in addition it highlighted how organisations must address the unconscious processes that sustain the problematic functioning of employees in human services if meaningful behavioural changes are to be achieved, and this is the underlying requirement that is needed to change behavioural patterns at work; this is not evident in Iran.

Planning research and development involves setting appropriate strategies and measurements to answer questions or solve problems and plan future developments in accordance with findings. For all the above, great commitment, dedication and passion are necessary, which can be very time consuming and furthermore require political and local stability. I felt that I was the only one who could make this partnership work, equipped with certain advantages and fortunate circumstances in my favour, these added to the efficiency of the project work. This proved to be accurate, with my successful completion of the project. This was based on the assumptions of completing the research, seeing as circumstances were subject to political and managerial changes, as we were faced with a situation where management could decide to terminate the research and refuse to give the go-ahead. I possess all the qualities mentioned above, but stability at an international, governmental and institutional level was beyond my control. Despite all the governmental and political changes in Iran, I managed to establish a close link with the USWR. This was not an easy task but I feel the relationship did develop and respect was earned from both sides.

Given the rise in numbers of individuals pursuing higher education, especially at postgraduate levels, and considering the shortage of places and courses available in Iran, meeting those demands was an added bonus which helped smooth out the working relationship. Many universities in Iran are forced to cancel planned progressions due to the rapid mobility of personnel, especially at the top management level. I observed this scenario frequently, as on my follow-up visits, certain individuals had moved on and policies had been changed. Whilst it had taken me a good few years to establish myself in three educational establishments in Iran, this resulted in a development which hopefully might set trends for others to follow, as well as future Mdx work in Iran. This work focused on allowing everyone to recognise the need for research and development.
Nevertheless, it was important for me to prioritise areas and work; therefore I had to form an allegiance with those who were primarily interested and willing to establish this link. The USWR recognised the mutual benefits of this proposal and agreed allocations of funding and resources. However the funded research was approved by the Chancellor of the USWR, and again it is important to mention it was hoped that the selective findings of this research might help the development of the curriculum although this was not the primary aim but it was intended and hoped for by me, to be of some assistance. As previously mentioned, the concept of the internationalisation of education was based on the importation of a model of a British curriculum which is hoped to change and bring different way/s of educating healthcare professionals in accordance with trends and practices in Western countries. There was a need for the USWR to conduct certain preliminary research in the hope that the research may emphasise that certain gaps were present within the educational curriculum for particular group of healthcare professionals which needed to be addressed if a new curriculum was to be written. In the following part, I propose to give some background of the two Universities for further clarification.

**Background to the two universities:**

I feel it is important to provide some basic information regarding the two universities that will form the basis of my developmental work in the two countries of Iran and the UK. There have been a number of issues regarding the expansion of Mdx which are extremely relevant to the links between the two universities.

Mdx as a young university has managed to establish a solid foundation. Mdx has a very sound reputation nationally and internationally (www.mdx.ac.uk). It has been reported that it has the highest number of overseas students in the UK (national and local daily papers). The university delivers very broad and diverse programmes at undergraduate, postgraduate and research degree levels. Its quality assurance report is one of the highest in the country and has been praised for the high quality of teaching and care that it delivers to its students (New QAA ref to being No 2). Its mission statement refers to the university’s aim of becoming a global university and its objective of being culturally and internationally diverse. Its international reach corporate plan states that Mdx wants to progress from being primarily a large domestic regional university to becoming a global university. It also takes pride in utilising the diversity in culture of its international staff.
to serve the student body in different parts of the world. Mdx in its plan states that, whilst they are committed to widening the participation and serving the higher education needs of their local communities, they will build on their domestic strengths by expanding places for international postgraduate and work-based learning (WBL) initiatives in London and around the world.

Mdx has developed a great presence and high prestigious profile around the world (anecdotal evidence). This has helped to better serve its home students by enabling them to be educated alongside foreign students. This eliminates certain stereotypes that locals might have of different cultures and nationalities and allows students of all cultural backgrounds to study in harmony and develop real and true understandings and perceptions of foreign traditions and cultures. This equips the student body with certain insights and preparations for the global economy. By expanding globally, Mdx can be an intellectual and commercial bridge between other countries and the UK. Other important factors in Mdx’s international expansion are: the expansion and re-enforcement of new technology, globalisation and competition in generating transformations amongst national and international markets for higher education. Mdx has opened its entry gate for higher education by means of adult learning, taking on mature students, WBL as well as Accreditation of Prior Learning (APL). The development of long life learning as a response to employer and employee change in the knowledge-based economy, new economy, modern and diverse patterns in the world economy; looks to universities to make an increased contribution to developing the work force across the world. (www.mdx.ac.uk/service/internationaleducation).

To date Mdx has:

- 11 offices worldwide
- Each office is responsible for marketing and recruitment in the region concerned
- Each office is run by a Regional Director and his or her staff
- The office provides a counselling service to students wishing to study at Mdx and their families
- The services include: professional education counselling, advice about programme content, accommodation, campus facilities in London and Dubai, application procedures,
acceptance or rejection, student visa applications, pre-departure briefing and advice on life in London

- Mdx also has a campus in Dubai in the UAE where Mdx programmes are offered at an undergraduate level, where the first graduates had their graduation in November 2006. This campus is also looking to plan future postgraduate programmes and the MBA programme already started this year.

- Mdx’s WBL programmes are one of the unique features of the university; the Institute for Work Based Learning is placed within Mdx and offers national and international programmes. Internationally it offers full programmes in Hong Kong, Cyprus, Ireland, Malaysia, Greece and the UK. MDX’s “Global Campus” provides e-learning at a postgraduate level in Computing Sciences, at learning support centres in Egypt, Cyprus, Hong Kong, China, Singapore and the UK.

Mdx’s Dubai campus is in close proximity to Iran and there are plans to expand within Iran. Therefore, the link with Iran will be a promising way of expanding even further within the Middle Eastern market. Iran is a rapidly growing market, its 65 million plus population lends itself to be categorised as ‘a high demand’ market. The prominent role of education within the Iranian culture, once again, is one of the most motivational and important factors regarding the desire and need to link the western educational forum to the Iranian educational forum. Thus, links with Iranian educational establishments will enhance and broaden the international work of Mdx and adhere to its strategic statement.

Iranian educational establishments have their own specific missions and visions but the most important factors appear to be of a cultural and religious dimension (Iranian Ministry of Education). From a cultural point of view, the Islamic Republic of Iran has been on the border of Iranian and Islamic cultures. Iranian cultures and civilisations bear 2500 years of history. Currently the influence of the Muslim religion seems to have high priorities; and is significant when planning any educational programme in Iran to have an insight into the current educational system operating in Iran. As can be seen within the description of the education system in Iran outlined below; the system is very much a ‘prescriptive system’ up to the university level. At a university level, although prescriptive, places become much more restricted in numbers and acceptance levels decrease. Therefore, there is a tendency to seek further and higher education outside the
country. Planning to develop a model of a British curriculum seems to be advantageous to all parties concerned. I feel it is essential to show the Iranian educational system, which portrays a broad overview of how the system is equal to British standards in terms of different stages.

**Iran educational system**

**Overall Comments**

Despite several attempts made by the government to reform the educational system in Iran, still a number of challenges exist. These challenges include a sound planning of a different format of curriculum which takes on board the notion of evidence-based
practice and interprofessional models of curriculum. It is hoped the planned research and proposed curriculum will be one way of addressing a fragment of these challenges.

I hope that within this chapter, I have managed to discuss and illustrate the two different approaches to education and their implementation in the UK and Iran which are diversely different from one another. In addition, hopefully I have identified the need to import and export certain educational ideas and models. The education model in Iran as can be seen above, is very much an adhoc approach and based on what the ministerial establishments feel at the time, these perspectives are in great need of modification and modernisation, in order to change and become a well-managed education (Analavi, 1999).
Chapter Two

Terms of reference/objectives and Literature review

Aim:

My overall aims for the project are to explore the concept of internationalisation from an educational aspect, with special emphasis on Iran, Iranian women and their social culture. The concept of internationalisation in this context is defined as what is going on internationally that helps certain countries become leaders in education and operate internationally. I attempted to explore perceptions of internationalisation and to develop links with an Iranian university through a collaborative research project. The latter aim was to develop a curriculum on women’s health which recognised the role of women in Iran, hence, utilise the information gained from research to help support and assist the proceeding work. To develop an accessible and acceptable curriculum it was essential to make sense of what social support and social networks mean in Iran which appeared different when referring to existing international literature.

The research questions that needed to be addressed whilst conducting the research were:

- What kinds of social support exist for families with young children in Tehran?
- Who provides support? Does this always come from within the household itself? From close kin or extended family?
- Do “friends” offer social support?
- What is the Link with institutions or other types of formal support? What is the context?
- Will the selective findings from this research be used in order to help write module/s and/or learning outcome/s?

Literature review process:

Literature is a fruitful source of concepts, theories and methodology on the topic area (Punch 2005). To assess the subject area within this study a number of different topics
were explored and their relevance to Iran directly or indirectly considered. Having done a comprehensive search using the following databases, specific keywords were used for searches around the subject areas of:

- Internationalisation
- Globalisation
- Education

An additional body of literature relevant to the research project was also examined.

- Mothers and mothering
- Social network
- Social support
- Provision of care

The databases used were:

- CINAHL
- MEDLINE
- AMED
- COCHRANE LIBRARY

Since the purpose of the project was programme development, rather than the production of new knowledge the literature review was limited but focused. I have predominantly concentrated on the work of authoritative researchers, but additionally used a growing body of research from Iran through looking manually at different educational establishments as there were no databases available in Iran which provided me with knowledge about issues relevant to the aims of the research and the development project.

Within this chapter I will attempt to provide an overview of literature relating to internationalisation, globalisation, motherhood, social networks and social support. This will to some extent provide a platform for the research undertaken but in particular will inform the project in relation to international movement and its basis within education. A number of themes emerged from the literature review which were discussed and considered before the project started.
Globalisation and internationalisation:

Globalisation describes developments in the world economy, which entice formerly distinct economies closer together. This trend has expanded beyond the economy and in this case, extended towards education. The notion of globalisation is proposed as a catalyst of radical economic, political, educational and social change (Salehi-Sangari & Foster, 1999). Globalisation can portray increasing cultural and social proximity between various countries. In order to change trends in developing countries, and to transfer a curriculum to Iran is vital in understanding the notion of globalisation and the need for being part of the international market in order to import and export education. Recent environmental changes mean it is imperative to be aware of differing cultures worldwide. It is necessary to incorporate many diverse cultures into everyday social, professional and academic lives, if we are to achieve and accept a ‘global culture’ or at least an array of universal variables (Keillor, Bush and Bush, 1995). Globalisation allows different societies to compare and contrast national cultures, education and traditions in the hope of a common understanding and appreciation. The commencement of a homogeneous global education system is capricious; however the escalation of cultural interaction has challenged the supreme strength of traditional, often formerly secluded cultures.

Due to rapid electronic exchanges of information and reduced travel times between locations, globalisation can produce solidity of time and space. This means that “distances’ as we know it, appear to have minor bearing and have become an insignificant barrier to communications. Furthermore, by reason of remarkable innovation in the transmission of information, knowledge that was previously confined to precise geographical areas is now far more accessible. Since knowledge, has become less place-bound and more universally accessible.

The internationalisation of education is much less complicated and the advantages are numerous. The home country has the ability to exploit its full potential and enjoy further growth, whilst enjoying the benefits of scale and scope. Equally, in return, the “host” university can learn from partnership and diversify their portfolio through the transfer of information and knowledge.
Internationalisation and education:

The wide variety of motives behind internationalisation, have been studied in depth by many authors (Alexander, 1990; Williams, 1991; Quinn, 1999; Yoshino, 1966; Treadgold and Davies, 1988), through observation and empirical research. Morganosky (1993, p.527) asserts that when there are inadequate growth opportunities in the domestic market, it is reasonable to expect that retailers (in our case an educational establishment) will be attracted to “expansion opportunities in international markets.” Therefore, internationalisation can be perceived as a reactive response towards the pressures of the competitive environment, and an outcome of proactive responses towards international prospects (Alexander, 1995).

However, this means that the market is now saturated and educational establishments are required to explore markets further afield. As educational business becomes increasingly globalised, there is an increasing pressure on the UK like many other countries to internationalise and rationalise their expansion. From the “parent country” point of view the expansion of internationalisation of education, is often assumed as an obvious and advantageous move. This adds to the rapid growth of globalisation in the world economy and education and influences what should be taught and where to conduct business (Bailey, 1995; Sharma and Roy, 1996). This creates supply-led pressures, and hence educational programmes are “sold” to meet the needs of a specific market. However, government policy in the purchasing country may act as a restraint and can be directly related to the political, economical and social foundation of the specific country which is not similar to the Western country.

On the other hand, some pressures to internationalise are demand-led as many countries feel the need to ‘modernise’ their way of education and thinking. The result of such ‘demand-led’ pressures has great impact on the rapid movement and expansions of universities in overseas market. The inevitable consequence of such expansion has been the import of diffuse “best practice” from the West with the attendant problem of local differences and practices (Howe & Martin, 1998).

There are a number of ethical and moral questions which tend to arise from activities such as taking money from the needy nations to subsidise home students and the quality
of such provision is often less than it should be (Times Higher Education Supplement, 1996). Such worries have been investigated by the Quality Assurance Agency (QAA) which have and are currently auditing overseas courses by British universities. Business courses in particular, have been one of the most successful routes of entry to any overseas market, as they tend to be cost-driven and often lead to programmes that are little more than pre-packed portfolios of management courses (Huczynski, 1993). Even worse, they can be uncritical and decontextualised presentations of Western managerial fads and fashions (Pascale, 1990).

It is evident that the impetus for internationalisation stems from a range of forces such as, competition, a desire to boost competitive advantage and expand into other consumer markets (Walters, 1989). Education is increasingly consumer driven with the demands of consumer purchasing no longer restricted to one university or country. Consumers have numerous places to choose from since competitive forces create an array of choices for them. Therefore educational establishments must ensure that they deliver the best quality education at the right place and time and their primary concern should be what is right for the market.

According to Mudambi (1994) “Education faces a multitude of strategic choices, with varying levels of risk, profitability and societal impact.” (p.32). Universities need strategies if they wish to manipulate external opportunities and exploit them to their advantage. However, it can be noted that strategic choices have become more complex as a greater number of influential factors must be taken into consideration. Traditional boundaries have been intersected and therefore in-depth operational decisions must be considered (Johnson, 1987). When expanding internationally, universities must make cautious but informed decisions concerning programming, operational functions, logistics, and many more. Robinson and Clarke-Hill (1990) identified key choices that must be considered when expanding past the domestic market into an international territory. The initial concern for universities is to ensure that correct strategic decisions have been made in order to enjoy competitive advantages (Walters, 1989). Decision makers should primarily concentrate on exploiting the opportunities they encompass, to create a successful future, as opposed to continuing with current strategies that entail what has occurred in the past (Henderson and McAdam, 2001; Guba and Lincoln, 1989).
Once a university has expanded internationally, its capabilities are reflected through their working practices. Therefore, educational establishments must consider the extent to which they need to adapt. It is imperative that universities consider the need to modify rather than attempting to transfer a standard format from one country to another completely unchanged. The failure of British universities to recognize the need for adaptation in a host country, can result in failure and a waste of organizational resources. Modifications necessary to comply with cultural norms can be rather expensive, but unfortunately some academic establishments perceive the need for adaptation as an insult and believe their product will be as successful overseas as it is in the domestic market (Henderson and McAdam, 2001). Consequently I tried to transport and import Mdx’s Master’s curriculum to Iran but also took on board the special educational needs of the host country, as I believed that the developing countries are in need of managed education (Analavi, 1999).

Iran has now opened its gates to the outside world and is in position to ‘shop around’ for its educational needs. Based on the literature available it seems that the implementation of anything new especially in a country which is currently undergoing radical changes, requires careful planning. For this very reason I have used my professional relationship with the host university and planned valuable research which could be the platform and foundation for planning and implementation of an MSc in women’s health and social welfare.

This part of the literature review has a dual purpose in underpinning the research project while at the same time exploring the implications of varying social factors on the potential recruitment of female students and their ability to undertake university education. The review draws upon literature relating to social support for families of young children across the world. Many of these studies relate to research about mothers, and often to mothers living in single parent households (May, 2004). ‘Social networks’ continue to be a feature of social life which is researched extensively (Mitchell, 1969; Wellman, 1999). The notion of ‘social capital’ or related forms of capital (Reay, 2004) has also become prevalent in much western research on households, social networks, social support and the links to health (e.g. Ziersh et al, 2005; Domínguez & Watkins, 2003). The review includes international literature from 1994 to the present published in English, Farsi and French. It particularly draws upon a small body of literature from Iran.
Mothers and mothering

This is huge body of literature and the focus has been narrowed to that which is broadly applicable to Iran and Iranian women. A number of research studies from different parts of the world suggest that having the first baby is a life-crisis, a turning point, a rite of passage that involves huge physical, psychological and social adjustments (Oakley, 1981; Barclay et al., 1997; Ball 1994; Singh & Newburn, 2000a; Miller, 2005). Considering this from an individual perspective, experiencing motherhood is a very complex process as women may run a whole gamut of emotions, from negative feelings of loss: loss of identity, sleep and control over their lifestyle and physical state: aloneness, low self-esteem, to positive feelings of excitement, love and fulfilment (Oakley, 1981; Rogan et al 1997; Barclay et al., 1997; Ball 1994).

Research shows that this transition to motherhood brings with it physical and emotional changes for individual women with approximately 50-70% of mothers experiencing the ‘baby blues’ and some 10-15% suffering from postnatal depression. Women also report substantial physical morbidity which is largely unreported to health professionals and lasts well beyond the six week routine discharge by the GP (McArthur, Bick et al., 2001).

From a social perspective, Miller’s (2005) recent study is useful in reminding us how the transition to motherhood is viewed differently in different cultures. Miller provides evidence from different geographical and cultural settings (UK, Bangladesh & the Solomon Islands) to suggest the notion of “different and sometimes competing ‘cultural scripts’ that shape ways of knowing about reproduction and childbirth in different cultural contexts” (Miller, op cit, p.27). She suggests that the ways in which these cultural scripts “translate into types of authoritative knowledge and related practices provide us with the means to map the different cultural terrains of childbirth and motherhood. In so doing, they highlight cultural reference points that become even more important as boundaries are increasingly blurred by processes of globalisation.” (Miller, op cit, p.45).

Social networks, social support

Social support and social networks are concepts when translated to Farsi that can be interlinked, but yet each could still be viewed separate. These terms are western concepts
that are rarely considered or debated in Iran since in the Iranian culture; norms around the family and gender and caring responsibilities are very different. However in the absence of literature in an Iranian context, there are important elements to be gained from international literature.

**What kinds of support are given?**

Social support as observed personally within the Iranian culture is generally regarded as a more practical and financial concept or is viewed as a simple gesture of making a routine visit or a telephone call to and from a family member or a close associate, as observed by Sharma (1986) amongst Indian women. Rastegar Khaled (2004) found that social support helps to illuminate conflict in families and at the workplace. The social support and family networks are an important part of the Iranian culture and family life, even though they are not defined on the same outlines as the European countries.

Different kinds of support are discussed in the literature for example; practical, financial, emotional and informational. Wallman’s (1984) work on household resources considers the following ‘tangible’ resources (housing, services, and goods/money) as well as ‘intangible’ resources (time, information and identity) as relevant to social support. Bell (1994a, 1994b, 1995, and 1998) has stressed the importance of time as a resource, especially for practical and emotional aspects of childcare. There are clear links between these different factors, as well as between what Wallman identifies as the two kinds of resources; for example, giving (tangible) practical help may also provide emotional (‘identity’) support to someone. However, our key interest here is on the provision of social support, broadly defined, rather than on support-based which is mainly related to goods or finances.

It is also important to look at the social or cultural context in which support is being given. For example, in much recent western research there is an assumption that mothers need childcare support to enable them to be employed outside the household. However, some researchers have been surprised to discover their respondents maintaining a ‘traditional’ division of labour i.e. woman at home, man employed (Vincent, Ball & Pietkainen, 2004). This kind of assumption affects the kind of research carried out and the researchers’ conclusions.
Lokshin’s (1994) study of women’s childcare choices in Russia, shows that mothers’ “labour force participation and working hours are responsive to changes in the price of childcare and hourly wages. …family allowance transfers - intended as a means of reducing poverty - do not have a significant effect on a household's choice of childcare arrangements. Replacing family allowances with childcare subsidies may have a strong positive effect.” (p.13).

Motherhood in Iran and the Iranian culture is something inevitable, as once you get married this is seen as an expectation from the family and the individual. It is therefore important in the current project to explore the situation as it is perceived by families in Tehran, and to record mothers’ own views about what kinds of support are actually required, without making inappropriate assumptions. We do need to take into account whether or not women are employed outside the home and also the family’s migrant status, if applicable (as developed in our questionnaires), in order to explore some of the issues that arose by the above pieces of research.

**Who gives support?**

Researchers such as Gottlieb (1981) first began to make significant use of the idea of social networks related to social support and community health. In the 1980s network techniques were also applied successfully in areas of research where informants sought information or problem-solving. Sharma (1986) describes the management of 'household status' through network contacts by Indian women, while Morris (1985) considers local social networks to domestic organisations in Britain, and Hill (1989) examines their impact on childcare.

“Who gives” support is a notion, embedded within the social and cultural structures prevalent in society (Birch, 1998). For example, Hyun, OK, et al., (2002) note that especially in the USA and Hong Kong the key research focus in this topic area has been on support between couples/ husband and wife. In other geographical areas, the research emphasis has been on the role of the mother-in-law especially in patriarchal societies, or mothers’ own mothers as givers of support. Researchers such as Wheelock & Jones (2002), in northern England, Salaff & Greve (2004) among Chinese immigrants in Canada, have investigated the role of kin, as providers of support, and have found that
kin-care is preferred by parents for their younger children. Others have looked at the support given by ‘close friends’ and highlight the importance of what have been termed as ‘weak ties’ in support networks Granovetter (1973) and Carrasco, Rose, Charbonneau (1999). However, social networks are not static, and change dynamically over the span of family life. Bost et al., (2002) have considered the structural and supportive changes in couples’ networks across the transition to parenthood.

Bell (1994) in her doctoral study showed the importance of female links between mothers in one local area to their social support. Such links were often perceived to be quite instrumental although they were sometimes defined as ‘friendship’ (particularly when the researcher asked for a definition). However, these friendships were often distinguished from ‘real’ friendships which might involve the whole family, not just the mother. Weak ties could include sporadic links to acquaintances, occasional use of formal, professional or institutional links as key givers of support. Bell (1994a) draws a distinction between support from kin both inside and outside the household, support from those identified as ‘friends’ and support from other mothers in the locality, typically women who had children of a similar age to the respondents. These ‘local’ networks were highly gendered: in other words exclusively female.

Dominguez and Watkins (2003) point out that, “Many analyses of social support networks exclude professional, institution-based relationships with social workers and service providers” (p.121). They therefore include considerations of these kinds of institutional network links in their study alongside consideration of kin and friendship based networks. Taggart, Short and Barclay, (2000) considered the role of volunteer support workers for mothers in an Australian context. However it is important to record, the source of necessary support for families in Iran, in addition to considering the support within and outside the household, including support from friends, wider kin or institutional contacts, all of which are relevant. This would also enable us to consider the important role of health and other professionals in mobilising support where it is needed.

This literature review did not intend to discuss the relationship between social support and health other than to recognise a positive correlation, and to highlight the need for further research in an Iranian context.
Literature from Iranian sources

Gaining access to Iranian research literature was very difficult due to the absence of bibliographic databases. However, visiting different university libraries and different educational establishments enabled manual searches of the existing literature. All the works were written in Farsi so it meant assessing which would be suitable before translation. Students visiting or connected with different establishments were taught to do the first search and by preparing a list of titles, it was possible to pick those which had relevance. These mainly consisted of research undertaken by academics and/or professionals and dissertations completed by previous students.

Having reviewed the available research, it was apparent that no direct study had been conducted, although some literature did exist in relation to social support, social networks and poverty. These were directed towards women and mothers and therefore had some relevance. These studies about women/mothers have paid attention to different types or aspects of social support, and have indirectly mentioned social support and social networks in the framework of problems faced by women and mothers. According to this, the literature review was divided into three parts: literature relating to women/mothers, employment issues faced by women and research related to social support.

Literature related to Women/Mothers

During recent years many questions have been asked with regards to the influences resulting in mental and/or emotional disorders in women. The conclusions derived from these sources point to the fact that there is an interactive and complex relationship between mental disorders in women and their social conditions. In other words, the epidemiological studies in Iran and other countries around the world show that there is a higher prevalence of mental disorders (two to three times) amongst women who have social problems (Mohseniye, Tabrizi, & Seyedan, 2004).

In light of this issue, a study has been conducted on the social origins of mental disorders in women, focusing on depression. This study consists of a survey using a questionnaire using women aged 20-60 years old living in Tehran, the result of this survey was that depression in women has many influencing factors that have complex causal relationships.
with each other. The most important aspect is that these mental conditions have all been related and linked to social status, which has a close relationship with social systems and structures. For example, women’s unequal access to valuable family resources, gender divisions of labour, the type of power relationship in the family. Accompanied by their social and economic status, these are significantly influential in women’s mental conditions (Mohseni, Tabrizi & Seyedan, 2004).

Unequal access to different resources of social supports, show their impact in other ways as well as mental conditions. One of these consequences is double poverty of women-headed households. The majority of data and statistics in the country identify womanised poverty, especially in women-headed households. The figures in the analysis carried out by Kamali (2004) clearly highlights that although this problem is far reaching and extremely complex, the social support given to this issue barely scratches the surface of these problems.

Many studies have been done surrounding the issues related to women-headed households. The new poverty paradigm has paid attention to the factors affecting the deprivation of women-headed households. Gender is another important factor that results in the lack of access to resources. Other important factors in this paradigm include employment and income, these results in limited support and social support networks access to social capital. Research has identified however, that poverty among women-headed households has decreased over the last three decades. When considering the figures available on poverty in female-headed households, we can see this factor is due to illiteracy, smaller family units and fewer employed family members. According to Shaditalab & Gerayee- Nejad (2004), women-headed households are part of “the poorest of the poor”. A number of studies looked into the role of mothers and their performance in taking care of their children. The conclusions of these studies showed the positive impacts of literacy, training and awareness of the mother’s positive actions in their children’s nutrition (Keshavarsi & Alavi-naeini, 1998).

Mothers’ employment and can be an effective solution to reducing poverty (Bahramitash, 2003). Bahramitash (2003) discusses female employment in Iran, showing how this has increased during the 1990s since the Revolution. The impact of employment on Iranian women’s health (comparing employed and non-employed mothers) has been researched
by Ahmad Niya (2002) (see also Kian Thiebaut, 1999). In an earlier study of Iran, Ghorayshi (1996) suggests, “a complex relationship between paid-work and women's position in the family. Working women are disadvantaged and face difficulties, but paid-employment enables them to enhance their position at the micro-level. However, women's ability to negotiate for change is limited when they occupy unequal position within sexual division of labour, face a tension between traditional and modern values, and have to rely on their family and personal relationships to perform their multiple tasks.” (p.23).

Numerous studies in the West relating to the relationship of women’s employment and their health, confirms the positive impact of work on their health, furthermore a similar pattern is observed in Iran. The result of research carried out by Ahmad Niya (2002) in Iran, shows that paid working conditions, or self employment has a direct link to the individual’s physical and mental health. However in Iran, with the dominance of religion and traditions in the Iranian culture, there is a great emphasis on women’s household chores, rather than the women’s role outside the house and employment (Ahmad Niya, 2004). Some studies portray the positive impact of women’s employment/involvement in their children’s educational patterns, social life and recreational activities strengthening the bond between mothers and their children (Nofel, 1997; Jom’eh Khaledi, 2001; Soltanizade, 1994).

However, in spite of the positive impacts of employment on women’s health and the improvement of their children’s situations, a number of research studies show that employed women face numerous obstacles. One would assume that there is room for a role that reduces these problems by appropriate social support and networks for mothers and women in Iran.

Farjadi (1992) discovered that one of the major problems faced by employed women/mothers is the lack of free personal time, that they can devoted to themselves due to their duties in doing household chores. This had a significant impact on their mental and physical well being. The fatigue as a result caused conflicts between them and their spouses, as well as not paying enough attention to their children’s health, nutrition and education. It could be argued that problems facing employed women are not insurmountable. For example, providing, “formal” social support through nursery
facilities for taking care of children, reduction of working hours and the presence of social workers in the workplace (Asadzadeh, 2003; Zahirabadi, 1994).

It has also been reported that employed women/mothers not only face problems in family situations but also in work situations (Ahmad Niya 2002). These problems are the low wages, higher expenses for employers, lack of job diversity or employment opportunities which are compounded by lack of experience and expertise among managers and the persistence of negative attitudes. An additional barrier is perpetuated in the negative opinions in some families leading to limited participation of women in society. Conversely the women’s role in the home, in the production of agricultural products and services and their hidden contribution to the wider economy is ignored (Sadegi, 1997).

**Social support and social networks**

The increasing number of families, in which both husband and wife are employed outside the home, is a contributing factor to social changes in Iran. This type of lifestyle despite its advantages for the purpose of role combination, places an increased pressure on women. The origin of these pressures such as conflicts between work and family are mainly influenced by the traditional work division at home and the acceptance of more responsibilities, both inside and outside the home environments.

Rastegar Khaled’s (2004) on social support research conducted, showed that 67.5% of respondents experienced ‘high’ or ‘very high’ tension between work and family. However, when comparing the average responses between women and men, the results indicated that these conflicts, especially relating to mental pressures was higher for women than men. This result is different for women and men. In other words, while work had a higher impact on decreasing the conflict for men, the family support showed a higher impact on decreasing the conflict of family and work for women. Therefore, it can be concluded that in the current cultural and social conditions of the Iranian society, the mechanism of conflict and the role that receives support, plays an important part in work and family situations therefore decreasing the pressures for the employed husband and wife who are completely affected by the traditional gender pattern of role division. As noted the family support has a higher impact on decreasing this conflict for women (ibid.).
The impact of social support has been proven to have an effect not only on women and mothers, but it has also had a snowball effect on their children. Akhondi (1997) indicates a positive relationship between social support and all social and pupils’ compatibility.

The relationship between social support and the social situation of mothers has been studied by other researchers. Mousavi (2002) showed that women with social support were better-off economically. This research also indicated that social support has an impact on increasing the level of social trust which is an important dimension of social capital. Mousavi (2002) argues that women working within the non-governmental sectors of the Iranian economy confront a variety of problems. These include job insecurity, social insecurity, a lack of employment legislation and regulations, and an absence of welfare facilities and negative attitudes of society towards employed women. This leads to low motivational levels for work, especially amongst those employed in non-governmental (private) sectors. However in general, the strength of social support tends to increase economic expectancy and social trust amongst the employed women in these sectors. (Ibid.)

Further research by Hashemi-Nasrehabadi (1994), showed a relationship between social support, self-confidence and perceptions of internal or external control and ability to confronting issues which might cause stress (Ravesh hay-e Moghabeleh-ie). The research showed, that the more social support women received, the more they felt they had the confidence and ability confront certain behaviours and address the influential causes of environmental stress. Individuals who have extended relationships with other people, benefited from a longer, healthier and productive life. Golrezaie (1996) stated that there was a clear relationship between social support, self-confidence and depression, consequently, identifying social support decreases depression through increasing self-confidence.

The selection of Iranian literature reviewed on the problems of women and mothers and its relationship to social support and social networks, highlighted that social support either in an objective format or in the form of perceived support from formal and/or informal sources, plays an important role on reducing tensions, conflicts, individual and family problems and/or illnesses (Hemmati, 2003). In studies reviewed, the positive impact of having strong social support had a positive influence on the health of women
and children. The positive impacts of social support in working environments appear to work by weakening stress factors and have the potential to improve the situation for Iranian women (Golrezaie, 1996).

The review of direct and allied literature available and obtainable in Iran showed that family is the main source of support for women and mothers. This confirms that family support has a great impact on improving the overall performance and the situation of women and mothers.

**Implications for the development project:**

Globalisation and internationalisation from an educational point of view suggests a tendency for Western countries to cash-in on their expertise, transport and export education to other countries which have been tailor-made for their own specific country. Important aspects such as culture and the application and relevance of the content, can often be lost, not suitably addressed or often changed and modified to suit different environments, hence there is frequently a failure to establish the right platform to base links and establish/promote education to other countries. With regards to the internationalisation of education, it is not merely a simple task of utilising and transferring an existing model and expecting it to work in another culture. It has to be adapted, matured, changed to suit the culture and be applicable to the context of that society.

Iran has a profile of 70% young people who are looking for university education and the evidence suggests that more women seek higher education than men. However, as for women all over the world those who are the bearers and the educators of the future generation, feel over burdened with the numerous diverse roles they have to play. The Iranian educational body and Iranian women have a strong desire to modernise themselves and their ways of thinking, through education.

However, literature suggests that the implementation of anything new in countries which have undergone radical changes, needs precise and careful planning. The evidence suggests that if women are to be encouraged to participate in university education, the
absence of social support needs to be taken into consideration. Although the Iranian society is ever-changing, dramatic changes take time; hence it is importance of considering the primary roles of women as mothers and homemakers. The main source of social support in Iran, tends to come from close family members, therefore, this has a direct impact on the emotional and physical aspects of childcare support and in turn impacts the woman’s ability to work/study outside of the home. Unlike the UK or USA, networks of friends are not relied upon for childcare and this suggests the need for a more formal provision of childcare by universities, so the mothers can make time to attend to their studies. In addition, given the expansion of technology, it should be possible to provide programmes which fit more comfortably with women’s roles as carers. Perhaps the involvement of the Iranian women in university education will in time evoke some social change. However, it is important that even the most liberal educational programmes, which are offered by British university’s, to acknowledge and respect the norms and values of the Iranian culture and work with it to provide women with the ‘best of both worlds’. The programmes offered might encourage students to establish sisterly networks between themselves. The university might also plan to provide classes at more ‘family friendly times’, and to give the opportunity to learn from positive role models.

The following were uncovered from the existing literature:

- Poverty of host/local literature to built upon.
- The concept of globalisation and internationalisation is very much needed and requested for by the Iranian universities in order to progress with the needs of the new generation and the demands placed on them nationally and internationally.
- Being a mother and a woman seems to be a role that brings alongside with it daily routine work at home and making sure all is well at home.
- Social support does not appear to be a significant part of life and not much attention is paid to it by women in Iran.
Chapter Three: Methodology

Research Design

A statement of the precise research Problem:

It is my assumption from personal observation with reference to the work carried out by Mohseniye, Tabrizi and Seyedan (2004), that social support and social networks are the two concepts which are frequently disregarded in certain countries like Iran. This is contributed to the fact that people are much more concerned with and place a high emphasis on certain activities relating to daily living, rather than concentrating on required issues like support. It is once again apparent, from personal observation that the dominant role of woman in Iran is to raise children and maintain and keep the family unit together. Based on this personal reflection I contribute the above to the lack of information and training available to healthcare professionals in Iran. Where appropriate, if education at an advanced level was available to healthcare professionals and if they were allowed to put into practice what they have learnt, I feel this would without doubt encourage them to see care as beyond the immediate medical intervention. Consequently, this would have a great impact in giving them increased confidence levels to explore other aspects of the individual’s lives, as opposed to merely the physical domain. Their education would draw on a well and thoroughly prepared curriculum which would carry with it modules on various aspects. However, I would argue that healthcare professionals are not to blame and can not be held responsible for their inappropriate educational levels, as the root of the problem must be addressed and identified in order for progressive steps to be taken and advancements implemented; with the hope of modifying the current situation. Policies are extremely influential when it comes to addressing the quality of care and recognising certain necessities which often require funding and correct direction from top-level decision makers.

The decision for healthcare services comes from the Ministry of Health but the educational part lies within the command of the Ministry of Education. The consequence of this is that the two sides lack communication with each other. In order to ensure that women’s needs are to some extent understood, the USWR decided to commission this research. This research will therefore investigate and explore the social support and
family networks amongst families with young children under the school age in Tehran. This will focused with a view to utilise some of the selective findings, in the hope that they can be implemented in future progress and identify those that might be able to be incorporated within the master’s curriculum, which subsequently, will provide a deeper understanding of the manner in which healthcare professionals deal with families. The problem in this context lies with the lack of communication and coordination between the different organisations in Iran, which in turn creates poverty in the correct educational input at appropriate levels, which should strive to motivate and give confidence to professional’s to deliver an increased level of holistic care.

Identification of the research question to be answered by this study:

The combination of time spent in Iran and the results concluded from the focus groups, emphasised and highlighted a tremendous lack of attention when considering social support. It was evident that certain members of the family and even healthcare professionals failed to recognise the struggles and issues that mother’s had to face, hence, the significant lack of social support for mothers with young children. The lack of support was apparent, but the reasoning for this was even more apparent, how could support be provided when the actual ‘need’ for the initial support was not obvious? It was also evident that the issue was frequently dismissed by the mothers themselves, seeing as they were often too occupied with the ‘textbook’ role of being a mother and a wife. Therefore this research aims to highlight this concern from the mothers’ perspectives (this was presented to us whilst having a focus group of mothers before starting the research in 2005).

The actual research questions asked during this research were:

- What kinds of social support are needed by families with young children in Tehran?
- Who provides support? Is the source of support always from within the household itself? From close kin or extended family?
- Do “friends” offer social support?
What is the link between healthcare professionals and other types of formal support? What is the context?

**Research design:**

Research can be seen “as an organised, systematic and logical process of inquiry, using empirical information to answer questions or test hypothesis” (Punch, 2005, p.7). Having established the research questions, the design of the research is vital in ensuring the necessary data is collected and analysed therefore, it can answer the questions posed. A sound research design ensures that the information obtained is relevant to the research problem and all data is collected by objective and economic procedures (Chisnall, 1992). The overall principle is ensuring that the research design enables the researcher to answer the research questions and whether the answers are accurate, unbiased, objective and interpretable (Polit and Hungler, 1991). The research design can be referred to as a “framework” or “blueprint” for completing the research project (Malhotra, 1993, p.91).

Considering the paucity of academic research into social support and family networks within the Iranian community, and the recognition of the lack of training available, in addition to the recognition of the necessity to employ advanced education for healthcare workers; the nature of this research study can be classed as exploratory. Exploratory research is usually undertaken when there is a lack of information available about the research subject. In certain cases it is undertaken in order to provide a basis for further research, for example to define certain concepts, to formulate hypotheses or to operationalise variables; in other cases it is undertaken to gain information on the issue *per se* (Sarantakos, 1998).

I have chosen to use a mixed methodology research design, involving both qualitative and quantitative data collection. Two simple definitions of the terms are presented to clarify an initial understanding of the two types of research; “Quantitative research is empirical research where the data are in the form of numbers. Qualitative research is empirical research where the data are not in the form of numbers” (Punch, 2002, p.3). While quantitative data copes with numbers, qualitative data is associated with meanings. These
‘meanings’ are depicted through language and actions; these meanings are a mode of identifying distinctions within this research and identifying the needs and awareness of those requirements (Dey, 1998). However, these definitions are only useful as a base to understanding the noticeable distinction, as the differing research types, refer to a ‘way of thinking’ or a particular style of data collection or even a variety of methods. There is much more to them than merely consisting of either numerical or non-numerical data as each tend to compliment and assist the other when reaching conclusions (Punch, 2002).

Qualitative research is especially useful where little is known about the area of study and the particular problem, setting or situation, because the research can reveal processes that go beyond surface appearances (Holloway and Wheeler, 2000). This research orientation can in addition, provide fresh and new perspectives on known areas and ideas (Strauss and Corbin, 1990). Qualitative research develops theory inductively (Cormack, 2000). The quantitative approach to research is influenced by positivism and uses objective measurement and subjective ratings that can be quantified or measured. In addition, the approach can also be described as reductionist, since it reduces complex phenomena into simple units of analysis.

Both methods tend to treat its analytic categories differently. The quantitative goal is “to isolate and define categories as precisely as possible before the study is undertaken, and then to determine, again with great precision, the relationship between them” (McCracken, 1988, p.16). The qualitative goal is to isolate and define categories during the process of research.

There is sufficient academic verification, which will argue that one orientation could potentially be more suitable than the other, as the many strengths and weaknesses are weighed out. However, it is safe to propose that a mixture of both orientations is wise, this principle is commonly accepted, as provisions are made for both analysis and the generation of valuable results. Fielding and Fielding (1986) endorse this view and support a mixture of both qualitative and quantitative orientations, “There is a growing recognition that research requires a partnership and mixture of techniques, there is much to be gained from collaboration rather than competition between different partners” (Fielding and Fielding, 1986, cited in, Dey, 1993, p.4).
It has also been noted that these differing approaches often complement each other and can also contribute to more valuable and reliable results through means of triangulation. This approach to combining qualitative and quantitative methods; mixed methodology ‘triangulation’, has been described by Robson (2002) as, “Checking the results of a qualitative method with those of a quantitative method (or vice versa)” (p.372). Mixed methodology tends to add validity and credibility to the research.

The use of mixed methodology has been argued to provide several advantages:

- This kind of approach can be seen to increase the extent and richness of the type of data collected for exploration (Goodwin and Goodwin, 1984).
- Data obtained in two or more different ways can be used for the purpose of cross validation (Goodwin and Goodwin, 1984; Silverman, 1992).
- Combining approaches enable multi-purpose research to be done in a most efficient and effective way (Reichardt and Cook, 1979).
- Mixed methodology allows increased flexibility in exploration which may undergo change during the period of research (Huck, Cormier and Bounds, 1974).

This research employed a mixed methodology, by firstly gaining an awareness of an informant’s experience of a phenomenon from their perspective using a focus group and then using the findings to create a questionnaire that was employed to gain data from a larger sample of respondents. It has been proposed that “neither qualitative nor quantitative have universal applicability, but qualitative methods can be used to determine the plausibility of quantitative research” (Cahill, 1996, cited in Milliken, 2001, p.75). The integration of both qualitative and quantitative approaches can often increase the value of the research, Nancarrow et al. (1996) endorse this opinion and believe that the combination of the approaches can truly add value and boost the reliability of the research (Milliken, 2001).

The two research techniques are not mutually exclusive and it has been noted that researchers often utilise a combination of both (Remenyi et al., 1998). It can be suggested that when a study is solely qualitative, it can be advisable to incorporate some simple quantifications (Gheradi and Turner, 1987; Silverman, 1985). These descriptive quantifications, statistics and figures, may contribute to the study as background material.
and aid by creating a foundation for the study (Alvesson and Sköldberg, 2000). Qualitative research can also develop the feasibility of quantitative research (McDaniel and Gates, 1993, p.190). It has been suggested that the argument between qualitative and quantitative orientations, illuminates the necessity for a third conjoint approach (Allen-Meares, 1995).

The quantitative approach, typically adopts the deductive process and the opposing qualitative approach, utilises an inductive process. The paradigms associated with the approaches are different and this can be the fundamental, influential factor in the decision to choosing an approach. It is generally accepted that the positivist paradigm is associated with the quantitative approach and the relativist paradigm is linked to the qualitative orientation. It has been contended by many that the choice of paradigm is more important than the choice of approach, hence the decision confirming the paradigm, will in turn influence the choice of orientation (Hyde, 2000). Guba and Lincoln (1994) have stated that, “Although [this] … implies that the term qualitative is an umbrella term superior to the term paradigm (and indeed, that usage is not uncommon), it is our position that it is a term that ought to be reserved for a description of types of methods. From our perspective, both qualitative and quantitative methods may be used appropriately with any research paradigm” (p.105).

As mentioned above, researchers opting to use the quantitative approach, commonly employ a deductive research process, this is regarded as a “theory building process, starting with observations of specific instances, and seeking to establish generalisations about the phenomenon under investigation” (Hyde, 2000, p. 2). Hence, we can presume that qualitative researchers frequently adopt an inductive research process, which is considered to be a “theory testing process which commences with an established theory or generalisation, and seeks to see if the theory applies to specific processes” (Hyde, 2000, p. 2).

However, it is frequently observed that some researchers exploit both the deductive and inductive processes within their research. For example, the qualitative approach would adopt a typically inductive process; however, deductive processes can also be combined with them. It has been suggested by Kirk and Miller (1986) that the combination of
inductive and deductive processes, constitute significant and prominent qualitative research, “The fieldworker…is continuously engaged in something very like hypothesis testing…He or she draws tentative conclusions from his or her current understanding of the situation…Where, for anticipated reasons, this understanding is invalid, the qualitative researcher will sooner or later…find out about it” (p.25, cited in, Hyde, 2000, p.4).

Subsequently the data collected will be related to the phenomenological approach. This approach is inductive in nature and is concerned with theory generation, as opposed to theory validation. The phenomenological approach is a qualitative method of conducting research, when the researcher examines the phenomena from the subjects’ point of view and distinguishes the “essence” of the human experiences regarding that phenomenon (Creswell, 2003). Hence, whatever data is collected, will reflect the ‘lived experience’ of the individual. Therefore, I am merely borrowing the lived experiences of the individuals and am exposing it to in-depth analysis.

**Initial suggestions for the research design:**

This was debated and discussed fully with the other research team members and justification for design was arrived at which will be discussed fully.

**Justification for research design:**

The rationale for the research approach was based on the literature review undertaken. As mentioned in the previous chapter, literature obtained from the Iranian sources clearly demonstrated a poverty of research in this area. The research used from other sources showed that the notion of social support and family networks has a foundation within the culture and is part of the norms of the society that one lives in. In the past, researchers had used different designs to attempt to answer their research question/s. I felt that the concepts stated by others in previous research were too broad, and after reflection of preceding work carried out in Iran; it became apparent that a mixed methodology
approach would be advisable. With increased examination and further reflection, it became clear that the research topic was too big to address by merely using just qualitative or quantitative research, as this would still result in a number of unexplored areas.

In the field of social science research, two main paradigms are recognised (Burns 2002). The first is the scientific paradigm which follows the empirical tradition, by using quantitative research methods. The second is the naturalistic paradigm which follows a phenomenological modality, this uses qualitative research methods. Each paradigm has important implications for conducting research. The choice of paradigm used, depends on what the researcher is trying to establish. In this research, the quantitative method was adopted (scientific paradigm); the survey was used as a means of gaining expert consensus about the issue under investigation, whilst clarifying and obtaining facts and figures. Burns (2002) identifies four other principles that underpin the quantitative approach; objectivity, reliability, generality and reductionism. The main quantitative data collection method employed was a questionnaire.

In addition, the qualitative data collection method employed was secondary analysis of the data collected by the means of diaries and their content analysis. Qualitative research methods look at issues through the subject’s eyes. This research approach is used as a vehicle for studying the empirical world from the perspective of the subject, not the researcher (Duffy, 1987), and gives good insights into individuals’ understanding and perceptions (Bell, 1995). Entering the natural setting is the best way to gain accurate knowledge of social facts, for example, the mother’s individual perspectives. Hence, this makes the approach highly appropriate for this study. The individual’s subjective experiences of a social phenomena within their naturally accruing contexts is emphasised with a focus on understanding the personal meaning and interpretations that individuals attach to the events they are involved in (Burns 2002). The use of diaries with a self selected sample was the qualitative method adopted to gain detailed understandings of the area of enquiry by emersion into the social phenomena of interest as there is currently very little research done in this area in Iran. This was carried out with a view to improve the reliability and validity of the study by triangulation (Burns 2002).
My role as the practitioner/researcher and also leader, endorsed that it was imperative for me to be in control of all aspects of the research and plans at all times and to be in command of how to orchestrate this work. An additional feature of this role that was particularly suited to me, was the fact that I was in an advantageous position, considering I had a good understanding of the two dominant languages and was familiar with the two cultures.

The division of labour was an issue that required carefully planning in order for the team to have a sense of accomplishment and worth, it was important for them to feel that their skills and abilities were utilised to their full potential. I designated the majority of the data collection to the Iranian members, seeing as they had direct access to the subject. This was agreed by them and they were enthusiastic to be of assistance as it seemed feasible to them. My British partner was also keen to be part of the whole process addressing the family map which she had devised in her previous research and to identify how it can be used again in a different setting. However, her results were not used for the conclusions of this project, as they were collated for her own personal publication. The methodology was proposed and agreed by the team to be of combined/mixed methodology, which was informed by the literature review. The literature review clearly highlighted a lack of Iranian research and those reviewed were mostly of a quantitative nature. Additional Western literature was examined, which displayed both qualitative and quantitative elements.

**Study sample:**

Sampling should be both appropriate and adequate; appropriateness means that the method of sampling corresponds to the aim of the study and helps the understanding of the research topics; if the sampling strategy is correct and adequate relevant information and sufficient data is gathered (Morse, 1991). Two samples exist within this study, a quantitative study sample and qualitative study sample. A convenience sampling approach was used to recruit participants to the quantitative component of the study and a self selected sampling approach was used to recruit participants for the qualitative component of the study.
Quantitative sampling:

The quantitative sample consisted of 600 participants who agreed to complete the desk survey questionnaire. These participants were a convenience sample group who fitted the inclusion criteria of the study, ‘mothers with children under the school age’ living in the designated geographical areas. In deciding the sample size the following principles were considered; adequate numbers to provide relevant data for analysis in order to answer the research question/s, to address possible diverse views and contradictions (Malterud, 2001).

Qualitative sampling:

Self selected sampling was used by randomly asking a selection from the 600 mothers who participated in the survey, whether or not they were willing to help with the next stage of our data collection, which comprised of completing a two week routine diary. The mothers, who were selected, were from different designated areas for this stage (Bowling, 1992). This approach was adopted in order to gain an insight into family networking and a realistic perspective of current social support within the families. They were informed that all information will be strictly confidential and were asked to give verbal consent in front of their healthcare professionals. They were also instructed that they could stop doing the diaries at any time they wish to, without any termination of their healthcare provisions. Qualitative research with its flexible and inquiring nature allows the researcher to make an informed judgment of the matter of sample size by taking account of a rich and in-depth understanding of the respondents’ experiences (Lane et al 2001). It was decided to present 24 mothers with a diary for two weeks, which they had to complete. The participants were chosen to represent different geographical sections which represent different social classes. Participants were chosen by the individuals conducting the desk survey questionnaire and based on the criteria given to them.
Sampling:

Inclusion criteria:
Any woman was eligible to participate in the study, providing she was a mother with a child and/or children under the school age (7 years), living in the designated geographical area of Tehran. This study included both employed and unemployed mothers, from different social classes, and had no age restriction.

The sample was collected from the population living in Tehran who portrayed the true characteristics of that population; the USWR staff collected the sample from eight identified districts in North, South and Central Tehran, reflecting the following different social classes:

- North districts 1, 3 reflecting upper class
- Central districts 7, 8, 11 reflecting middle class
- South districts 16, 19, 21 reflecting lower class

Official statistical information was obtained and used on demography and employment rates of women, social economic status proved to be the most important criterion.

After clarifying the districts, the researchers created different blocks by cluster sampling and randomly sampled within. The total population of all these districts of mothers with children under seven was 1,250,000.

The sample was chosen according to formula $n = \frac{(Nt^2pq)}{(Nd^2+t)}$, where:

- $n = \text{size of sample}$
- $N = \text{no of women with children under 7 in Tehran}$
- $t = \text{co-efficient 95\% = 1.96}$
- $d = \text{confidence interval = 0.04}$
- $p = \text{probability of having maximum .05}$
- $q = \text{not having criteria maximum .05}$

$(pq \text{ should be 1, 100\%})$
According to this formula, 600 respondents were selected and the questionnaires were completed by interview (giving a 100% response rate).

**Data collection and research tools:**

This study placed great emphasis and importance on mothers and how they see social networks and social support offered to the family. The data collection methods consisted of:

1) INITIAL FOCUS GROUP: The intention was to obtain information and data which could be used to devise an in-depth questionnaire (Appendix 4). This represented the first stage of our data collection.
2) SURVEY: using questionnaires. The questionnaire was devised using the information gained from the focus group and it aimed to collect quantitative data and demographic facts and figures.
3) SELF-REPORT DIARIES (Appendix 5): these were used to look at the interactions within the family, their communication/s and daily activities, together with any social support. The data from this part of the study will form the qualitative method of obtaining rich data that will assist with cross tabulation.

As previously mentioned, in order to undertake this research, combined quantitative and qualitative approaches appeared to offer the greatest scope for acquiring both depth and breadth of data and thus a range of data collection strategies were adopted.

The data collection was undertaken by research assistants who were current students of the USWR. As part of their programme which they undertook, they completed a research methods training module. The Iranian researchers, alongside their supervisors who also partook in the team, trained the research assistants to recruit and distribute the research tools. They were also supervised to conduct the tasks, whilst under observation of the supervisors to ensure consistency and accuracy.

The ethical issues relating to the methodology and use of certain data collection methods was one that needed to be addressed and this was to guarantee no mother took part in this
research without giving her full informed consent. Furthermore, seeing as we were using research assistants who were current students of the USWR, this needed to comply with all ethical guidelines, as we did not want the students to feel that their efforts were being used for purposes that were not made clear to them, therefore we required their full consent. The ethical issues related to this research are addressed fully in chapter four.
Chapter Four:

Project activity

Initial Focus Group:

Kitzinger (1994) defines a focus group as a group discussion that is conducted in order to discuss and explore issues and acquire insight into what has been experienced. The application of focus groups to collect information has received plenty of attention and is widely adopted by many researchers for different purposes. Focus group interviews are used to achieve breadth (rather than depth) of information. The focus group was adopted within this research, with the expectation that it would stimulate a joint description of the phenomenon as the interviewees could get ideas from other participants in the group. By using the dynamics of the group, I wanted to provide an opportunity for the participants to “consider their own experiences in the context of others’ experiences, and possibly to be stimulated to further elaborate on these together” (Patton, 2002, p386). With regards to this research, a focus group was used to obtain information on social support and family networks to assist and establish the foundations for devising a questionnaire and gain insight into the specific culture under investigation; in addition, the focus group members also helped to pilot the questionnaire, which was guided by the information gained from the focus group. The focus group can and will bring the researcher closer to the research topic through discussion with key individuals (Clark, 1999).

Focus groups are valuable for developing insights into the perceptions and points of view of people who have common characteristics related to the research topic and for appreciating the variation in people’s experiences (Morgan, 1998). Furthermore, focus groups inform the researchers about the language and terminology that particular groups of people use regarding the construct under investigation (Morgan, 1998). Finally the focus group’s social nature often stimulates stories and insights that would be missed otherwise (Hughes & DuMont, 1993). This method and means of gathering information and data often reveals unexpected additional issues related to the construct of the further methods of data collection through the conventional means of literature reviews or expert advice, in this case, this was very instrumental in developing the questionnaire. Focus
groups are seen as more time efficient and practical, as opposed to individual interviews for understanding the construct in question (Fontana & Frey 2000).

The limitations of using focus group could be the visibility of over talkativeness of some members which can disadvantage the information flow. At the same time those who feel shy, might be those who could provide the most important and detailed information, but feel uneasy and lack the confidence to speak out and do so. Sarantakos (1998) describes some of the problems of focus groups as:

- Norms and circumstances within the group may force group members to hide their real responses.
- Data recording might be of a problem.
- Direction of the group may change because of certain members’ discussion.
- Participants might feel the need to please the leader.
- Keeping discussions on track might be another limitation.
- Group participants may have their own agenda and mislead the leader.
- Findings of focus groups are not usually representative; therefore other method/s of data collection may be necessary within the research.
- Loss of control compared to individual interviews.
- Group effects, Krueger (1998) discussed participants who attempt to dominate the group and flow of discussion.
- Analyses of data as focus groups generate a large amount of data which is recorded. One has to have a means of analysing the data obtained, which is more difficult than individual interviews (Krueger, 1998).

When running the focus group we faced a few of the limitations mentioned above, but they were obstacles that were easily overcome. We noticed that it seemed a bit challenging at times to keep the discussions on track; due to a lack of collective understanding of the language. This affected the flow of conversation and communication was broken up at times and there were a number of pauses, in order to clarify and ensure accurate comprehension of certain points via precise translation. The second limitation we faced was associated with using the data collected from the focus group. We noticed that the findings were not fully representative; hence an additional method of data
collection was required. Therefore we adopted the use of surveys by means of a distribution questionnaire in order to provide richer data and obtain more productive data for analysis.

The focus group assembled for this research, consisted of twenty mothers randomly selected who were working at the USWR from differing departments and academic backgrounds. They were invited by one Iranian researcher at the canteen in the University, during their lunch break by informing them about the research and asking if they would be willing to help and take part in the focus group. Their verbal consents were obtained at the start of the focus group in the presence of all four researchers. They all had children under the school age and depended upon different facilities to care for their child/children whilst they were working. They were invited to discuss their own opinions and issues concerning the various support needs. The group members were asked to give consent to be part of the focus group and for the group discussion to be tape recorded. Three researchers were present during the group discussions. I conducted the focus group, one Iranian researcher was in charge of taking field notes and tape recording the interview and the other English researcher was observing and noting the non-verbal communication. It was very challenging to conduct a focus group in Farsi and to remain focused ay all times. However, this obstacle was professionally overcome; there was one member in the team who I asked to assist with translating, which allowed me time to think. The group participants were very interested and eager to help. Within the group, one participant had a hearing difficulty; therefore the questions that were presented to her and in addition her responses had to be addressed using sign language, we were very fortunate that another member of the group was able to assist us in this respect.

The focus group was tape recorded, transcribed and translated into English. The translation was prepared and transcribed fully by myself, I presented a section of the transcription to another member who had a good understanding of Farsi and English to confer and assess the quality of translation to ensure validity and accuracy of the translation. However there were certain disadvantages that were experienced by opting to use a focus group. As stated by Fontana and Frey (2000), the most important aim of a focus group is described as “understanding the language and culture of the respondents” (p.654). This was not fully achieved, as one of the researchers was unable to relate to the culture, and also had difficulties with the language barrier, as she could not speak or
understand a word of Farsi. This had to be addressed by direct translating at the time of the session, therefore creating pauses and gaps within the progression of the group time, in addition, it created a certain level of awkwardness as things were not as comfortable and smooth as they would have been if all parties spoke and understood the same language. The flow of conversation was broken at times, whilst waiting for all parties to catch up and understand. The most important advantage of this focus group was that the researchers presented to the group members/informants were all women, therefore the female respondents could feel at ease opening-up and conversing with the researchers on a ‘woman-to-woman basis’, in addition the researchers portrayed an image of humble learners with the intent to gain a realistic insight. Therefore, there were no barriers or obstacles that would have normally been present if any males had been present within the group, due to religious and cultural divisions between males and females.

Using a focus group as the sole research method can be restrictive; hence this research used a focus group to gain insight and understandings, as a preparatory foundation to plan additional stages of the research process. Therefore, the value of this focus group as an ancillary method was considerable. The use of this focus group, as a foundation and a building block proved to be the pilot stage of the rest of the study. Bloor et al., (2001) claims as a rough guide, a group of six to eight individuals appear to operate well without having much disruption and non-attendance. Our focus group exceed the suggested number of participants, this was due to the willingness of a bigger number of women who wanted to participate and it would have seemed ungrateful or even rude to not allow them to participate, so at times I was faced with the challenge of enticing the non-contributors to respond, as well as stopping the extremely vocal ones. As recently observed by a number of researchers (Fontana and Frey, 2000), focus groups have been a fashionable research method, but however, it is felt that difficulties lie with recruitment and analysis, concluding that focus groups are not necessarily a cheap and quick alternative to individual interviews. The focus group in my case was advantageous in that I could investigate the topic and invite group participation, whilst gaining the domestic privacy of the subject.
Survey:

The proposed survey design was a descriptive cross sectional survey which is mainly quantitative, with regards to data collection. The important features of a survey are listed below:

- Collection of data in a standardised form from a large number of individuals. In our case mothers with young children.
- Can include a selection of representative samples of individuals from known populations (Robson, 2002)

The design for the survey method usually follows a standard format. This process starts off by devising a questionnaire based on the original research question/s. This should take on board the issues that must be answered and the elements for analysis in order to draw conclusions which will be generalisable. In this research the aim was to identify what social support and family networks mean to mothers with children under school age. The questions in the questionnaire, were tailored in order to answer the research questions, which were based on a number of facts and figures relating to demographic data, in addition to more specific elements about what the mothers did, who they were, where and what their lifestyle consisted of and who they turned to for any level of support (Creswell, 2003). It is felt that surveys tend to increasingly resemble a research strategy, as opposed to a tactic or specific method (Robson, 2002). It has been said that, whilst conducting a survey, emphasis is not placed on the research question but on the design of instrument. The questionnaire design for surveys requires good common sense and understanding of the subject and appreciation of the terms utilised. Robson (2002) defines the central features for surveys as:

- Quantitative in design.
- Collection of data from relatively large sample.
- Representative sample from the population.

People view surveys as a way to generate large amounts of data in a fairly rapid and quick manner. However, the reliability and validity of surveys are very much dependent on a well piloted questionnaire. Surveys are a sound non-experimental quantitative design
and can be implemented for any research purpose, explanatory, descriptive, or emancipatory (Robson, 2002).

The justification or rationale for the survey method is that it can provide information about a wide range of “people characteristics” and of the relationship between certain characteristics. The survey was a means of including all the mothers who completed the questionnaire within the investigative sample and collating the results systematically for analysis of any significant patterns and themes.

This survey sought to obtain and examine:

- Demographic data
- Education
- Number of children and, level/presence of child care
- Household and the type of housing
- Employment
- Attitude towards neighbourhood, social support and environment
- Health status

The questionnaire was formulated around themes that emerged from the literature review and focus group. A pilot study was carried out with the same individuals who participated in the focus group, who were subsequently asked to further participate in piloting the questionnaire in both Farsi and in English to establish the validity and reliability. In addition, this was also for clarification purposes, to ensure that the language was understood by the entire group. Changes were made to those questions which were difficult to understand and those which were unclear, furthermore, some had to be deleted as nobody had responses to them and they seemed to provide no meaning. The sequence of some the questions were also modified.

**Self-Report Diaries:**

For this part of the research, 24 mothers who were part of the initial 600 who participated in the preliminary survey, volunteered to assist with additional in-depth data collection,
by completing the diaries. This required them to complete a diary over a period of 15 days, consisting of all events occurring within that time and all contact that was made between themselves and any individuals. This would be between the hours of 7am-10pm. The volunteers were given a pre-designed diary and the research assistant explained the process fully. They were given a telephone number to contact if assistance was required or in case of any problems. In gratitude for giving their time to assist and support us, they were given a book on childcare and/or a blanket as a gesture of appreciation.

The diary as a means of narrative data collection is where research respondents are asked to keep a record over time that is collected and analysed (Burns & Grove, 2002). This narrative method of obtaining more in-depth information allows the participant to keep a record of daily events. This method is particularly useful where ‘private’/personal events are taking place which would otherwise not be easily observable by the researcher e.g. in the case of family events or childcare (Bell, 1998), within the home environment. A diary which allows recording shortly after an event is more accurate than obtaining the information through memory recollection during an interview. However, one disadvantage can be that keeping a diary may in some cases alter the behaviour or the daily routine of the subject under observation. A limitation could be that a massive amount of data is usually generated, which requires a reduction in volume of raw information (Patton, 2002). Furthermore, the inability to read handwritten texts and finding words and sentences which have geographical and/or individual meanings, can be a challenge. Therefore some valid data could be missed or lost due to not being able to read and/or understand them. This potential limitation was taken into account, when using the diaries; we managed to overcome this aspect by reading and re-reading the transcripts a number of times and went through the written records with a fine tooth-comb to ensure there were no sections uncovered. The parts that were confusing or difficult to understand were forwarded to another colleague who had a greater understanding of the language in order to ensure precise consensus was reached.

**Quantitative measurements and data collection:**

Quantitative data was collected through the distribution of 600 questionnaires which were devised and piloted in both languages; English and Farsi. The quantitative outcomes
consisted mainly of demographic data concerning the individuals themselves and their partners, their education, number of children, employment, type of housing, childcare, mode of transportation, finances, and support and health status.

**Qualitative measurement and data collection:**

This research placed a great emphasis and importance on mothers and how they perceive social networks and social support levels within the family. A qualitative research approach allows the researcher to explore the particular perspectives of the respondents in their own words; this was achieved via the focus group and the use of diaries (Simmons, 1995). In addition, qualitative research exploits analytical categories in order to describe and explain social phenomena (Pope et al, 2000). Qualitative data was collected after the completion of the questionnaires, by means of diary recordings for two weeks. The purpose of this exercise was to elicit the participant’s experiences and feelings as was written and described in their diaries. The format for the diary was to inform the researcher about the activities as well the various interactions occurring within and outside the family environment.

**Qualitative data analysis:**

Qualitative data analysis is an inductive process; hence, I endeavoured to attain a clear understanding of what social networks and social support actually means and signifies to mothers (Pearson, 1997). According to Sarantakos (1998), qualitative research is based on the principles of interpretive science, therefore analysing qualitative data that brings together the collection of data in such a way that it can not be quantified, but instead illustrates the depth of the experiences that occur in real life. Sarantakos (1998) describes a five-step model for analysing qualitative data this involves; Transcription, Checking and editing, Analysis and interpretation, Generalisation and Verification. This framework was adopted to analyse the diaries.
**Division of Labour:**

The proposal for the funding of this project was originally devised and written by Dr. Bell and myself. The entire negotiation process between the Iranian partner and The School of Health and Social Sciences was undertaken by me. The research did involve additional supplementary multiple data collection methods, including staff interviews and family mapping which were not integrated into this work as they were carried out by other researchers involved in the peripheries of the research. Dr. Bell was interested in including the family map into the research report, with the application and analysis she prepared, this appeared alongside the staff interviews that were administered by the Iranian researchers and the analysis that their research team produced. All of these segments were included in the general research report submitted to the funding body (USWR).

It was agreed that the questionnaire will be distributed by the staff and/or postgraduate students of the USWR as they have direct access with the practice area. This work was conducted under the supervision of the two research team members based in Iran. The diaries and instructions associated with their completion, in addition to gaining informed consent from the participants was also carried out by the Iranian research team members.

**Ethical Issues:**

The dominant ethical principal governing this research was that the research participants should not in any way come to harm as a result of this research. The participant’s full informed consent would be obtained at the outset; this was done by informing the individual about the research and research protocol and sought their informed consent verbally in front of the other researchers, giving them the choice to either participate or decline (Bowling, 2002). The consideration of ethical guidelines was essential, when participants could be viewed as vulnerable or are undertaking some form of healthcare. In the context of this research, the participants were mothers who were dependent on support and care, therefore could be depicted as ‘dependent and vulnerable’ and hence subjecting those to certain types of research investigations raised a variety of ethical considerations. I believe that it was imperative for this kind of group to be offered the
choice of participating in the research if they wished to and to be provided with a fully informed understanding of what was expected from them without any pressure.

Iran fails to encompass a recognised Local Research Committee (LREC). Therefore, the permission to conduct the project was attained by submitting an ethical clearance form to the programme planning panel of work-based learning at Mdx. This approval granted permission for the research to be conducted as part of a doctorate in professional studies. Furthermore, this gave assurance that the proposal was actually reviewed. Specific access to participants was negotiated with the USWR, who had a research committee who approved and examined all proposed research protocols. This research was granted approval from the panel who then forwarded it, to the Chancellor of the USWR who funded the research. However, there was one condition, which requested that the final report must be translated into Farsi in the required format (no internal papers or minutes are allowed to be taken out of the USWR, therefore I do not have a copy to include in the appendix) and to be submitted to the Chair, alongside the Chancellor.

The first duty of the researcher/s was to ensure that care delivery did not stop or diminish in any way and therefore no harm came to the individual/s. All participants were told by the researchers that taking part in this research will not have any impact on their care as they were all connected to health clinic/s. The participants were all consumers of some kind of healthcare and/or health intervention; therefore participation was purely on a voluntary basis and would have no repercussions. This was a very important factor and all parties had to feel secure and comfortable with what was expected and required of them. Throughout the data collection process, action was taken to protect the participants’ basic human rights. Data collection was conducted by reflection and help from the following ethical principles:

- Respect for autonomy: This meant that the participants had the freedom as autonomous agents to agree to take part in this research without external control (informed consent). Therefore they were all asked to self select themselves for any stages of the data collection process and were also allowed to withdraw from the research at any stage without penalty or any impact on their care. Their consent was obtained verbally in the presence of two researchers.
• Right to privacy: This was managed through giving the individuals freedom of time to determine when they agree to complete the questionnaire and/or start the diary. They were informed of the extent and circumstances under which private information is shared or withheld from others.

• Right to anonymity and confidentiality: This was based on a principle of respect for the subjects’ identity so that they could not be linked with their individual responses. Confidentiality meant that no name was used in the questionnaires and diaries, as a result only codes were assigned to each data collection tool. Furthermore, they were assured that the tape recording of the focus group and all questionnaires and diaries would only be accessed by the researchers and all will be kept under strict lock and key in Iran at the USWR and at the end of the study all documents will be destroyed.

• Right to treatment and protection from discomfort and harm: This was based on the principle of beneficence. This was promoted through ensuring no stress was caused to any participant by taking part in the study. No promises of personal benefit were given, avoiding deception. But as a gesture of good will and appreciation, a book on mothering and motherhood and/or a blanket was given to each participant to thank them for their support and participation within the study (Beaucham & Childress, 2001).

Throughout this research all ethical principles were adhered to, this comprised of obtaining verbal consent at all stages of the data collection process, confidentiality that no-one will be able to identify the participants, voluntary participation and the option to withdraw at any time if they wished to. Iran does not have a Local Research Ethics Committee (LREC); therefore I tried my best to adhere to the generic ethical principles which are adopted when conducting any research in the UK. I took these principles and adapted them where necessary but in general they were reasonably transferable and I was able to use the same guidelines with this research project. Using the employees of the USWR was an element that needed careful ethical consideration, hence they were all informed that all data collected will be anonymous and they have the self government in deciding to participate and withdraw at any time, should they wish to do so. Seeing as I was the first person to set-up the Educational Ethics and Research Committee before joining Mdx at The College of Nursing and also taught ethics related to research at a master’s level, I was approached by a few educational establishments in Iran to help them in setting up research and ethics committees in their own institutions. Primary advice had
been given and if the political situation permits further travel to Iran, this will be followed up.

**Summary of project activities:**

The project activities commenced with a focus group consisting of mothers working in different departments undertaking different jobs within the USWR, in order to gain some background knowledge and obtain information. From the information gathered in the focus groups, a questionnaire was devised, piloted and translated to Farsi for the next stage of the data collection process which consisted of a survey. The questionnaire was distributed amongst 600 mothers who attend healthcare clinics in different parts of Tehran to obtain some quantitative data relating to the main research question/s. The final stage of the research data collection, consisted of the recruitment of a sample of 24 mothers, taken out of the 600 who initially participated in the survey, through random selection and those who self selected themselves by volunteering to do a two weeks pre-design diary of daily activities; this diary was to include all types, levels and amounts of support they experienced and received from different sources and communication with others.
**Chapter Five:**

**Project findings:**

**Data analysis**

**Quantitative data analysis:**

The use of computer aided data processing software Statistical Package for Social Science (SPSS) was decided to be the most suitable way to analyse the quantitative data. Initial descriptive statistics were produced at the USWR and some of these findings are reported below. Due to the nature of the sample and its relatively large size, inferential statistics were also produced from the data. The team had been informed by the work of Eaton (1997), in ensuring that the data was collected in a format that allowed it to be analysed by SPSS. Two-tailed Chi-Squared tests or a One-Way ANOVA were used; i) to explore the impact of local area-based social class upon key study variables; ii) to examine responses to structured (Likert scale) questions on attitudes towards neighbourhood and local support; iii) to suggest predictors of Physiological and Psychological Illness.

Three questions were addressed by means of statistical analysis.

- The differences in the study variables across area designated social class
- Predictors of Physiological Illness
- Predictors of Psychological Illness

**DEMOGRAPHICS**

Six hundred women living in different districts of Tehran took part in the study and completed questionnaires. Of these, 25 were interviewed in more depth, including the use of network diagrams, (these will not be included in this research report as these were not carried out by me) and these women also completed diaries.

Demographic data relating to the sample is shown in table 1. There were 600 women in total with a mean age of 30.5 years (SD= 6.1). The women’s’ ages ranged from 18-45 years and
over 50% were younger than 30 years. The majority (n=370, 62%) were born in Tehran. 96% of the sample (n=579) were currently married. Over two thirds (n=407, 68%) lived in close proximity to their relatives. One third of the sample was upper, middle and lower class respectively. Social class was based upon an Iranian model including job, location, finances and profession as distinguishing factors.

Table 1: Demographic Data

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Age</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>30.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Median</td>
<td>30.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SD</td>
<td>6.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mode</td>
<td>30.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Range</td>
<td>18-45</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Place of Birth</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>In Tehran</td>
<td>370 (62%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Outside Tehran</td>
<td>230 (38%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Social Class</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Upper</td>
<td>199 (33%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Middle</td>
<td>199 (33%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lower</td>
<td>202 (34%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Marital Status</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Married</td>
<td>579 (96%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Divorced</td>
<td>10 (2%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Widowed</td>
<td>4 (0.5%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Second Marriage</td>
<td>7 (1.5%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Living near Relatives</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>405 (68%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
<td>195 (32%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Tables 2 and 3 relate to housing and educational status respectively. We asked women what housing type their family occupied, the largest proportion (n= 346, 58%) either owned or lived in a flat. Families were slightly more likely to rent than to own their own house; there were as many families sharing a house with the husband’s parents as there were families owning a house themselves.

**Table 2: Housing Situation for the 600 Women Surveyed**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of Housing</th>
<th>No</th>
<th>%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Rented flat</td>
<td>159</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flat (owners)</td>
<td>187</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shared flat with own parents</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shared flat with husband’s parents</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rented house</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>House (owners)</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shared house with own parents</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shared house with husband’s parents</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 3- Educational Status of the Women Surveyed

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category of Education</th>
<th>No</th>
<th>%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No formal education</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Primary school level</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guidance school</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High school level (diploma)</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pre-university</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>University degree</td>
<td>266</td>
<td>44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Postgraduate level (taught)</td>
<td>160</td>
<td>27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Doctorate/ research degree</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 4 Educational Status of the Husbands of the Women Surveyed

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category of Education</th>
<th>No</th>
<th>%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No formal education</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Primary school level</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guidance school</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High school level (diploma)</td>
<td>98</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pre-university</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>University degree</td>
<td>211</td>
<td>36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Postgraduate level (taught)</td>
<td>174</td>
<td>29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Doctorate/ research degree</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The majority of the both samples were educated at above university level (n=429, 74%) (n=391, 67%) (Wives: Husbands). The educational levels of both samples were broadly similar. Generally this was a well-educated sample.

**Children’s gender and age**

See tables 5 and 6 both are landscaped documents.
Table 5: Number of Children in Households

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>First Child</th>
<th>Second Child</th>
<th>Third Child</th>
<th>Fourth Child</th>
<th>Fifth Child</th>
<th>Sixth Child</th>
<th>Total Number of Children</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Male</td>
<td>287</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>170</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>11 5 1 1   525</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female</td>
<td>313</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>160</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>16 6 1 1   547</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>600</td>
<td>330</td>
<td>102</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1072</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6: Age of Children According to Household Size.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>First Child</th>
<th>Second Child</th>
<th>Third Child</th>
<th>Fourth Child</th>
<th>Fifth Child</th>
<th>Sixth Child</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>SD</td>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>SD</td>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>SD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male</td>
<td>7.3</td>
<td>5.3</td>
<td>6.3</td>
<td>4.9</td>
<td>6.3</td>
<td>4.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female</td>
<td>7.5</td>
<td>5.2</td>
<td>6.3</td>
<td>5.0</td>
<td>6.5</td>
<td>5.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>7.4</td>
<td>5.2</td>
<td>6.3</td>
<td>4.9</td>
<td>6.4</td>
<td>4.7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The vast majority of the sample (n= 585, 98%) lived with their parents. Of the 11 who lived separate from their parents; 9 lived in Tehran and 2 lived outside Tehran. Virtually all the households (n= 598, 99%) consisted of families where children lived with their natural parents. Of the 4 children who were not with their natural parents, 2 were males and 2 were females. One of each fell within the following categories; brother’s child, sister’s child, husband’s child and daughter of brother’s wife. The statistics relating to the ages of children not living with their natural parents were as follows: males (n=2) (16, 5.6, Mean, SD); females (n=2) (5, 4.2, Mean, SD). Very few mothers reported that there were other children living with them who were not their own.

We asked mothers to report whether they used any form of CHILDCARE, and how frequently and requested details on which types were used. Only 40% of the sample (n=240) used any form of childcare. Of these (n=134, 58%) used childcare regularly, (n=96, 41%) occasionally and (n= 4, 2%) provided an “other” response.

Table 7 shows the types of childcare used. 245 participants provided a response to this question. The majority (n= 131, 54%) had childcare provided by their friends or family. Eighty two (34%) used either a private nursery or nursery provided by their employer. The rest used a nanny or provided “other” as their response.

Table 7: Types of Child Care Utilised by 245 Women:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of Child Care Used</th>
<th>Number</th>
<th>%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Nanny</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Employer’s nursery</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Private Nursery</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The responses to the “reasons for choosing childcare” were in the form of a semi-structured question. The responses were collapsed to allow easier analysis. Table 8 shows these replies and the collapsed categories are provided in the legend to the table. Only 223 women replied to this question and the majority of responses (n=140, 65%) were cost/convenience or employment related. Table 7 showed that the main types of childcare drawn upon were the support provided by relatives or friends. The main categories of relatives or friends providing this are shown in Table 9. The vast majority (n= 299, 90%) were provided by female relatives. A far larger response rate was obtained when the women were asked to rate how satisfied with the quality of care they used regularly (n= 454, 76%). 359 respondents (79%) were very satisfied/satisfied with their current regular child-care.
Table 8: Reasons provided for choosing Child Care

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reasons Provided for Choosing Child Care</th>
<th>Number</th>
<th>%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Employment-related</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Distance-Related</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cost/Convenience-Related</td>
<td>96</td>
<td>43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Child Education/Development-Related</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other Reasons</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>223</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Employment Related- “I am employed”; “employment/quads”

Distance-Related- “Far From Relatives”; “Geographical proximity of relative/nursery

Cost/Convenience- related- “Trust”; “Cost”; “No choice”; “Easy”; “No Need for Other Type” “Have No Other Choice”; “Better Than Other Methods”; “Cheaper”; “When I Want To Go Out”; “At Home To Be Under My Supervision”; “Don’t Trouble Anyone Else”; “Don’t Have Anyone Else”; “Take Care Of My Child And Help.”

Other Reasons- “Using Experience of Older People”; “To become sociable”; “Better than Nanny”; “My Husband Help So I Have To”

Table 9: Types of Relatives/Friends Providing Child-Care

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Relatives Providing Child Care</th>
<th>Number</th>
<th>%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mother</td>
<td>162</td>
<td>53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mother in Law</td>
<td>82</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sister</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Husband</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neighbour</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Friend</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>305</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 10 shows who makes the decisions regarding childcare in the family. The response rate to this question was 98% (n= 589). In (n= 532, 91%) of
cases the mother was involved in making the decisions but only made the sole
decision on (n=227, 38\%) occasions.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Types of People Making Child Care Decisions</th>
<th>Number</th>
<th>%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Self</td>
<td>227</td>
<td>38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Husband/Spouse</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>7.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Both of Us</td>
<td>299</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>My Eldest Son</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>My Mother and I</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mother in Law</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>My Father</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Myself, My Husband and My Husband’s Family</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Myself, My Husband and My Own Family</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Only (n= 126, 21%) had problems with caring for their children. Respondents were asked to reply via a semi-structured question and the responses have been collapsed for ease of analysis once more. The results are shown in Table 11. The legend provides information of how the responses were collapsed. Over half (n= 86, 68%) were either child/mother related problems.

Table 11: Reasons Given by n= 127 for the Problems Presented Relating to Child Care

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Types of Problems Relating to Child-Care</th>
<th>Number</th>
<th>%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Employment-Related</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Child- Related</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relatively- Related</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mother- Related</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Structural/Resources/Cost-Related</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>127</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Employment- Related- “Employment”; “I’m Forced to Leave My Job”


Relative- Related:- “My Husband And I Don’t Agree Over Child’s Upbringing”; “My Mother Gets Tired”; “My Sister Got Married”; “Embarrassment Of Parents”; “Mother in Law Interfering In Education”; “My Children Don’t Understand”; “Don’t Have Good Relationship With Child’s Father”; “My Daughter Is Unhappy About My Marriage”


Structural/Resources/Costs- Related: “Financial Resources”; “Lack Social Facilities”; “Problems In Teaching And High Costs”; “Nursery Is Better Than Staying At Home”; “Don’t Pay Much Attention To Him/Her In Nursery”; “Government Allowances For This Purpose”

**Household data.**
594 (98%) households, nominated the first adult as males. Of these (n= 567, 95%) were the interviewee’s husband.

109 (18%) nominated a second adult. The majority were female (n= 63, 58%). Table 12 shows the types of second “adults”. Over two thirds (n=68, 66%) were either in-laws or children of the couple.

Table 12: Categories of Second Adult in the Household

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Categories of Second Adult</th>
<th>Number</th>
<th>%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>In-laws</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Husband</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Husband’s Siblings/ Siblings Partner</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Children From Previous Relationships</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interviewee’s Parents</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interviewee’s Siblings</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interviewee’s Children</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>109</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

69 households (12%) had a third adult. The majority (n=40, 58%) were males. These categories are shown in Table 13. Once more in-laws of the couple form the largest category.

Table 13: Categories of Third Adult in the Household
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Categories of Third Adult</th>
<th>Number</th>
<th>%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>In-laws</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Husband</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Husband’s Siblings/ Siblings Partner</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maternal Aunt</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Husband’s Niece</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interviewee’s Parents</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interviewee’s Siblings</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interviewee’s Children</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>69</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

There were (n=39, 6%) households who had a fourth adult. Again the majority of these were males (n=23, 59%). Table 14 shows the relevant categorisations. Nearly two thirds of this group consisted of husbands’ siblings or their partners.
Table 14: Categories of Fourth Adult in the Household

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Categories of Fourth Adult</th>
<th>Number</th>
<th>%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>In-laws</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Husband</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Husband’s Siblings/ Siblings Partner</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Husband’s Niece</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interviewee’s Parents</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interviewee’s Siblings</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interviewee’s Children</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>39</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

20 households (3%) had a fifth adult, (n= 14, 70%) were females. Table 15 presents these categorisations. Half of this group were husbands siblings/partner or their children.

Table 15: Categories of Fifth Adult in the Household

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Categories of Fifth Adult</th>
<th>Number</th>
<th>%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>In-laws</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Husband’s Siblings/ Siblings Partner/Children</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interviewee’s Parents</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interviewee’s Siblings</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interviewee’s Children</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 16 shows the length of time the household had lived in the current address. This was a largely stable population with (n= 368, 61%) having been resident at their current address for more than two years. Perhaps, reflecting the young age group of many families.

Table 16: Length of Time Household Had Lived At Current Address

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Length of Time</th>
<th>Number</th>
<th>%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Less than One Year</td>
<td>82</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>One –Two Years</td>
<td>148</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Two- Five Years</td>
<td>186</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Five –Ten Years</td>
<td>104</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>More Than 10 Years</td>
<td>78</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>600</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Employment

Only 130 of the women were employed outside the home, (n=129) gave details concerning the number of hours worked per week. The following were the relevant statistics (35.9, 15.5, Mean SD). Types of work were collapsed into the categories provided by the United Kingdom Office of National Statistics and are shown in table 17. The majority of those who replied (n= 96, 74%) were either in professional/associate professional/technical occupations.
About one-fifth of women were employed outside the home. Interestingly, many more women used child care (n=240)
Table 17: Types of Work of Women Survey (n=130)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Types of Work</th>
<th>Number</th>
<th>%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Manager and Senior Officials</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Professional Occupations</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Associate Professional and Technical Occupations</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>66.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Administrative and Secretarial Occupations</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Skilled Trades</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Personal Services</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sales and Customer Services</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Process Plant and Machine Operatives</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elementary Occupations</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>130</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 18 shows the position/level of work. The categories have been collapsed as before. The three categories which most women claimed they fulfilled were as follows; professional occupations (n=57, 45%), administrative and secretarial occupations (n= 35, 28%) and managers and senior officials (n= 10, 13%).
Table 18: Level of Work of Women Survey (n=126)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Types of Work</th>
<th>Number</th>
<th>%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Manager and Senior Officials</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Professional Occupations</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Associate Professional and Technical Occupations</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Administrative and Secretarial Occupations</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Skilled Trades</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Personal Services</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sales and Customer Services</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Process Plant and Machine Operatives</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elementary Occupations</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>126</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The mean travelling time to work in minutes was (n=125) 44.9 (SD= 28.4). Just over one-fifth (21%) of the sample replied to this question relating to the modes of transport used to get to work. The results are shown in table 19. 79 women (61%) travelled to work by their own car, bus or taxi. Just over a quarter drove to work this is despite the fact that (n= 208, 34%) claimed they were able to drive.
Table 19: Modes of Transport Used to Get to Work (n=129)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Modes of Transport</th>
<th>Number</th>
<th>%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Walk</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Car</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bus</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Train</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Taxi</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>129</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Finally the participants were asked how supportive their employer was towards their childcare responsibilities. Of those that replied (n=75, 59%) felt their employers were either not supportive or provided little support. The following statistics applied to the other categories moderately supportive (n=27, 21%)- very supportive ( n= 12, 9%). 80% (n= 472) thought the question was not applicable.

Data Relating to Husbands

The vast majority (n=587, 98%) of husbands were employed outside the home. The mean number of hours worked per week was 62.3 (SD=18) indicating that they would only be at home rarely. The range of hours worked were 2-126. Table 20 shows the types of work for (n=576, 96) respondents (One individual described himself as retired). Once more the responses were collapsed only on this occasion a further category of being
self-employed was added) Nearly three-quarters (n= 416, 72%) described themselves as having work that fitted within the category of being a Associate professional/technical occupation or being self-employed.

**Table 20: Types of Work For Husbands of Women Survey (n=577)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Types of Work</th>
<th>Number</th>
<th>%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Manager and Senior Officials</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Professional Occupations</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Associate Professional and Technical Occupations</td>
<td>140</td>
<td>23.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Administrative and Secretarial Occupations</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Skilled Trades</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Personal Services</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sales and Customer Services</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Process Plant and Machine Operatives</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Self–Employed</td>
<td>276</td>
<td>48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elementary Occupations</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td>577</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The husbands were also asked about the “level” of their work. These replies are shown in table 21. The responses have been collapsed as before. On this occasion 528 (88%) of the relevant sample replied. Over two-thirds of the sample was employed in professional occupations, associate professional/technical occupations and skilled trades. The mean time in minutes taken to get to work was 44.6 (SD=29.0) (40, 3-180 Median, Range).
Table 21: Level of Work of Husbands Survey (n=528)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Types of Work</th>
<th>Number</th>
<th>%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Manager and Senior Officials</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Professional Occupations</td>
<td>126</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Associate Professional and Technical Occupations</td>
<td>113</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Administrative and Secretarial Occupations</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Skilled Trades</td>
<td>127</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Personal Services</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sales and Customer Services</td>
<td>79</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Process Plant and Machine Operatives</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elementary Occupations</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>528</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 22 shows the modes of transport used by the husband to get to work, (n=563, 93%) provided a reply to this question. Over two-thirds of the sample travelled to work via road i.e. car, taxi or bus (n=388, 68%). There was one question relating to how financially comfortable the family was. Over 70% (n= 423) stated they were moderately comfortable. The next most
prevalent category was “comfortable” (n= 137, 23%). Only (n=40, 6%) described themselves as “not comfortable.”

Table 22: Modes of Transport Used to Get to Work (n=563)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Modes of Transport</th>
<th>Number</th>
<th>%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Walk</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Car</td>
<td>246</td>
<td>44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bus</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Train</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Taxi</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td>101</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>563</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Attitudes towards Neighbourhood, Support and Environment

A series of questions were then asked concerning attitudes towards the neighbourhood, social
support and the surrounding environment. The responses are shown in table 23. Only (n=224, 37%) felt they knew most of the people in their neighbourhood and a similar number (213, 36%) did not consider themselves to be a “local” person. However in contrast to this (n= 316, 53%) felt they would be missed if they moved out of the area. The issue of trust was important with (n=326, 54%) of those surveyed stating they would find it difficult to trust anyone in the neighbourhood. Thus it is not surprising that only (n=78, 13%) had neighbours who helped with childcare and only (n=88, 14%) helped their neighbours with childcare. The majority (n=330, 55%) stated they help someone they considered to be a friend with their childcare and (n=343, 56%) felt they would only be called upon to provide childcare if they could be considered to be a friend. However, over 80% (n=501, 83%) felt they spent sufficient time with their children.

Table 23: Attitudes towards Neighbourhood, Support and Environment (n=600)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Statement</th>
<th>Strongly Agree</th>
<th>Agree</th>
<th>Neither Agree or Disagree</th>
<th>Disagree</th>
<th>Strongly Disagree</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>I know most people in this neighbourhood</td>
<td>56 (9%)</td>
<td>168 (28%)</td>
<td>114 (19%)</td>
<td>4 (32%)</td>
<td>70 (12%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I think of myself as a “local” person in this neighbourhood</td>
<td>56 (9%)</td>
<td>272 (45%)</td>
<td>59 (10%)</td>
<td>173 (29%)</td>
<td>40 (7%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>If I moved away hardly anyone would notice</td>
<td>45 (8%)</td>
<td>145 (24%)</td>
<td>92 (15%)</td>
<td>239 (40%)</td>
<td>77 (13%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I find it difficult to trust many people in my neighbourhood</td>
<td>65 (11%)</td>
<td>261 (43%)</td>
<td>94 (16%)</td>
<td>154 (26%)</td>
<td>23 (4%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>My neighbours often help me with child care support</td>
<td>5 (1%)</td>
<td>73 (12%)</td>
<td>52 (9%)</td>
<td>264 (44%)</td>
<td>204 (34%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>--------</td>
<td>----------</td>
<td>---------</td>
<td>-----------</td>
<td>-----------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I often help with other neighbours with child care support</td>
<td>8 (1%)</td>
<td>80 (13%)</td>
<td>62 (10%)</td>
<td>254 (42%)</td>
<td>193 (32%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I would only help someone I considered to be a friend with child care support</td>
<td>53 (8%)</td>
<td>283 (47%)</td>
<td>85 (14%)</td>
<td>130 (21%)</td>
<td>47 (8%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other people seek my help with child care support only if they consider me to be a friend</td>
<td>57 (9%)</td>
<td>286 (47%)</td>
<td>87 (14%)</td>
<td>127 (21%)</td>
<td>42 (7%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I believe that I spend enough time with my children</td>
<td>300 (50%)</td>
<td>201 (33%)</td>
<td>52 (9%)</td>
<td>44 (7%)</td>
<td>3 (1%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Health Related Questions**

80% (n=483) of the women surveyed replied that they considered themselves to be in good physical health. The varieties of physical ailments the remaining (n=117, 20%) women suffered from, are listed in table 24. 91 ailments were described in total and they have been collapsed for ease of analysis. The largest category related to surgery and pain but no category exceeded 28% of those conditions stated. 110 women stated that they had sought professional help with these problems (n=90, 82%).

**Table 24: Types of Physical Health Problems for Women Surveyed.**
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Types of Physical Health Problems</th>
<th>Number</th>
<th>%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Headache/Migraine Related</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gynaecological/Pregnancy Related</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Surgery/Pain Related</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anaemia/Tiredness</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Slipped Disk</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Liver/Kidney Related</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>91</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Others include tongue ulcers, eye infections, heart problems, muscular weakness and lung infections.

Finally the interviewees were asked about their emotional/psychological health. On this occasion (n=157 26%) felt they were not in good psychological/emotional health. Table 25 shows the replies given when the women were asked to specify their emotional/psychological problems. The majority (n=105, 81%) used the word emotion for their identified conditions such as depression, anxiety, stress, nervousness or anger related. 153 women replied to the question asking whether they had experienced any professional help with an emotional/psychologically related problem. Only (n=47, 30%) replied that they had.

Table 25: Types of Physical Health Problems for Women Surveyed.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Types of Psychological/emotional Health Problems</th>
<th>Number</th>
<th>%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Condition specifically described as “emotionally related”</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Family/Partner- Related</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Depression/Anxiety/Stress/Nervousness/Anger -related</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bereavement</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Psychosomatic</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Others</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td>129</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Others = Obsession and Multiple Sclerosis

**Research question 1.**

**What is the impact of area based social class upon the study variables?**

The designation of the social class of an area was based on the Iranian model encompassing job, location, finances and profession. In order to answer this question both two-tailed Chi-Squared tests and One-Way ANOVA were used entering whether an area is, upper, middle or lower class as the dependent variable (?) (see table 1). Where statistical significance was
present (i.e. p ≤ 0.05) a general factorial ANOVA was assembled to test whether significant variables were maintained. The controlling variables are as follows:

a) Age
b) Marital Status (Married versus Not-Married)
c) Proximity to relative (Yes or No)
d) Housing Type (Owned v Rented v Shared)
e) Own level of education (Graduate v Non Graduate)
f) Husbands level of education (As above)
g) Number of children in the household
h) Number of adults in the household
i) Whether childcare was used
j) Whether the woman was employed
k) Occupational Status of Husband (Rated according to categories presented in table 20)

Statistics is only presented for those variables significant within the ANOVA analyses.

**Age**

There was a significant relationship between age and social class area that remained significant in controlling additional factors (F= 15.6, df= 1, 12, p < 0.001). Women who lived in lower class areas were more likely to be of a younger age. The relevant statistics are presented below:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Class</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>SD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Upper Class</td>
<td>32.4</td>
<td>5.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Middle Class</td>
<td>30.1</td>
<td>7.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lower Class</td>
<td>29.1</td>
<td>5.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A number of variables contributed significantly to this relationship.

a) The number of young children in a household (F= 146, df= 1, 12, p < 0.001). There were more young children in lower class areas
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Class</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>SD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Upper Class</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>1.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Middle Class</td>
<td>2.6</td>
<td>1.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lower Class</td>
<td>2.8</td>
<td>1.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

b) The number of adults in a household (F=14.2, df= 1.12, p < 0.001). The trend was similar to that above, there were more adults living in lower class households.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Class</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>SD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Upper Class</td>
<td>2.3</td>
<td>0.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Middle Class</td>
<td>2.3</td>
<td>1.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lower Class</td>
<td>3.0</td>
<td>1.9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

c) Whether the women surveyed used childcare (F= 12.9, df= 1, 12, p < 0.001). In general there was no relationship between childcare and age (t= 0.250, df= 596, p=0.803). However there was a significant association between childcare and the class of household (Chi-square= 23.9, df= 2 p < 0.001). In the upper class area (n=107 53%) of women used childcare compared to the following (n=61, 30%) (Middle Class) and (n=72, 35%) (Lower Class).

d) Whether the women surveyed were in employment (F=34.0, df= 1, 12, p < 0.001). There was a significant relationship between this and age. Women who worked, tended to be older (n=127) (32.8, 7.6, Mean, SD) (n= 469) (29.9, 5.4, Mean, SD) (Working: Not Working) (Two Tailed Independent Sample t test) (t= 4.9, df= 596, p < 0.001). This was a function area class status. (n= 61, 41%) of women in upper class households worked compared
to (n= 48, 31%) in middle class households and only (n= 18, 8%) in households that were lower class.

There was not a significant relationship between marital status and designated class of area or living in close proximity to a relative and designated class of area.

**Housing Status**

Initially there was a significant relationship between housing status and area designated social class (Chi-Square=37.0, df=4, p < 0.001). The results are shown in table 26. The largest number of owned properties, were found in upper class areas whereas lower class areas had the highest prevalence of shared accommodation and the lowest prevalence of owner occupation

**Table 26: Area Designated Social Class and Housing Status:**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of Housing</th>
<th>Upper Social Class Area</th>
<th>Middle Social Class Area</th>
<th>Lower Social Class Area</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Number</td>
<td>%</td>
<td>Number</td>
<td>%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>House/Flat Owner</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>81</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rented House/Flat</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>97</td>
<td>48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shared House/Flat</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>198</td>
<td></td>
<td>199</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
This significant relationship was lost on controlling for variables previously mentioned (F=0.430, df=1, 13, p= 0.651). There were 3 variables which were significant in the interaction indicating that they played a greater role in the link between social class and housing status.

These were:

*Number of Children in a Household:* (F= 11.2, df= 1, 13, p= 0.001). Following a One-Way ANOVA a significant interaction was found, (F=7.2, df=2,596, p= 0.001) Owners of property had more children than both (These statistics are following post-hoc computations).

Those who rented (2.9, 1.5, Mean, SD) (2.4, 1.3, Mean, SD) (Owners: Renters) (0.42, 0.12, Mean Difference MD, SEM) (p=0.001) (0.163-0.672 95% CI) (CI are shown for mean differences).

Those who shared (2.9, 1.5, Mean, SD) (2.4, 1.2, Mean, SD) (Owners: Sharers) (0.48, 0.15, Mean Difference MD, SEM) (p=0.002) (0.183-0.792 95% CI) (CI are shown for mean differences).

*Number of Adults in a Household:* (F=49.4, df= 1, 13, p < 0.001). Following a One-Way ANOVA a significant interaction was found (F=60.4, df=2, p < 0.001). Sharers of property had more adults living with them than both (These statistics are following post-hoc computations).

Those who owned: (2.3, 1.05, Mean SD) (3.65, 2.2 Mean, SD) (Owners: Sharers) (1.3, 0.14, MD, SEM) (p < 0.001) (1.04-1.59 95% CI).

Those who rented (2.15, 1.05, Mean, SD) (3.65, 2.2, Mean, SD) (Renters: Sharers) (1.5, 0.14, Mean Difference MD, SEM) (p< 0.001) (1.21-1.77 95% CI).
Proximity to a Relative (F= 6.9, df=1,13, p = 0.009): This association was significant (Chi-square=40.2, df= 2, p < 0.001). Those who shared accommodation (n= 112, 91%) were more likely to live in close proximity to their relatives than owners (n= 158, 63%) and renters (n=135, 58%).

**Educational Levels**

*a) Women Surveyed*

There was a significant relationship between designated area social class and graduate level education (Chi-square= 132.7, df=2, p < 0.001). The greatest number of graduates were in the upper class areas (n= 191, 96%); this compares to (n=159, 80%) (Middle) and (n=94, 46%) (Lower). This association was significant following statistical controls (F= 19.1, df= 2, 13, p < 0.001). Once more there were 3 other variables which were significant in the interaction:

- **Whether husband was a graduate:** (F=138, df= 1, 13, p < 0.001). 87% of the graduate women surveyed also had graduate husbands, (Chi-square=23.2, df=1, p < 0.001).

- **Number of Children in a household:** (F= 30.6, 1, 13, p < 0.001). Graduate women had a smaller number of children in the household (2.4, 1.2, Mean, SD) (3.3, 1.7, Mean, SD) (Graduate: Non-Graduate) (Two-tailed independent sample t test) (t= 7.68, df= 598, p < 0.001).

- **Whether childcare was used:** (F= 6.6, df= 1, 13, p= 0.010). Graduate women (n=204, 85%) were more likely to use childcare than non-graduate women (n= 36, 15%).

*b) Husbands of women surveyed*
There was a significant relationship between designated area social class and graduate level education (Chi-square= 124.3, df=2, p < 0.001). The greatest number of graduates were in the upper class areas (n= 189, 95%); this compares to (n=146, 73%) (Middle) and (n=90, 44%) (Lower). This association was significant following statistical controls (F= 15.7, df= 2, 13, p < 0.001). Once more there were 3 other variables which were significant in the interaction:

*Whether the wife was a graduate:* (F=138, df=1, 13, p < 0.001) this data has already been discussed above.

*Occupational Status of Man:* (F= 34.8, df=1, 13, p < 0.001). Being a graduate was associated with having an Associate Professional and Technical Occupation (n=125, 89%) (n=15, 11%) (Graduate: Non-Graduate) (Chi-square=75.6, df= 7, p < 0.001).

*Number of Children in a household:* (F= 4.2, df= 1, 13, p=0.041). Graduate men had a smaller number of children in the household (2.4, 1.2, Mean, SD) (3.1, 1.8, Mean, SD) (Graduate: Non-Graduate) (Two-tailed independent sample t test) (t= 4.88, df= 598, p < 0.001).

**Number of Children/Ages of Children**

Following univariate analysis none of the above related variables were significant (p > 0.1 on all occasions). However a different picture emerged for the number of adults in a household.

**Number of Adults in a Household**

There was a significant difference in the number of adults in a household. This data has been previously presented and lower class households have more adults than upper or middle class households (F= 15.8, df= 2, p <
This interaction remained significant upon statistical controls (F= 7.71, df= 2, 13, p < 0.001). Four variables were also significant within the ANOVA analysis.

*Age:* (F=15. 5, df= 1,13, p < 0.001). The significant difference in age across different area based social class groupings has been previously described. Lower class households tend to be younger.

*Housing Category:* (49.4, df=1, 13, p < 0.001). This data too has been previously presented; shared households had more adults living within them.

*Whether the household used childcare:* (13.8, df=1, p < 0.001). Those households that used childcare had more adults living with them (2.7, 1.6, Mean, SD) (2.4, 1.2, Mean, SD) (Used Child Care: Did Not Use Child Care) (t= 2.75, df=590, p=0.006).

*Whether the woman surveyed worked:* (7.7, df=1, 13, p=0.006). The households where women did not work, were larger but the relationship was not significant, following univariate analysis (2.3, 1.2, Mean, SD) (2.6, 1.4) (Worked: Did Not Work) (p=0.122).

**Whether Childcare was used**

There was a significant relationship between childcare and area-designated social classes (chi-square=23.9, df=2, p < 0.001). Upper class women (n=107, 53%) were more likely to use childcare compared to both middle (n=61, 31%) and lower (n=72, 35%) class women. This relationship remained significant on statistical controls (F= 11.4, df= 2, 13, p < 0.001). A number of variables were also significant in the interaction:
Graduate status of the woman surveyed: (F=6.61, df=1, 13, p=0.010) this data has already been presented: Graduate women were more likely to use childcare than non-graduate women.

Number of Children in a Household: (F=6.75, df=1, 13, p=0.010) the data relating to the number of children has also been presented. Lower class households had more children. Following univariate testing, a relationship between childcare and number of children was not significant (p=0.596).

Number of Adults in a household: (F= 13.8, df= 1, 13, p < 0.001). This data has been previously presented. Those households that used childcare had more adults living with them.

Age: (F=14.1, df=1, 13, p < 0.001). This relationship was not significant following univariate testing (30.6, 5.4, Mean, SD) (30.5, 6.5, Mean, SD) (Child Care: No Child Care) (p=0.803).

Close Proximity to Relatives: (F=9.25, df=1, p=0.002). Those women who used childcare (n=178, 74%) lived in close proximity to their relatives, compared to those who had no childcare (n=62, 26%). (Chi-square= 7.9, df=1, p=0.006).

Whether woman surveyed worked: (F=55.3, df=1,13, p < 0.001). Women who worked (n= 108, 85%) were more likely to use childcare than those who did not (n=19, 15%).

The number of women that were employed

There was a significant relationship between this variable and area–designated social class (Chi-Square=29.9, df=2, p < 0.001). Women from upper class areas (n=61, 30%) were more likely to work than women from
middle (n=48, 24%) and lower class (n=18, 9%) areas. This result remained significant following statistical controls (F=6.18, df=2, 13, p=0.002) and a number of variables contributed significantly to the interaction:

*Number of Children in the Household:* (F=6.13, df=1, p=0.014). Following univariate testing the result was not significant (p=0.161). The households where the women worked had fewer children (2.4, 1.2 Mean, SD) (2.6, 1.4, Mean, SD) (Working: Not Working).

*Number of Adults in the Household:* (F=7.72, df=1, 13, p=0.006). The households where women did not work had more adults but the interaction was not significant following univariate testing (p=0.122). This data has been previously presented.

*Occupational Status of Women Surveyed:* (F=1417.6, df=1, 13, p<0.001). This relationship was significant following chi-square tests (Chi-Square=137.1, df=7, p < 0.001). The majority of women were working in professional occupations and administrative and secretarial occupations.

*Occupational Status of Husbands:* (F= 7.9, df=1, p=0.005). This interaction was also significant (Chi-Square=14.9, df=7, p=0.036). Where the women and husband were both working; the husband was less likely to be self-employed.

*Age:* (F=36.2, df=1, p< 0.001). Women who worked tended to be of an older age. These results have been previously presented.

*Proximity to Relatives:* (56.8, df=1, p < 0.001). The relationship between proximity and whether the woman worked or not was significant (Chi-Square= df=1, p < 0.001). Women who worked were more likely to have a relative in close proximity (n=108, 85%) (n=19, 15%) (Close Proximity: Not Close Proximity).
**Proximity**

There was not a significant relationship between close proximity to relatives and area based social class.

**Occupation Status of Husband**

There was a significant relationship between the husband’s occupational status and area-designated social class (Chi-Square=111.8, df=14, p < 0.001). The results are shown in table 27. The most notable finding is that those from lower classes were the most likely to have elementary occupations. This result lost significance on controlling for confounding factors (F=0.74,df=2,13, p=0.474). 3 interactions were significant in the interaction:

*Graduate status of the husband:* (F=34.8, df=1, p < 0.001). Being a graduate was associated with having an Associate Professional and Technical occupation. This data has been previously reported.

*Number of Children in the Household:* (F=5.56, df=1, p=0.019). The households where the husbands were in “Personal Services” had fewer children (2.0, 1.1, Mean, SD) than those in professional occupations (2.8, 1.3, Mean, SD) (p=0.010), self-employed (2.6, 1.5, Mean, SD) (p=0.017) and elementary occupations (2.7, 1.7, Mean, SD) (p=0.039) following post-hoc tests.

*Whether the Wife was Working:* (F=7.90,df=1, p=0.005). Where the husband and wife were both working; the husband was less likely to be self-employed. This data too has been previously reported.
Table 27: Occupational Status of Husbands Sample according to Area-Designated Social Class:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Upper Class</th>
<th></th>
<th>Middle Class</th>
<th></th>
<th>Lower Class</th>
<th></th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>No</td>
<td>%</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>%</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Professional Occupations</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Associate Professional and Technical Occupations</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>140</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Administrative and Secretarial Occupations</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Skilled Trades</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Personal Services</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Process Plant and Machine Operatives</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>11</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Self –Employed</td>
<td>98</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>103</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>276</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elementary Occupations</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>52</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Occupation Status of Women Surveyed.**

There was a significant interaction between whether a woman worked and area-designated social class (Chi-Square=69.2, df=14, p < 0.001). The results are shown in table 28. Women in lower class areas were less likely to work and women from upper class areas were most likely to have professional occupations or to be self-employed. This relationship remained significant on statistical controls (F=3.04, df=2, 13, p=0.049). There was only one significant confounding variable; whether the woman worked (F=1401.9, df=1, p < 0.001). This data has been previously presented.
Table 28: Occupational Status of Women Sampled according to Area-Designated Social Class:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Upper Class</th>
<th>Middle Class</th>
<th>Lower Class</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>No</td>
<td>%</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Professional Occupations</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Associate Professional and Technical Occupations</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Administrative and Secretarial Occupations</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Skilled Trades</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Personal Services</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Self–Employed</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elementary Occupations</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not Working</td>
<td>137</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>149</td>
<td>63.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Responses to Structured Questions:

The results are shown in table 29, the general trend is lower scores indicate greater satisfaction/less isolation. As can be seen, there was a significant interaction between area-designated social class and the responses to the structured questions. Each will now be considered in turn.

1. **I know most people in this neighbourhood**

   Women from lower social class areas knew more people in their neighbourhood than upper class and middle class women (p < 0.001)
following post-hoc tests. This remained significant following statistical controls (F=5.27, df=2, 13, p=0.005). 2 variables contributed significantly to this interaction:

*Graduate Status of the women surveyed:* (F=4.60, df=1, p=0.032). Graduates knew less people in their neighborhood (n=444) (3.24, 1.12, Mean, SD) (n=156) (2.64, 1.31, Mean SD) (Graduate: Non-Graduate) (Two-tailed Independent Sample t test) (t=5.53, df=598, p < 0.001). (0.6, 0.1, Mean Difference, SEM) (95% CI 0.39- 0.82).

*Number of Children in the Households:* (F=5.23, df=1, p=0.023). To test this interaction, Pearson product moment correlations were computed. There was a statistically significance but not a strong association (- 0.14, p=0.001), indicating that households with more children were more likely to know people in the neighbourhood.

2. **I think of myself as a “local” person in this neighbourhood.**

Women from lower social class areas were more likely to consider themselves to be local to their neighbourhood than upper class (p=0.009) and middle class women (p < 0.001) following post-hoc tests. This remained significant following statistical controls (F=3.52, df=2, 13, p=0.030). 3 variables contributed significantly to this interaction:

*Number of Children in the Household:* (F=4.02, df=1, p=0.045). To test this interaction, Pearson product moment correlations were computed. There was a statistical significance but again not a strong association (r= - 0.14, p=0.001), indicating that households with more children were more likely to think of themselves as a “local”.

*Number of Adults in the Household:* (F=5.42, df=1, p=0.020). The correlation was (r= - 0.12, p= 0.003). This is also statistically significant but
not a strong association ($r = -0.14, p=0.001$), indicating that households with more adults were more likely to think of themselves as a “local”.

*Proximity to Relatives*: Those individuals who lived in close proximity to their relatives were more likely to consider themselves to be a local in their neighbourhood. (n=405) (2.70, 1.14, Mean, SD) (n=195) (2.94, 1.17, Mean SD) (Close Proximity: Not Close Proximity) (Two-tailed Independent Sample t test) ($t = -2.39, df=598, p=0.017$). (-0.24, 0.1, Mean Difference, SEM) (95% CI -0.24 -0.04).

3. **If I moved away, would anyone notice?**

On this occasion higher scores indicate a greater sense of isolation. Women from lower social class areas were more likely to feel that if they moved away, hardly anyone would notice than upper class ($p < 0.001$) and middle class women ($p = 0.001$) following post-hoc tests. This remained significant following statistical controls ($F=10.0, df=2, 13, p < 0.001$). There was one other variable that contributed to the interaction; the number of adults in the household ($F=5.94, df=1, p = 0.015$). The correlation was ($r = 0.15 p < 0.001$). Households with more adults were more likely to see themselves as more isolated within their neighbourhood.

4. **I find it difficult to trust many people in my neighbourhood.**

On this occasion lower scores also indicate a greater sense of isolation. Upper class women were less likely to trust people within in their neighbourhood, than middle ($p=0.002$) and lower ($p=0.004$) class women were. However, this interaction lost significance upon statistical controls ($F=2.78, df=2, 13, p=0.063$). No variables contributed significantly to the regression.
5. **My neighbours often help me with childcare support**

The neighbours of upper class women were less likely to help with childcare support than those of women from middle (p < 0.001) and lower (p=0.028) class households. This remained significant upon controls (F= 7.12, df= 2, 13, p= 0.001). One interaction was the graduate status of the women surveyed; (F=12.0, df=1, p=0.001). As previously mentioned, graduates knew less people in their neighbourhood and were less likely to receive help with childcare support (n=442). (4.07, 0.90, Mean, SD) (n=156) (3.75, 1.14, Mean SD) (Graduate: Non-Graduate) (Two-tailed Independent Sample t test) (t= -3.45, df=596, p=0.001). (0.32, 0.09, Mean Difference, SEM) (95% CI 0.49- 0.13).

6. **I often assist other neighbours with childcare support**

Middle class women were more likely to offer childcare support to neighbours than upper (p < 0.001) and lower (p= 0.019) class women. This remained significant following statistical controls (F=6.54, df=2, 13, p=0.002). One variable was significant in the interaction, this was the graduate status of the women surveyed: (F=4.73, df=1, p=0.030). Graduates knew less people in their neighbourhood and were less likely to offer help with childcare support (n=442) (3.97, 1.02, Mean, SD) (n=156) (3.74, 1.05, Mean SD) (Graduate: Non-Graduate) (Two-tailed Independent Sample t test) (t= -2.44, df=595, p=0.015). ( - 0.24, 0.09, Mean Difference, SEM) (95% CI - 0.43- - 0.04).

7. **I would only help someone I considered to be a friend with child support**

Middle class women were more likely to offer childcare support to someone they did not consider to be a friend than upper and lower class (p < 0.001 on both occasions). This remained significant following the regression (F=10.2
df=2, p < 0.001). No other variables contributed significantly to the interaction.

8. **Other people seek my help with child care support only if they consider me to be a friend**

Middle class women were more likely to be asked to provide childcare support to someone they did not consider to be a friend than upper and lower class (p < 0.001 on both occasions. This remained significant following the regression (F=11.7 df=2, p < 0.001). No other variables contributed significantly to the interaction.

9. **I believe that I spend enough time with my children**

Upper class women felt that they spent more time with their children than middle class (p < 0.001) but not lower class women (p=0.282). This remained significant following statistical controls (F=50.3, df=2, 13, p < 0.001). Whether the woman worked also contributed significantly to the result (F=21.7, df=1, p < 0.001). Women who did not work were more likely to believe they spent enough time with their children. (2.35, 1.15, Mean, SD) (1.59, 0.78, Mean, SD) (Working: Not Working) (t=8.62, df=596, p < 0.001) (MD=0.76, SEM=0.09) (95% CI 0.58 – 0.93).

**Table 29: Responses to Structured Questions**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Upper Class</th>
<th>Middle Class</th>
<th>Lower Class</th>
<th>Stats</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>SD</td>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>SD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I know most people in this</td>
<td>3.32</td>
<td>1.26</td>
<td>3.27</td>
<td>0.89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>neighbourhood</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
I think of myself as a “local” person in this neighbourhood
If I moved away hardly anyone would notice. *
I find it difficult to trust many people in my neighbourhood *
My neighbours often help me with child care support
I often help other neighbours with child care support
I would only help someone I considered to be a friend with child support *
Other people seek my help with child care support only if they consider me to be a friend *
I believe that I spend enough time with my children

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>M</th>
<th>SD</th>
<th>M</th>
<th>SD</th>
<th>M</th>
<th>SD</th>
<th>F</th>
<th>df</th>
<th>p</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>I think of myself as a “local” person in</td>
<td>2.82</td>
<td>1.17</td>
<td>3.01</td>
<td>0.99</td>
<td>2.52</td>
<td>1.24</td>
<td>9.43</td>
<td>&lt; 0.0001</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>this neighbourhood</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>If I moved away hardly anyone would</td>
<td>2.87</td>
<td>1.25</td>
<td>3.27</td>
<td>0.92</td>
<td>3.64</td>
<td>1.21</td>
<td>22.5</td>
<td>&lt; 0.0001</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>notice. *</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I find it difficult to trust many people</td>
<td>2.46</td>
<td>1.18</td>
<td>2.80</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>2.77</td>
<td>1.04</td>
<td>6.16</td>
<td>0.002</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>in my neighbourhood *</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>My neighbours often help me with child</td>
<td>4.19</td>
<td>1.06</td>
<td>3.79</td>
<td>0.83</td>
<td>3.98</td>
<td>1.04</td>
<td>8.34</td>
<td>&lt; 0.0001</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>care support</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I often help other neighbours with child</td>
<td>4.10</td>
<td>1.12</td>
<td>3.70</td>
<td>0.89</td>
<td>3.94</td>
<td>1.05</td>
<td>7.55</td>
<td>0.001</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>care support</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I would only help someone I considered</td>
<td>2.59</td>
<td>1.15</td>
<td>3.07</td>
<td>1.05</td>
<td>2.52</td>
<td>1.12</td>
<td>14.3</td>
<td>&lt; 0.0001</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>to be a friend with child support *</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other people seek my help with child</td>
<td>2.50</td>
<td>1.16</td>
<td>3.03</td>
<td>1.01</td>
<td>2.53</td>
<td>1.10</td>
<td>14.5</td>
<td>&lt; 0.0001</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>care support only if they consider me to</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>be a friend *</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I believe that I spend enough time with</td>
<td>1.54</td>
<td>0.79</td>
<td>2.26</td>
<td>0.97</td>
<td>1.45</td>
<td>0.80</td>
<td>52.7</td>
<td>&lt; 0.0001</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>my children</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- higher scores equate to less satisfaction/more isolation

**Research question 2**

**Predictors of Physiological Illness:**

117 women replied that they had not been in good physical health. More upper class women (n=50, 25%) had physiological illness than middle (n=34, 17%) and lower class (n=33, 16%) women (Chi-square= 6.04, df=2, p= 0.049). This result was not sustained following statistical controls (F=2.54, df=2, p=0.079). 2 variables were significant within the interaction:
a) *Marital Status:* Fewer married women (n=109, 19%) had physiological illness’ than non-married women (n=8, 38%) (Chi-Square=4.79, df=1, p=0.029).

b) *Number of Children in the Household:* There was a significance but not a strong association (r=0.08, p=0.031). Indicating the households with more children, were associated with more physiological illnesses.

A further logistic regression was conducted entering the responses to the structured questions, in addition to all the variables tested in the ANOVA analysis. The predictors were marital status and number of children in the household as before.

*Marital Status:* $B=2.38$, $SE=0.84$, df=1, $p=0.005$). Odds Ratio; 10.8. Unmarried women were 10.8 times more likely to suffer from physiological illness than married women.

*Number of Children:* $B=0.14$, $SE=0.07$, df=1, $p=0.047$) OR 1.17. Each child in the household increased the likelihood of physiological illness by 1.17 times.

**Predictors of Psychological Illness:**

156 women replied that they had suffered from some form of physiological illness. There was a significant interaction between this and area-based social class following univariate testing, (Chi-Square=8.07, df=2, p=0.018). Upper class women (n=60, 33%) were more likely to suffer from psychological illness than middle (n=40, 20%) and lower (n=52, 26%) class women. This result remained significant on statistical controls (F=3.12, df=1, p=0.045). There was one variable that was significant in the ANOVA-proximity to relatives (F=3.85, df=1, p=0.050).
Not surprisingly, women who live in close proximity to their relatives (n=93, 23%) were less likely to suffer from psychological illness than those who did not (n=64, 33%). (Chi-Square= 6.95, df=1, p=0.006). The logistic regression was then computed as before; social class did not emerge as significant in the regression. The significant variables in the interaction were as follows:

**Occupational Status of Husband:** (B=0.94, SE=0.45, df=1, p=0.038). If the husband worked in a skilled trade, they were less likely to suffer from psychological illness; 1 individual did not respond to both questions (n= 18, 7%) (n=6, 93%) (No Psychological Illness: Psychological Illness) the odds ratio was 2.55.

**Proximity of Relatives:** (B= -0.48, SE=0.21, df=1, p=0.021). The data has been previously presented (OR 0.62).

**I find it difficult to trust many people in my neighbourhood:** (B= - 0.206, SE= 0.09, df=1, p=0.032) (OR= 0.81). Those who suffered from psychological illness were more likely to find it difficult to trust people in their neighbourhood (2.46, 1.06 Mean, SD) (2.76, 1.08, Mean SD) (Psychological Illness: No Psychological Illness) (t=2.91, df=1 p=0.004).

**Sketch of Each Area:**

**Upper Class**

- Older women
- More likely to work
- More likely to use child care
- More likely to be owner occupiers
- Better educated households
- Higher Status employment for both wife and partner
Greater likelihood of physiological illness
Greater likelihood of psychological illness

**Middle Class**

- Less likely to offer childcare support
- If they did offer childcare support less likely to be restricted to family and friends
- Compared to other two groups felt they did not spend enough time with their children

This group seems to be squeezed between not having sufficient resources to obtain childcare and having insufficient family and friends to help provide this.

**Lower Class**

- Less isolated
- Younger
- Larger families
- Less likely to work
- More likely to share accommodation
- Greater proximity to relatives
- Less educated.

**Qualitative data analysis:**

Qualitative research also uses analytical categories to describe and explain social phenomena (Pope et al 2000). I translated each of the diaries from Farsi into English and part of the transcription and the translation of the dairies in Farsi and English were given to another colleague who has a good
understanding of both languages to translate for verification of correct translation and the accuracy of content analysis.

Qualitative analysis aims to transform and interpret data in a rigorous manner, but there is no simple consensus as to how this can be done. Thorne (2000) maintains that the data analysis is the most complex and mysterious of all the phases of a qualitative project. Because data collection and analysis processes tend to be concurrent (Thorne 2000), it is best to begin to analyse the data as soon as the initial data has been collected. This allows questions to be refined and new avenues of inquiry to be developed so that appropriate data can be obtained (Pope, Ziebland & May, 2000).

Qualitative data analysis is an inductive process; I tried to attain a clearer understanding as to what social networks and social support means to mothers (Pearson 1997). According to Sarantakos (1998) qualitative research is based on principles of interpretive science, therefore analysing qualitative data brings together the collection of data in such a way that it can not be quantified but shows the depth of experiences in real-life. Sarantakos (1998) describes a five step model for analysing qualitative data. This involves; transcription, checking and editing, analysis and interpretation, generalisation and verification. This framework was used to analyse the diaries. Each diary was transcribed and translated into English, then read, coded and re-read and the codes were sorted into themes by the researchers. The themes were organised into concepts in order to provide full descriptions of the experiences. Also part of the transcriptions and translations of the diaries in Farsi and English were given to another colleague who has a good understanding of both languages to translate for verification of correct translation and correct interpretation of content analysis.

My intention in obtaining qualitative data was to find out the depth and level of childcare assistance requested from close relations and the amount of
formal/nursery care. In this report numbers rather than percentages are used for the qualitative report due to small numbers.

Three themes emerged as I looked across the diaries. These were:

- What use they made of own family/husband’s family for childcare.
- What use they made of friends/neighbours for childcare as opposed to formal/nursery care.
- How available the husbands were, did they contribute much to childcare?

The total number of subjects who participated in completing the diaries for the two week period was 24 women, who were divided by three class/areas. There were eight areas of Tehran; the areas chosen were areas where the USWR had links with health centres. These were:

- Areas 1 & 2 = Upper class
- Areas 3, 4 & 5 = Middle class
- Areas 6, 7 & 8 = Lower class

**Diary data analysis: Summary of key themes:**

The diary study included women from eight areas of Tehran that were chosen in vicinities where the USWR had links with health centres. These were:

- Areas 1 & 2 = Upper class (Group 1 - 7 women)
- Areas 3, 4 & 5 = Middle class (Group 2 - 8 women)
- Areas 6, 7 & 8 = Lower class (Group 3 - 8 women)

24 women took part in the diary study over a two week period. Their diaries focussed mainly on the sorts of daily activities that the women were involved in: childcare, housework and socialising. To a much lesser extent the diaries also included entries of a more reflective nature, touching upon the women’s feelings and relationships. The key themes from the diaries are presented below:
Childcare
A key theme from the diaries was the issue relating to childcare arrangements. Two women from each of the groups 1 and 2; took their children to a nursery. Women in group 1 were more likely to mention other people helping them out with childcare (over half of the women in this group), whereas only one or two women in the other groups recorded this. The people mentioned most often with regards to helping with childcare were husbands, parents, sisters, parents-in-law and sisters in-law. Neighbours were occasionally mentioned across the three groups.

“Today when we were in the shop for carpets my mother was looking after Arian all the time so I could comfortably look for a carpet”. (Group 1)

“For one hour my landlord’s daughter came to play with my son. This was a big help for me. (Group 2)

Household tasks
All of the diaries from Group 3 included entries about the daily household tasks that they carried out: housework, shopping, cooking, cleaning and sewing. This was less common in the diaries from women in group 2 (5/8), and group 1 (3/7). There was also mention of when someone else helped out with housework especially the husbands.

“For my sister’s help I did most of the shopping for the kitchen and took it home” (Group 2)

“7.30pm we got home with my husband’s help we prepared dinner and attended to children” (Group 1)

Work
Only one woman from Group 1 worked outside the home; half of the women from Group 2; and most of the women (6/8) from Group 3. Although almost half of the women were in full or part time employment outside the home, work was rarely mentioned in the diaries except for giving the times of going to work. Only two women wrote about something they had done at work, and only one woman wrote about seeing a co-worker outside work.

“12.45pm, Left for work as I was pm shift (that is 2 – 10pm). 2pm telephoned my daughter and my mother”.

“2pm left office. 3.30pm got home. 4.30 – 8.30 pm started spring cleaning”. (Group 2)

Social activities
Social activities were one of the most common themes recorded in diaries of women from all three groups. For all of the women their social life centred on visiting, or being visited by, family members: their parents, siblings and in-laws, often for meals and occasionally trips out. There were a few entries regarding visits taking place with others, for example friends or neighbours (two women from each group) only one woman wrote about going out with a co-worker.

“9 am: Husband’s sister picked us up and we went for a picnic to Lashgarak (outside Tehran)” (Group 1)

“My parent in law invited us to park for dinner they prepared everything we were very happy” (Group 3)

“5–7pm went tone of my friend’s houses with children. En route I called at my sister’s” (Group 2)
Other activities:
A number of other activities were mentioned, mainly by women in Groups 2 and 3. These included activities carried out by themselves, such as studying, swimming, going for walks, reading, working on the computer and watching TV (recorded by over half of women in groups 2 and 3, and two women in group 1). Some activities also involved their children or their husband and children. For example, walking to the park, (again about half of women in groups 2 and 3 but only one woman from group 1). None of the women mentioned going out with their husbands alone.

“6.30pm returned home. I have exam tomorrow so I studied a bit” (Group 3)

“7.30 – 9pm went to cinema with my husband and children to see film ‘Flower stem for a bride’ Iran film” (Group 2)

Feelings
Whilst the diaries’ main focus was on women’s daily activities, there were some entries of a more reflective nature. For instance there was some mention of the woman’s own feelings in about half of the diaries from all three groups. Most often this involved feeling happy about something happening, especially with regards to the family. For example:

“Because my mother and sister came to see me in Tehran and they will be staying with me for a few weeks I am very happy” (Group 2)

Sometimes more negative feelings were mentioned in response to family members’ actions or family events. For example:
“My parents in-law were a bit cold towards me this upset me a bit” (Group 3)

“In the (family) party I did not enjoy my self much also my husband does not relax with family” (Group 1)

Women rarely reflected upon themselves, or their feelings about themselves in their diaries. Only one woman from each of the three groups included an entry about themselves in the two week diaries.

“Whenver the family gather together especially when the gathering is a religious forum, I help and I feel very happy as I am a person with feeling and emotion regarding these issues.” (Group 2)

“I seek help quite a bit as I love learning things” (Group 3)

**Spiritual activities**
The diaries also included some mention of the spiritual aspects of women’s life, especially for women in Group 3. This was more likely to refer to public gatherings for prayer and Quran reading and competition. Over half of the women in Group 3 included these in their diaries, whereas only one or two women from other groups did so. Similarly, only women in Group 3 wrote about their own private prayer (again in half of diaries for this group).

“8.30 – 11am went to cultural centre for prayer and Koran competition” (Group 2)

“It was Thursday I did the public prayer it was great to be there and see so many others showing their love to the “Emam” people were from all different part of the country and the atmosphere was great” (Group 3)
“6pm my brother came to us, then I did my prayer” (Group 3).

Relationship with husband

Although comments about the husband’s role in helping with childcare and housework were recorded in the diaries of women from all three groups, only the Group 1 diaries included more specific commentaries about women’s relationships with their husbands. For example:

“8.30 – 9.30, discussion with my husband regarding, our child upbringing.” (Group 1)

“This AM I had an argument with my husband over putting Nappy on the child of course my husband is a nervous man and children get hurt by this, and I am obsessed hence the child has nappy” (Group 1)

“Today my dear husband helped me with the work around the house. I felt that we were one next to each other and trying for our life. It was very enjoyable.” (Group 1)

Other support

As well as recording help with childcare and housework, the women’s diaries also included entries about other types of support, for example: emotional, psychological and financial. These entries occurred more often in Groups 1 (3/7) and 2 (3/8), and only one diary in Group 3. The main people giving support in this way were the women’s family, in-laws, friends and neighbours. Only one woman mentioned help from an outside agency.

“Today I had a bit of a problem with my husband. One of my friends who are a few years older than me gave me some advice and my problem was solved.” (Group 1)
“Today at 7pm I went to my sister in law and borrowed 150,000 Rials so we can live as my husband has got no salary. I thanked her and that was a great help to us. I hope I’ll be able to repay her one day” (Group 2)

“My neighbour collected my ration for oil for which I am grateful”

“Today I spoke to a counsellor on the phone about some of my daughter’s behaviour and sought solutions.” (Group 1)

Health
There were a few diary entries regarding health. Only two women spoke about not feeling well. However, there were several entries of visits to GP, clinic, dietician and dentist.
Similarly, with regards to children’s health there were only two entries regarding children running a temperature, and a few more about visits to health centres, clinics etc for check-ups and vaccinations.

“Meeting health centre staff for the measurement of health & weight of my child; help and support was given.” (Group 1)

In this group the daily housework is routine and in regular basis. Housework is seen as the women’s task. Women work outside the house in capacities such as hairdressers. They love learning and seeking advice from people around them such as neighbours, friends and family. Religious practices are a large part of their lives and socialisation. Friends and family are noticed but not as much as the other two groups.

Summary of discussion and analysis:
This study was the first joint project of its kind to explore the social support and family network in Iranian families with children under the school age, using and adapting some of the research findings from other parts of the world.

There is a significant paucity of Iranian literature in this field. The study used a big sample (600 mothers) from different social class areas of women based on the Iranian categorisation of social class. The study did not set any hypothesis but set out research question for exploration purposes. Not writing hypotheses was my intention, but on reflection and analysis, especially the quantitative analysis, it became apparent that having hypotheses would have been of a great assistance and it would have directed the research by having dependent and independent variables to measure. As an educationalist, researcher and negotiator I wanted to explore certain concepts to form a foundation to propose a Master’s curriculum which would enable healthcare professionals who mostly consisted of doctors, nurses, psychologists and social workers to recognise needs, and hence assess those needs based on special knowledge gained from obtaining extra qualifications.

A mixed research methodology was chosen by means of conducting a survey and in-depth use of pre-set diaries for the purposes of collecting qualitative data. A purposive sampling was utilised, and random selection was implemented, to gain more objectivity within the survey part of the project. Self selected sampling was used to obtain qualitative data by means of completing diaries. 600 questionnaires were distributed with a 100% response rate; this was conducted as a desk survey.

Qualitative data from the diaries were analysed using Miles & Huberman (1994), arriving at themes which were cross referenced for deeper understandings with the quantitative data analysed using chi-squared and ANOVA.
The links between social support, family networks and health are clearly complex processes affected by the economic, social and cultural settings being researched. As noted earlier, social support comes in different forms, and issues such as the need to be involved in ‘reciprocity’ is shown in research literature to be a source of stress in some social settings or for particular people e.g. single mothers (Nelson, 2000). We did not find evidence of extensive or meaningful female friendship/support networks identified in other urban settings (Bell & Ribbens, 1994). However, the results noted by the mothers’ diaries, suggested that whilst the situation may appear “isolating” to outsiders, many women had extensive telephone and/or face to face contact during the day, especially with (female and male) relatives. Ceballo & McLloyd’s (2002), study of 262 poor, African American single mothers, showed how stressful environmental conditions can influence relations between mothers' social support and their parenting strategies.

The average age of mothers participating in this research was of 30 years. The data showed that the majority (62%) of the women were born in Tehran and carried on living in Tehran. 66% were from the upper and middle classes. 96% were married and only 10% divorced, which seemed to be a change in the trends to pre-revolution circumstances, as divorces were more common especially in upper and middle classes. 68% of women had relatives living close by and this could have contributed to the fact that the majority were from Tehran and continued to live in Tehran, even after getting married. Mohseni, Tabrizi and Seyedan (2004) suggest wider social factors like women’s unequal access to valuable family resources, gendered divisions of labour, the type of power relationship in the family and women’s social and economic status, all have significant impacts on women’s mental health, and thus affect their families.

31% owned their own property and only 26% lived in rented places. Only 41% lived with parents and in-laws. This again shows that the younger
generation are separating themselves from families to have their own independent lives. However, amongst these, a bigger proportion; 62% lived with their husband’s parents. Women who lived in close proximity to their own relatives were also less likely to suffer from psychological illnesses. As might be expected, we also found that those who suffered from psychological illness were more likely to find it difficult to trust people in their neighbourhoods. However, this survey was unable to show conversely, whether proximity to relatives might generate stress or other difficulties within the household. If so, this could have had significant implications for the children’s welfare. On cross referencing with the qualitative data obtained from the diaries, it appeared that acts of support were recorded with assistance in childcare and housework, these included emotional, psychological and financial help. The main people giving the support were the woman’s own family and their in-laws. Only one woman mentioned help in the diary from an outside agency.

Research evidence does not always suggest direct links between positive social support and enhanced health, although Ziersh et al., (2005) do put forward links between health outcomes and social capital. They view social capital as complex, multi-faceted and capable of being measured at an individual or community level. They point out that methodologically, the link is dependent on the measures of social capital and health used. In their Australian survey of “neighbourhood life”, Ziersh et al’s results showed that those with stronger neighbourhood connections were in a better state of mental health. Mauthner’s (1995) research on post-natal illness (depression) queries whether this is connected to a lack of support from others in the community or to ‘feeling different’ and being unable to accept support.

Other significant findings noted that 74% of women had university education, in which 27% were at a post-graduate level. This supports my statement in the introductory chapter; that the Iranian culture places great emphasis on education but the application of this is yet to be researched. The educational
status of the husbands of the women surveyed, showed a lower percentage who were university educated compared with the women, only 65% of the husbands were educated at a university level. There is an evident relationship between the graduate status of the women surveyed and the area designated social class, but this feature is also related to having a graduate husband, a smaller number of children and the greater accessibility and use of childcare. In addition, there is a visible relationship between the graduate status of the husbands of the women surveyed and the area designated social class, but in-turn, this can be said to be representative to having a graduate wife, a smaller number of children and also a greater likelihood of having an associate professional and technical occupation.

Work situations again revealed very interesting results. Although a vast majority of women were highly educated, the percentages that were actually in employment were low. Furthermore, those who were employed, were mostly professionals or working in occupations of a skilled nature. The choice to not work outside the house is sometime perceived as women not wanting to be dominated by the opposite sex and feel under social pressure. Women from upper classes were more likely to work, due to a number of influential factors, such as; having fewer children and more adults in households, having either a professional or administrative/secretarial occupations, and having husbands who were not self-employed. In this survey it was observed that mothers with at least one child aged 7 years or under, were fairly polarised in terms of class, employment and possible implications for family welfare, this confirms some aspects of earlier studies (Mohseni, Tabrizi, and Seyedan, 2004; Kamali, 2004).

The use of available childcare resources either paid or unpaid was recorded in the questionnaire and this was subject to whether or not the parents were employed. Those women who used childcare services were more likely to be graduates, working, and living in close proximity to their relatives, slightly older, have fewer children and more adults living within their household.
than the proportion of women who opted not to use childcare facilities. The diaries revealed that upper and middle class women used nursery facilities more than the lower class, these tended to draw upon their husband, parents, sister and parent's in-law, neighbours’ support. The childcare decisions were made jointly by the mothers and their husbands but the mothers had a bigger voice.

Analysis of qualitative data revealed that the daily household tasks were: shopping, cooking, cleaning, looking after the children and sewing. This was more common in the lower class than the upper and middle; furthermore, the husband was the one who helped out with the housework. The length of time lived at same address showed that big majority changed their place of residence frequently. This is a norm especially for those living in rented accommodation. This is because the landlords tend to charge higher rents when getting in new tenants. The number of self owned property was higher in the upper class families, and shared property was more in lower class families. The relationships and variables significant between the social class and housing were:

**The number of children within the household**: those who owned their own houses/property, tended to have more children.

**The number of adults in the household**: those who shared property had more adults living in, and those who shared with others, lived in closer proximity to their families.

**Housing type**: this relates to the size of the property and household and to a lesser degree relies upon proximity to relatives rather than area designation of social class.

**Age**: we found that as the age increased amongst the mothers, they tended to favour living in closer proximity to their other relatives.
Social Class: Qualitative data showed only one woman from the upper social class, worked outside the house, compared to half of the women from the middle class, whilst a big majority from the lower social class worked outside the house, this could be due to the fact that there is an obvious need for greater financial support.

Transportation: the transport system in Tehran is mostly over ground and predominantly consists of the use of cars, buses and taxis. Taxis are reasonably cheap and a big percentage of those who have cars, use their cars for getting to work and back, on their way to these routes, many tend to carry extra passengers to make additional money. The Metro is now becoming more operational in Tehran and being used more and more, but it still has very limited services in some areas.

Husbands’ jobs: the majority of the husbands were not working professionals and the majority were self employed from being a company director to taxi drivers. The overall significant relationship between the husband’s occupational status and area-designated social class was lost following statistical controls. When explaining the correlation between their educational achievements and their occupations, graduates appeared to be more likely to be in associate professional and technical occupations. Those who worked in personal services had fewer children than those in professional or elementary occupations or self-employed. Finally, in households where the women surveyed worked, their husbands were less likely to be self-employed.

Health related help: the diaries only showed two women who spoke about not feeling well, however there were several entries of visits to GP, clinic, dietician and dentist. The question of psychological health related problems, revealed that 26% felt not in good psychological health, but this was referred to as emotional health, like anxiety, depression, nervousness and anger. Data showed out of all those not feeling good only 30% sought help.
Social activities; these were addressed within the diaries and the most common themes revolved around visiting or being visited by family members. There were only a few entries logging visits made by others such as friends and neighbours.

Spiritual aspects; these were mentioned frequently especially amongst women in the lower class group. This was more likely to refer to public gatherings for prayer and Quran reading. This only appeared in one or two diaries of women in the upper and middle classes.

Other activities; those mentioned in the diaries were mainly by women in middle and lower classes and these included those activities such as studying, swimming, going for a walk, reading and working on the computer.

Age; the questionnaires analysis of age showed that the lower class women were younger, had younger children and more adults were living in the household. No relationships were identified between childcare and age, however more women in the upper class used childcare.

Work; those women who worked were of an older age and were of an upper class.

Relationship with husband; this level of support was mentioned in the diaries but emphasised more on helping with childcare rather than the other aspect of relationships.

Feelings; the emotions of the women were entered in the diaries but were mostly revolved around the women being happy about something that has happened or will be happening. The women rarely reflected upon themselves or their true inner feelings about others.
Chapter six:

Conclusion and, recommendation

Conclusion:

This study was undertaken as part of our ongoing educational research with the Iranian Educational Institutions, more specifically with the USWR where a strong relationship was developed. The specific rationale for this study, which needed to be addressed, seemed to focus on the creation of a proposal to implement and introduce changes to the existing/new curriculum on Women’s Health. My intention was to improve at least one programme, which might possibly act as a foundation or model for future development. When embarking on a project of this nature, one must be aware that it is not plausible to accomplish all that one aspires to achieve concerning such a broad and diverse topic; however, I was fortunate in being able to achieve my initial aims and objectives, considering the limitations I had faced regarding time and resources.

The overall aims of this project were:

- The exploration of available social support and family networking of Iranian women with children under the school age.
The development of a Master’s level curriculum in women’s health for the USWR which used the selective findings of the research within the learning outcomes of the module/s.

Many significant observations stemmed from this study, which in-turn relate back to previous predictions that I had made. For example, I had assumed that higher education standards in Iran were motivated by the current demands and requests of potential student groups, potential professional needs and vacancies, and the deficit of current knowledge. However, I discovered that existing ministerial hierarchy perceptions and opinions were the dominant influential force behind deciding upon the components of the programmes and modules offered. In addition, another assumption that I had made concerning social support, was that social support consisted of more than a simple telephone call or polite invitation from a family member to gather family around for a dinner or social event (Nelson 2000). My assumption was that family and social support must consist of more comprehensive help, assistance and guidance for all family members (in particular for women) and that the ‘family unit’ would work and function as a team, that would portray a solid unity for all to rely upon.

It was evident that the traditional Iranian culture and customs had undergone a significant change after the revolution, and that standard social values had altered vastly. Hence, in order to be able to evaluate and explore the topic to its full merit, I feel longer time and higher funding would have been essential. It became apparent that the locality of the research deemed to be restrictive; I felt that the research could have benefited from a larger regional sample group. If the study had been spread across the country it might have produce more varied and fruitful results as opposed to those produced solely in the Tehran catchment areas, although Tehran’s population reflected the characteristics of the country.

Putting forward this proposed Master’s curriculum was a starting point for further development by the USWR. I believe that if the USWR successfully manages to deliver the proposed Master’s programme in Women’s Health,
this will enable the students, whom in effect, will be the prospective healthcare professionals, to empower Iranian women to establish themselves and strengthen their status within the community and modify and modernise their expectations after studying the outcomes and findings of this research. Research of this nature and the planning of educational programmes of this kind, can set a platform for future planning and delivery of educational agendas. I specifically chose to eliminate certain findings that had appeared from the research as I purposely felt the need to exclude them in the development of the proposed curriculum as this could have been interpreted and seen as making too many changes to the Iranian educational culture and be perceived as too radical and pro-western. Therefore they would not have been implemented or applied to the system. Hence only a selection of the findings were utilised in the learning outcomes of some modules, as declared in the aims and objectives at the outset of this project. The specific research components of this proposed Master’s curriculum were intended to infuse confidence amongst the students and enhance their research and evaluation methods and techniques. The findings from this project identified that there was poverty in the current research database, consequently, the research method and proposition modules will equip the students with an extensive understanding of the methodology and its application and subsequently, assist in identifying the needs for future research.

The student's academic work undertaken within the research and proposition modules would in essence, contribute to the establishment of a new and improved research database. This accordingly, will strengthen the research literature relating to this topic, enabling other researchers to access the available resources. As previously mentioned and found within this research, the absence of a research database, proved to be a restrictive factor in the past, seeing as there was no significant database to draw upon. Under the circumstances, I was trying to build a solid research base to assist in planning a new, innovative curriculum, that to date had never been provided for in Iran. The proposed curriculum and its modules that were produced, as shown in Appendix 6, clearly indicate in detail how my selective research
findings contributed to the creation and development of this curriculum. In addition, I was aware of the current political uncertainty within the Middle East, which did not create a very hospitable or cooperative environment for us to work with, therefore, this situation did not permit me to perform more extensive work and spend more time in Iran.

However, in hindsight, looking back at the results achieved, the findings were of great value and rich data was produced from good, solid work. The exploration of the status of women and the information gained from this research together with the selective findings certainly helped with the development of a new curriculum of studies, it helped to devise the modules and their learning outcomes. These were included in the research module, with specific learning outcome/s for students to help the establishment of a research database. The dissertation module builds on the research methods module and further advances the creation of a solid database. The specialist Women’s Health module drew upon some other selective findings like the lack of support, women’s roles in society, setting up of a support group, and other issues related to work and utilisation of educational achievement.

Following the completion of this research, I have been commissioned to put together and produce a PhD programme on a distance learning basis, for a group of 11 PhD students taken from the National Security Department in Iran. I have since, placed and created a team of research active members of our school to help deliver this as a full programme, incorporating distance learning modules.

With regards to research that had previously been undertaken (before our involvement) on social support and the existing support systems for women with children under the school age, and the analysis of the data collected during this study in conjunction with references made to prior literature, these significantly demonstrated a clear lack of support. My data analysis explicitly portrays how the lack and understanding of support must urgently be addressed. As within the quantitative results, the data demonstrated that 41% of the mothers either lived with their parents or their in-laws, out of this
41%; a significant 62% lived with their in-laws. Whilst with the younger generation, results showed that they tend to favour separating themselves from their immediate families (their sources of existing support). In order to demonstrate maturity, in creating and building their own independent lives, consequently, this leads to the increasing lack of daily family support for these women and furthermore, we found that the younger mothers are not actively replacing this source of support by means of other types of assistance (Nelson 2000). Hence, the learning outcomes, within the Community Health module were devised to address this issue, and to promote the education of these mother’s in the various sources of support available to them.

The results indicated that the women were not able to distinguish or identify what type or level of support they needed, as they were not conversant with the various forms of available support. By means of cross-referencing we were able to distinguish, that the comments made in the diary entries, reinforced this point, as the majority of mother’s perceived ‘support’ as merely a simple, comforting telephone call or contact, checking up on how they were doing and gathering for collective meals. They did not realise that ‘support’ could be of a greater level and actually contribute to easing the situations that they were challenged with everyday. Therefore the Women’s Health module, which is one of the core components of the curriculum, contributed to the final development of the Master’s curriculum, in order to assist the healthcare professionals in empowering the mother’s and encouraging them to seek support and assistance, via sisterly/support groups and meetings and to revaluate the options and possibilities of seeking additional guidance from their families.

Therefore, the Community Health module is a specific aspect of the curriculum which directly relates back to my primary objective, which addressed the need and lack of support, by producing a course to fulfilling this deficiency. This deficiency can be attributed to a symptom of modesty and insecurity that certain women might possess, as there might be an air of
‘embarrassment’ surrounding the act of asking for help, and furthermore, women in general are not empowered to seek social support beyond looking towards the immediate family or discussing issues with family. Therefore, the Women’s Health module is essential for showing healthcare workers how to enlighten and encourage younger mothers seek and pursue all available possibilities.

In addition, it was also observed that the role of women within the family, acted as an important factor of analysis. Although vast percentages of women were highly educated, as can be seen from our data; 74% of the women had university degrees and 27% had reached a post-graduate level. Despite their academic success and talents, a large majority of the mother’s chose to, or were persuaded by superiors, to spend more of their time at home, conducting household tasks; cooking, cleaning, etc., as opposed to utilising their educational skills and attributes to their full efficiency, this can be attributed to tradition or religious influences (Ahmadnia, 2004).

The proposed curriculum perhaps will address this issue, so that healthcare providers can begin to encourage mothers to seek alternative options and make the most of self-help groups or other means of support to actually acquire the social support needed. It is essential for the young mothers to be aware, so that they can utilise their potential and academic achievements, whilst also seeking social support from outside sources to help with childcare and find possible solutions to juggling both responsibilities at the same time. It is a known fact that mothers across the world can at times find it hard being in employment and a full-time mother (Kamali, 2004), however, there are ways and means of fulfilling both jobs with an even balance. The proposed curriculum assists the healthcare workers with a way to help mothers to identify these possibilities. In addition, eliminating the factor of employment that can contribute to the stress of a mother, it can also been seen that single mothers can also find it hard finding sources of social support as they have to face challenges alone (Ceballo & McLloyd, 2002).
Recommendations for future research and potential academic work:

The selective findings of the data illustrated a number of interesting issues which were translated into recommendations for future research, these were:

- Proposed Master’s curriculum for Women’s Health (Appendix 6) which encompasses broad research and other components. Perhaps this could become a model for future programmes to follow suit. This will help to create a substantial and thorough literature database (This relates to learning outcome 8 in research methods module, learning outcome 6 in proposition module and learning outcome 8 in dissertation module). The lack and absence of Iranian literature was one of the weaknesses of this research.

- Create more interprofessional dimensions to the delivery of women’s healthcare. Subsequently, enabling professionals to recognise each other’s roles, hence, the field of practice will be more open to evaluations and various applications. Schön (1991) has noted that professionals work in a complex and changing environment and argues that the knowledge that professionals acquire during their education and work does not always equip them fully, to deal with uncertain situations that they might face within practice. It is felt that the benefit of understanding each other’s roles and working together, assist in better delivery of care overall. This can be achieved within the same university once the proposed curriculum has started and evaluated for its improved delivery of education. I have been advised that this is what the university intends to do in order to steer towards their plans for the future. This also would enable the healthcare professionals to work together more as a team rather than in their own individual corner/s.

- Empower all women, not just young mothers, through means of increased discussions and group sessions, and to be able to use and utilise their skills and capabilities to the maximum, as opposed to just managing the home. (this relates to learning outcome 9 within community health module)
Empower women as a whole, to use their education and educational qualifications to get jobs and become part of a corporate culture and furthermore to gain more vocational qualifications and to use these in order to set-up recognised professional bodies.

Have a support group and/or sisterly group for women and healthcare workers to be able to discuss and share matters, with the aim to help each other and become a user-group voice at a governmental level for policy making. This can be encouraged through the proposition module within the proposed curriculum and utilisation of action research following its cyclical approach involving a spiral of cycles of planning, acting, observing and reflecting to bring about change (Robson 2002).

Plan the same comparative research across Iran to capture what social support and family networks mean in other parts of country, as each region is so different. (This relates to dissertation module )

Attempt to lobby parliamentary members and those in power, with the view to encourage research by questioning them and gaining an insight into their opinions, hence evaluating and proposing new ways of addressing issues. (This relates to learning outcomes 4 & 5 in prevention of social health and promotion of community health)

Encourage the educational institution to look and/or revise the notion of internationalisation when they plan links with other countries. My contract with the Iranian National Security for the 11 PhD students can become a model for others to follow.

Propose a locally based validation of programmes rather than a ministerial and government based approach.

Allocate a trial period for programmes to run the course of time, in order to evaluate any teething problems and to frequently review the programme, as done in the UK.
• Plan social support education at a school level, in order to equip the young women, in educating and preparing them for their future roles in adulthood and motherhood. (This relates to learning outcome 1 in prevention of social ill health and promotion of community health in relation to women)

• To develop methods that educate and empower women in encouraging and motivating the husbands or the men of the family to have a more active daily role in the home and to support the family unit in ways further than solely being associated as the money-maker and “bread winner”, the male element of support would in essence add a totally different dimension to the concept at hand (Rastegar Khaled, 2004).

**Limitation:**

The findings of this work were limited due to the lack of a broad regional sample, the sample was localised to Tehran only, and hence no other region of the country was used as a comparison (Burns 2000). In hindsight, I do not consider this sole district, to be an accurate representation of the entire female population of Iran; consequently the results could not be generalised (Burns & Groves 2002). Another influential limitation of this study was the shortage of time that I was able to spend in Iran. If circumstances had permitted me to have spent more time in Iran, I believe it would have been more beneficial to the study, as I would have been able to supervise and partake in the data collection process. If I was present during the data collection, I obviously would have had the opportunity to witness the interactions and would have had a sounder analysis of the non-verbal aspects that might have added a certain depth or richness to the data (Wengraf, 2001). For that reason, the meaningful ethnographic component of understating the real world in order to improve social support and family networks was an element that I was unable to observe first-hand; hence, my conclusions, had to be devised from the data which had been collected by others, as this was an external element that I could not control. However, if I
was present during the data collection stages, my presence might have influenced their responses and could have been attributed to my subjective nature. Hence, getting the data collection sourced outside, eliminated any form of bias and ensured objectivity.

The final limitation observed, is associated with the methodology of this study, there was a distinct lack of direct Iranian literature which proved to be an obstacle in forming a sound foundation to build on for this work. The use and application of certain terms which needed to be translated, was another weakness within this study as some did not have direct relevance to the Iranian culture.

**Reflection:**

My journey as a part-time student undertaking a DProf began in 2003, with the initial work that I had embarked upon in Iran. My initial plan was to capture that work, and develop it to create a joint PhD programme, with the hope that our University and the USWR would become partners in this joint venture. However, the political situation in the Middle East terminated that original idea. As discussed, at the time I was looking into developing the Iranian market and forming a link between Mdx and other academic establishments. Whilst proving to be extremely challenging for me, my role by its very definition, afforded me the label of an expert in Iran and the Middle East without any appropriate position within Mdx.

The previous links that I had formed and the knowledge base that I had developed of Iran were all created at various stages of my life. These all stemmed from when I was a child living in the country, but since childhood I had not spent sufficient time in Iran to be able to say that I had a sound understanding of the culture, but it did not take long before I could adjust to a comfortable level. Hence, I would not say that my perceptions or insights would have been fully reflective of the country, in addition I would also
emphasise that my understanding of the Farsi language was relatively border-line and not at a competent level. Undertaking the challenge of developing the Iranian market, upon reflection has been a task which has helped me develop both on a personal scale and a professional level, it had filled a gap for me, as I was of an opinion that, my domestic market (Mdx UK) was unable to offer me any new challenges; I felt that I had saturated all possibilities and there was no potential for further growth. This fresh option for undertaking this study seemed to provide me with a creative challenge and was tremendously enjoyable and certainly more demanding than any previous work.

The understanding and academic recognition of this work, and in addition, it’s applicability in support of my DProf, has at times been nerve-wracking, especially in a region where there seemed to be an air of danger and so much uncertainty. On many occasions I was told not to persist with this work and at times I was on the verge of forfeiting the study due to anxiety and apprehension. Nonetheless, I realised that my passion and desire for achieving something of benefit for my birth country (Iran) and my domicile country (UK), proved to win the battle of nerves and seemed to overshadow the advice to give up. Consequently, developing confidence within my own determination and decision-making has been one of the most significant transitions for me as a student and as the key individual who developed and completed this project. The desire for undertaking the responsibility for accomplishment of this project, and the effort for completing my DProf on a part-time basis was another big challenge. Being responsible for all the Master’s programmes in the Health Research module, research degree co-ordinator and programme leader, plus having plenty more responsibilities within the school and university, at times brought on a huge strain, and extra demands that I had to meet presented me with moments that were viewed as “make or break” moments for my plan of work. Despite all the challenges and demands set upon me, the most valuable lesson that I have learnt, was the importance of self-maturity through engaging in such a project.
Throughout the course of this project, I have discussed several other possibilities regarding research work and additionally embarked upon further supplementary work in Iran. This involved arranging for Mdx to boast a presence in Iran by appointing an agent out there and launching a recruitment campaign, these were both established during my visits to Tehran, which I made on two occasions with some other colleagues from the Regional Gulf Office. Our last visit to Tehran in June 2007 was a trip that had to be aborted immediately, due to an unforeseen incident which could have been much more damaging than anticipated at the time. This distressing factor, was valuable in underpinning the development process of one’s own personal strength and abilities to deal with a crisis situation. In addition to learning how to improvise on the spot to prepare an exit strategy with care and caution; as I had to think and move quickly in order to help myself and another colleague exit the country without delay, back into the safety of another country.

Before undertaking this course of study most of my learning and work was based upon teaching, research and management within the one institute where I was employed. Undertaking this project necessitated an investigation of previously unexplored perspectives within areas that were challenging yet uncertain, and working with diverse groups of people. Educational psychology and the movement from ‘the known to the unknown’ were fundamental in all that I accomplished (Quinn, 1995). I was fully prepared for the specific requirements necessary for embarking upon such a project in a country which was so dissimilar to where I had lived and worked, but discovered later on, that I was not consciously prepared for certain elements and issues that were gradually uncovered throughout the progression of the project. One explanation for this might be the fact that the notion of ‘internationalisation of knowledge’ was taken for granted from the outset; we actually found that this concept is not fully applied worldwide. Reflecting on the process of doing this project reawakened my awareness of what might be needed in order to progress fully with elements and topics that are so distinct and different to normal daily activity within one’s work.
This has resulted in revisiting and developing my thought and planning process for future development and research overseas. This will be invaluable for future work and any other ventures.

During the development of the curriculum, much emphasis was placed upon evidence based practices, and the need for future research within the host country. Without a doubt, it is apparent that evidence based practices are crucial to ensure the planning and implementation of effective healthcare intervention. It would however, be impossible to change the individual and particular norms of the specific society under investigation, with just one proposal, this is a procedure that needs to frequently be followed up and chased for any change to take place. Although the limitations of this project must be considered, the proposed plan for the curriculum will provide a direction for future development of similar programmes. For that reason, the conclusion of this project, does not mean that the aspect of advancing and establishing solid relationships between the two universities has been concluded or accomplished to the full, hence further development is in the pipeline and this is merely the starting point for future joint work.

**Critical reflections on methodology/methods**

After an extensive and thorough search of existing literature, and upon reflection of the methodological underpinning relating to this study, it became apparent, that a perfect methodological fit did not exist. There was a paucity of Iranian literature available to underpin and set a rationale for my selected methodology. Exempt from being able to draw upon Iranian literature, I had to be as resourceful as possible, in drawing upon the available literature, from other countries and parts of the world, which lacked any illustrative relations with Iran. These sources gave a broad indication of what had been investigated in the past and I was able to gain a valuable comprehension of the aspects under investigation, but none of these were directly applicable to my country specific study involving Iran. I was unable to draw fully upon these specific features within the literature as the cultures and societal values were so diverse in different societies, especially
the behaviour and role of women in opposite sides of the world. Consequently, the literature was not abundantly utilised to underpin the methodology for this research.

The initial choice was to commence with a mixed methodological approach, this was reinforced when the focus groups were completed, as it became evident that this type of design will assist to produce rich and in-depth data, which was essential in gaining true meaningful insights and deeper understandings of the subject under investigation. Following this style of research design, instigated the vital use of both languages, as well as relying upon others to reconfirm my understandings of the data gathered and analysed. This type of research strategy may be useful for future research where timescales are not restricted and work could be conducted on a full-time basis, in addition residency in Iran would be an extremely advantageous factor in allowing ease of access and consequently, more research could be done. Another alternative would have been to have more researchers like myself. This would have assisted the efficient performance of the research as it would have laid the path for an easier collective passageway and division of labour, as language barriers would not have been an obstacle or delaying factor.

In conclusion, this research identified an initial lack in social support amongst Iranian mothers and highlighted the lack of strong family networks offering assistance to the young mothers. Hence, the development of the Master’s curriculum was shown to be essential in providing the healthcare workers with a platform to creating more awareness and educating the mother’s on the importance of social support and the available options, thus in general, creating a generic strategy to reduce the low levels of support observed. In essence the ideal outcome of this study would be to see an increase in empowerment and strength within the young mother’s and for them to see that life does not need to be such a struggle for them on at least one aspect.
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QUESTIONNAIRE FINAL DRAFT

Demographic data

1. Age (years) …

2. Place of birth …………………………………………

3. Where do you live? District ……………………

4. Marital status:
   - Married
   - Divorced
   - Widowed
   - 2nd marriage

5. Do you live near your relatives?
   - Yes
   - No

6. Housing type  Please tick one
   - Rented flat
   - Flat (owners)
   - Shared flat with own parents
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Housing Options</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Shared flat with husband’s parents</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rented house</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>House (owners)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shared house with own parents</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shared house with husband’s parents</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Education**

*Please tick one*

7. **Please state your highest level of education**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Education Level</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No formal education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Primary school level</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guidance school</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High school level (diploma)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pre-university</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>University degree</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Postgraduate level (taught)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Doctorate/ research degree</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Please tick one*

8. **Please state your husband’s highest level of education**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Education Level</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Not applicable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No formal education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Primary school level</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guidance school</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High school level (diploma)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pre-university</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>University degree</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Postgraduate level (taught)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Doctorate/ research degree</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Children

9. Please state the age and sex of all your own children

10. Do each of your children live with you?

   Yes   No

11. If NO, where do they live?

12. Are any other children (not your own) living with you in this household?

   Yes   No

13. If Yes please state their age and gender

14. Do you use any form of child care for your children?

   Yes   No

15. If Yes, is it used regularly or occasionally?

   Regularly   Occasionally

16. Which of these types of child care do you use?

   Nanny
   Employer’s nursery
   Private nursery
   Care from relatives or friends

What is the reason for choosing this child care?

17. If you use relatives or friends, please say which one(s) you use.

   Mother
18 How satisfied are you with the quality of the care you use *regularly*?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>1 Very satisfied</th>
<th>2 Satisfied</th>
<th>3 Neither satisfied nor dissatisfied</th>
<th>4 Dissatisfied</th>
<th>5 Very dissatisfied</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

19. In your family, who makes the decision about which child care to use?

…………………………………………

20 Do you have any other problems with caring for your children

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Yes</th>
<th>No</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

21. If yes, please state…………………………………………………………

Your household

22. Please state number and gender of all adults living in household and who they are.

…………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………

23. How long has your household lived at this address?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Less than one year</th>
<th>One to two years</th>
<th>Two to five years</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
Employment

24 Are you employed outside your home?

Yes  No

If YES,

25 Number of hours worked per week (average) ......................

26 Type of work ......................................................................

27 Position or level of work.......................................................  

28 Traveling time to work .........................................................

29 How do you travel to work?

Walk  

Car  

Bus  

Train  

Other

30 Do you drive?

Yes  No

31 How supportive is your employer about your child care responsibilities?

Very supportive  

Moderate  

Not supportive
32 Is your husband employed outside your home?

| Yes | No |

If YES,

33. Number of hours worked per week (average) ..............................................

34. Type of work........................................................................................................

35. Position or level of work .....................................................................................

36. Traveling time to work ..............

37. How does he travel to work?

| Walk | Car | Bus | Train | Other |

38. How comfortable is your family financially?

| 1 | Comfortable | 2 | Moderate | 3 | Not comfortable |

Attitudes towards neighbourhood, social support and environment

Please give your opinions about the statements below:

39 I know most people in this neighbourhood


40 I think of myself as a ‘local’ person in this neighbourhood

<p>| | | | | | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>41.</strong> If I moved away hardly anyone living around here would notice</td>
<td><strong>1. Strongly agree</strong></td>
<td><strong>2. Agree</strong></td>
<td><strong>3. Neither agree nor disagree</strong></td>
<td><strong>4. Disagree</strong></td>
<td><strong>5. Strongly disagree</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>42.</strong> I find it difficult to trust many people in my neighbourhood</td>
<td><strong>1. Strongly agree</strong></td>
<td><strong>2. Agree</strong></td>
<td><strong>3. Neither agree nor disagree</strong></td>
<td><strong>4. Disagree</strong></td>
<td><strong>5. Strongly disagree</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>43.</strong> My neighbours often help me with child care support</td>
<td><strong>1. Strongly agree</strong></td>
<td><strong>2. Agree</strong></td>
<td><strong>3. Neither agree nor disagree</strong></td>
<td><strong>4. Disagree</strong></td>
<td><strong>5. Strongly disagree</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>44.</strong> I often help other neighbours with child care support</td>
<td><strong>1. Strongly agree</strong></td>
<td><strong>2. Agree</strong></td>
<td><strong>3. Neither agree nor disagree</strong></td>
<td><strong>4. Disagree</strong></td>
<td><strong>5. Strongly disagree</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>45.</strong> I would only help someone I considered to be a friend with child care support</td>
<td><strong>1. Strongly agree</strong></td>
<td><strong>2. Agree</strong></td>
<td><strong>3. Neither agree nor disagree</strong></td>
<td><strong>4. Disagree</strong></td>
<td><strong>5. Strongly disagree</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>46.</strong> Other people seek my help with child care support only if they consider me to be a friend</td>
<td><strong>1. Strongly agree</strong></td>
<td><strong>2. Agree</strong></td>
<td><strong>3. Neither agree nor disagree</strong></td>
<td><strong>4. Disagree</strong></td>
<td><strong>5. Strongly disagree</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>47.</strong> I believe that I spend enough time with my children</td>
<td><strong>1. Strongly agree</strong></td>
<td><strong>2. Agree</strong></td>
<td><strong>3. Neither agree nor disagree</strong></td>
<td><strong>4. Disagree</strong></td>
<td><strong>5. Strongly disagree</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Health status

In the past year have you

48. Been in good physical health?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Yes</th>
<th>No</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

49. If NO, please state what kind of health problem you have

……………………………………………………………………………………………………

50. Have you sought any professional help with this problem?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Yes</th>
<th>No</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

In the past year have you

51. Been in good psychological and emotional health?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Yes</th>
<th>No</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

52. If NO, please state what kind of problem you have ……………………..

53. Have you sought any professional help with this problem?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Yes</th>
<th>No</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
In the past year have you

54. Experienced any other problems

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Yes</th>
<th>No</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

55. If Yes, please specify

…………………………………………………………………………………………

56. Have you any further comments to make about this survey?

THANK YOU FOR YOUR PARTICIPATION IN THE SURVEY
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بررسی‌نامه مقدماتی

با سلام و سپاس از همکاری شما با طرح پژوهشی "شیکه‌های همایت اجتماعی از خانواده‌های دارای فرزند کمتر از ۷ سال"، خواهشمند است با صداقت و دقت به پرسش‌ها پاسخ دهید.

دانشگاه علوم بهزیستی و توانبخشی

سال ....... ۱-چند سال دارد؟
۲-در کجا متولد شده‌اید؟ تهران
۳-در کدام منطقه از شهر زندگی می‌کنید؟
۴-لطفاً خودکی خود را با هم‌سران مشخص فرمایید.
۵-آیا هم‌سر صادق بوده؟ ضروری است?
۶-نوع مسکن خود را مشخص کنید.
۷-لطفاً بپرسید که خود را بگویند؟
8- لطفاً بالاترین سطح خصیلات هم‌سر خود را بگویند؟

9- لطفاً سن و جنسیت قام فرزندان خود را بفرمایید؟

10- آیا همه فرزندانتان با شا زندگی می‌کنند؟ بله

11- در صورتی که با شا زندگی گیکنند، کجا زندگی می‌کنند؟

12- آیا فرزند دیگری (غیر از فرزندان خودتان) با شا در این خانه خیر؟ زندگی می‌کنند؟ بله

13- اکنون بله، لطفاً سن و جنسیت آنان را ذکر کنید؟

174
14- آیا شاید مراقبت و نگهداری فرزندتان از شیوهای خاص خیر استفاده می‌کنید؟ بله

15- اگر بله، لطفاً مشخص کنید که بطور مرتب یا گاهی از آن شیوه گاهی استفاده می‌کنید؟ مرتب

16- از کدام یک از شیوه‌ها براي نگهداری از فرزندتان استفاده می‌کنید؟ مهدکودک هیپ‌کار استفاده پرستار مراقبت توسط خورشاین‌دان و نزدیکان مهدکودک خصوصی

17- در صورتی که از خورشاین‌دان و نزدیکان کمک می‌کنید، لطفاً بفرمانید چه کسی یا چه کسانی هستند؟ دوستان مسایگان مادر شهروند مادر مادر

18- چه حد از کیفیت مراقبت از شیوهای که بطور مرتب استفاده می‌کنید، راضی هستید؟ کاملاً راضی

19- در مورد شیوه مراقبت کودک در خانواده شما تصمیم گیرنده چه کسی است؟

20- برای مراقبت از کودکتان آیا مشکلی دیگری دارید؟ بله

21- اگر بله لطفاً توضیح دهید؟
22-لطفاً تعداد و جنسیت همه بزرگسالانی که در خانه با شا زندگی می‌کنند و اینکه چه کسانی هستند را بفرمانید?

23-چه مدتی است که در این خانه / محل زندگی می‌کنید؟ هجا تا پنج یک‌تا دو سال
کمتر از پنج سال

۴۴-۴۴-آیا شا در خارج از منزل کار می‌کنید؟ بله

۲۴-اگر بله، بطور متوسط چند ساعت در هفته کار می‌کنید؟ ساعت

۲۶-چه کار می‌کنید؟

۲۷-موقعیت شغلی خود را مشخص کنید؟

۲۸-چه زمانی را برای رفتن به محل کار خود صرف می‌کنید؟
29-چگونه به هله کار خود می‌روید؟
با ۱‌۸‌ اتوبوس ۱۸‌ اتومبیل ۱۸‌ پیاده

سایر:

30-آیا شا رانندگی می‌کنید؟ بله

31-رئیس شا چه مقدار در مورد مسئولیت مراقبت از کودک به شما کمک می‌کند؟

32-آیا شوهر شما خارج از منزل کار می‌کند؟ بله

33-اگر بله، بطور متوسط چند ساعت در هفته کار می‌کند؟

34-چه کار می‌کنند؟

35-موقعیت شغلی شوهرتان چیست؟

36-شوهرتان چه زمانی را برای رفتن به هله کار خود صرف می‌کند؟

37-شوهرتان چگونه به هله کار خود می‌روید؟
 با ۱۸ اتوبوس ۱۸ اتومبیل ۱۸ پیاده

سایر ۱۸ مترو

38-بطور کلی وضعیت مالی و رفاهی خود را چگونه ارزیابی می‌کنید؟

خوب ۱۸ متوسط ۱۸ بد

لطفاً نظر خود را در مورد عبارات زیر بفرمایید.
39-من اکثر افراد را در همسایگی خود می‌شناسیم.

40-من خود را به عنوان یک فرد «خیلی / بومی» در این همسایگی می‌پیمایم.

41-اگر من از اینجا بروم، به سختی کسی از همسایگان می‌تواند می‌شود.

42-من تصویر می‌کنم اعتماد کردن به اکثر افراد در همسایگی دشوار است.

43-همسایه‌های من اغلب در مراقبت و نگهداری از فرزندم به من کمک می‌کند.

44-من اغلب به همسایه‌هایم برای مراقبت و نگهداری از فرزندشان کمک می‌کنم.

45-من فقط به کسی که دوست باشند برای مراقبت و نگهداری فرزندش کمک می‌کنم.

46-افراد دیگر اگر با من دوست باشند برای مراقبت و نگهداری از فرزندم به من کمک می‌کنند.
47-من فکر می‌کنم وقت کافی داشته باشم که با چه هم‌بازگرایی‌هایی
خالص،تا حضور موافق کاملی موافق کاملی خالص

48-آیا در سال گذشته از نظر جسمانی خوب و سالم بودید؟ بله

49-اگر نه، لطفاً بفرمانید چه مشکلاتی به خاطر سلامی داشتید؟

50-آیا شما براي حل مشکلات سلامتیان از متخصصان کمک گرفتید؟ بله

51-آیا در سال گذشته به خاطر سلامت روحی و روانی خوب بودید؟ بله

52-اگر نه، لطفاً مشکلات خود را به خاطر سلامت بفرمانید؟

53-آیا براي حل مشکلات پرکه منشأ مشکلات دیگری داشته اید؟ بله

54-در سال گذشته آیا شا مشکلات دیگری داشته اید؟ بله

55-اگر بله لطفاً مشکلات خود را توضیح دهید؟

56-در صورتی که موضوع یا پیشنهادی در مورد پرستش‌ها دارید، مطرح بفرمانید.
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DIARY - Guidelines

We are asking you to keep this diary for 2 WEEKS (14 DAYS) starting from [date].

We only ask you to write your first name and the district where you live (not your address) so that what you write can be kept confidential.

1) Please write on the left hand page of the diary each day:
Your activities (morning 7 am – 12am; afternoon 12 to 5pm; evening 5pm to 10pm)
This includes: activities at home e.g. cooking; housework; telephoning; receiving visitors; caring for children. Outside activities e.g. shopping; visiting people; taking children to nursery; traveling to your work, employment time at work, as a student at university
Please also tell us how long in total you spent on each activity
EXAMPLES
Morning 7 – 12am
Cooking – 15 minutes
Telephoned (my sister) – 10 minutes
Caring for (2) children at home – 30 minutes.
Taking children to nursery at workplace - .30 minutes
At work – 4 hours

2) Please write on the right hand page of the diary each day
Who you have seen or telephoned today. You do not need to give the name, just say what kind of person and what their connection is with you
EXAMPLE:
My sister (I telephoned, morning)
My mother (visited my house, evening)
My female neighbour who has a child the same age as my son (cared for my child while I went to the shop (morning)
Doctor at the hospital (I took my child for an appointment (afternoon)
You can add what they did (the information in brackets) if this if not already clear from the left hand page ‘activities’

3) Finally, please use the space at the bottom of the right hand page to tell us your own thoughts or any issues about the support you got or gave to others today, including any links with health professionals
EXAMPLES
“Today I was very busy and had too many things to do. I wanted to go out but no-one was able to care for my son.”
“Today was a happy day, my sister visited me with her two children”

IT WILL HELP US IF YOU CAN FILL IN YOUR DIARY EACH DAY. IF YOU ARE BUSY AND MISS A DAY IN THE DIARY, PLEASE TRY TO FILL IT IN THE NEXT DAY OR AS SOON AS YOU CAN.
MANY THANKS FOR PARTICIPATING IN THIS PROJECT
YOUR NAME (FIRST NAME ONLY) ..........................................................

DISTRICT OF TEHRAN WHERE YOU LIVE ..............................................

DETAILS FROM QUESTIONNAIRE:

ARE YOU EMPLOYED OUTSIDE YOUR HOME?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Yes</th>
<th>No</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

DO YOU DO ANY WORK FOR PAYMENT IN YOUR HOME E.G. CRAFT WORK?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Yes</th>
<th>No</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

IF YES, ABOUT HOW MANY HOURS A WEEK DO YOU SPENT ON EITHER OR BOTH OF THE TWO ABOVE?

............................... 

HOW MANY CHILDREN DO YOU HAVE?

BOYS / AGES GIRLS / AGES

............................... ...............................
Morning 7 am – 12am

Afternoon 12 to 5pm

Evening 5pm to 10pm
WHO YOU HAVE SEEN OR TELEPHONED TODAY?

YOUR OWN THOUGHTS OR ANY ISSUES ABOUT THE SUPPORT YOU GOT OR GAVE TO OTHERS TODAY, INCLUDING ANY LINKS WITH HEALTH PROFESSIONALS
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This is only a basic draft written for submission to USWR to consider and complete parts.

The core reading use is those that can be obtained in Iran or online as not all books are easily accessed.

Some option modules used the foundation that are practiced in Iran in writing curriculum and are already written by the USWR.

Some modules are also will be added to this if they agree to precede which will be those that has to be included in their curriculum.

MSc Women’s health Programme Handbook

Programme leader:

Student Name:
Students with disabilities:

We will do our best to respond promptly. To help us, please be as specific as you can and include details of your disability.

University of Social Welfare and Rehabilitation (USWR) is the university who as its name says deals with all those with disabilities therefore they have extensive facilities with this regard.
**Purpose and status of your student handbook**

The purpose of this handbook is to provide you with information about your programme of study.

The programme conforms to University of Social Welfare and Rehabilitation Regulations and this handbook should be read in conjunction with the University Regulations. Your comments on any improvements to this handbook are welcome - please put them in writing (with the name of the handbook) to the Programme Leader.

Names of all individuals involved in running the programme with their titles and address.
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### 2007 Academic Calendar – MSc Women’s health

NB – Shaded rows relate to option modules

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Activities</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Enrolment completed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Programme begins</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TBC May/June</td>
<td><strong>ASSESSMENT BOARD</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Graduation ceremonies for</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Introduction to the University of Social Welfare and Rehabilitation

This part will be inserted by USWR

Introduction to the School within the University of Social Welfare and Rehabilitation

This part will be inserted by special unit/school of the USWR.
The MSc Women’s Health Programme

The MSc women’s health is validated by the USWR and Ministry of higher education and science in Iran. The USWR will be delivery all components of this programme.

This draft has been produced and will be completed by the Iranian academic team within the USWR.

If you as students do not finish the programme they only will be given a transcript of what they have done.

Transcripts

You will be issued with a transcript by USWR.

Documents held by the USWR

USWR holds reference copies of the following documents for consultation by the students and staff:

- The Memorandum of Co-operation for the programme. This is the formal agreement between the University and any other establishment may enter in to this collaboration.

Criteria for Admission to the Programme

Students wishing to undertake the MSc in women’s health programme require:

- A relevant professional and/or medical degree at BSc level or above
- Successful entry examination
- Successful interview after submission of application

Programme Leader’s Welcome

Welcome to the USWR MSc in women’s health programme. We aim to offer you the opportunity to build on your existing knowledge, skills and experience and to develop mastery in women’s health practice. We hope that you will have a stimulating and successful time whilst on this programme.

The value of the programme lies in the commitment of the students and the teaching team to work towards enhanced clinical effectiveness, through the development of the women’s health approach, and its continuing integration into your existing practice. This handbook provides you with a guide to the programme, and the way in which it is organised, delivered and regulated.
Please remember that all members of the programme team are here to help you, and do not hesitate to contact us if you feel that we might be of assistance. Good luck in your studies!
Programme Staff List and Contact Details

This will be added by USWR
Teaching, Learning and Assessment Strategy
The University of Social Welfare and Rehabilitation (USWR) aspires to becoming a true learning community based on the principles of collaboration, dialogue, equality autonomy and responsibility between all stakeholders.

USWR values learning wherever and whenever it takes place.

At the centre of the learning process is the student who is recognised as a unique individual who will have their own motivation to learn and preferred ways of learning.

A variety of Teaching, Learning and Assessment (TLA) methods will continue to be necessary in order to meet the needs of a diverse student population. These will be seen through themes developed:

**Theme 1**
Enhancement of the quality of the student learning experience of learning, teaching and assessment, with a particular view to the needs of an increasingly diverse student body.

**Theme 2**
Support for the development in students of greater learner autonomy and engagement with study.

**Theme 3**
Support and encouragement of open and flexible approaches to learning and assessment.

**Theme 4**
Support for and the development of practice/placement/service learning to meet the needs of students, practitioners/employers.
Design and Organisation of the Programme

Programme design

This programme is designed to provide a flexible framework within which you can construct a postgraduate programme which meets your personal, professional and academic needs, whilst also incorporating the needs of your clients and the organisation within which you work.

Students undertake a research methods module and up to two other option modules, prior to undertaking the research dissertation. This is in accordance with UK’s higher education regulations.

Programme Structure

The structure of the proposed joint programme is as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Entry requirement</th>
<th></th>
<th>Equivalent to UK university</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>60 credit from the curriculum</td>
<td>(60 credits - Level 4)</td>
<td>This can be considered by USWR if they want to use APL otherwise students will be doing equal amount to this from the option modules</td>
<td>PG Cert</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>other curriculum within the USWR which will be useful for the student of their own profession</td>
<td>(60 credits - Level 4)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Option choice 1</td>
<td>(20 credits - Level 4)</td>
<td></td>
<td>Equivalent to UK university</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Option choice 2</td>
<td>(20 credits - Level 4)</td>
<td>Research methods module (20 credits - Level 4)</td>
<td>PG DIP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>compulsory Dissertation</td>
<td>(60 credits - Level 4)</td>
<td></td>
<td>MSc</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**Progression through the programme**

All modules will be graded on the University grading scale, any module that is failed may be re-submitted *once* only, and the maximum grade that can be achieved on a re-submission is pass. All modules must be passed, and no compensation of a failed module is permissible on this programme.

The University grading scale is the one that is in practice for all programmes within USWR.

In accordance to UK university regulations following successful completion of the Postgraduate Diploma stage (achievement of 120 credit points) you may proceed with your research dissertation. You may decide not to complete the full MSc programme, and provided you notify the Programme Leader, in writing, of your decision, you will be given a letter from the USWR to say this is what you have completed.

**Final award**

Classification of MSc awards for Merit require the dissertation to be at grade “A” or “B” or better, and that 50% or more of the remaining graded credits at master Level should be at high grade, with no more than 20% of the credits more than one class below (border line pass).

Classification of MSc awards for Distinction require the dissertation to be at grade “A” or better, and that 50% or more of the remaining graded credits at Level 4 should be at grade “B” or better, with no more than 20% of the credits more than one class below (“C” or lower).

The title of your final award will be either **MSc Women’s Health.**
Assessment and Progression

An explanation of the University grading scale will be given to all students and is in accordance to Iranian grading regulation.

When you undertake a module that is assessed by more than one component, the module handbook will specify whether or not ALL or SOME components have to be successfully passed, and will also detail how the aggregated grade is agreed.

All modules have to be successfully passed in order to complete the programme. A failed module cannot be compensated.

Accreditation of Prior Learning (APL)

This is something that USWR may decide on.
Regulations

Assessment board

An assessment board will meet once a year to ratify students’ results and to record their progress through the programme. The Board comprises the Programme Leader, Module Leaders and the External Examiner. The Board will be chaired by a representative appointed by USWR management.

Plagiarism

Plagiarism is the presentation of a body of material (written, visual or oral) by a student, as his or her own work, which is wholly or partly the work of another. In fact, plagiarism extends to cover one's own work previously assessed or published, which is also required to be properly referenced.

Taking unfair advantage over other authors, students or oneself in this way is considered by the University to be a serious offence.

Infringement of assessment regulations and appeals

This needs to be written by the USWR

Accessing your own Records including Module Information

Your records and information on modules are available from the USWR student record section or you may contact the relevant individual Module Leader(s).

Submission of Course Work and Feedback to Students

Submission of course work

You will be given explicit instructions by your Module Leaders for the submission of course work with dates for submission. All work should be submitted to the Administrative Director for onward distribution to appointed markers.

Electronic receipt of coursework

Please note that electronic submission of coursework is not permitted unless this has been done at USWR.

Feedback on coursework

All forms of assessment are part of the learning process. You should be provided with either individual or collective feedback on your assessed work.

All students will receive individual written feedback on all coursework submitted for this programme. This will be available from the Module Leader following the publication of results. When an assessment board and the subsequent publication of results does not occur within six
weeks of the work being submitted, students will be given provisional written feedback, although
the grade awarded is subject to ratification at the Assessment Board.

**Feedback on examinations**
All students will receive individual written feedback on all examinations taken on this
programme. This will be available from the Module Leader following the publication of results.
When an assessment board and the subsequent publication of results does not occur within six
weeks of the work being submitted, students will be given provisional written feedback, although
the grade awarded is subject to ratification at the Assessment Board.

**Comments on examination scripts and marks**
Coursework will not be returned to the student. Feedback is on designated feedback sheets – no
comments will be recorded directly on the work being assessed.

**Dissertations**
Dissertations will be independently marked by two members of academic staff from USWR, one
of whom will usually be the student’s academic advisor.
A random selection of dissertation will be externally moderated by the external examiner.

**Marking, second marking and marking moderation**

**There must be a University-wide policy for the anonymous marking of assessed work, as far as is practicable**
An internal moderation panel will be convened by the Module Leader immediately prior to
selection of a sample of work being forwarded to the external examiner.

**Copies of Assessed Work**
Where available, Module Leaders will be able to arrange for students to view past examples of assessed
work.

**Attendance Requirements**
You should attend all scheduled parts of your modules and should perform all prescribed
activities
*(This should be in accordance with USWR regulation)*

**Quality Assurance of your Programme**
To ensure the highest standards and quality USWR should write regulation on quality
assurance procedures, which include those procedures related to programme approval,
monitoring and review. A key feature of these processes is the input from external
subject experts who ensure that awards of USWR are comparable to those of UK
universities as well as Iranian, and that the programme curriculum, teaching, assessment
and resources are appropriate.
Students also have a very important role in enhancing programmes, feeding back on a regular basis via feedback forms, Boards of Study, and other mechanisms. Student feedback also plays a major role in programme monitoring and review.

Feedback from Students

Boards of Study
The purpose of the Board of Study is to provide a forum for discussion between you and staff involved in all aspects of your programme.

The programme should hold a Board of Study meeting once each year, The membership of the Board comprises:

- Students
- Subject/programme leader
- Academic staff aligned to the delivery of the programme or modules

You should be aware of the function of the Board of Study, and should be clear that you can raise any matters of concern.

Minutes are made of the discussion and decisions of each Board meeting, and these are circulated to members with outcomes. The minutes of the meeting are included with the Programme Annual Monitoring Report for consideration by the University. The points raised at the meeting are carefully recorded for issues arising, and the actions taken upon them are fed back to members as they are taken.

Terms of reference
Full terms of reference of Boards of Studies should be available to all.

Dates
To be arranged.

Module evaluation forms and programme evaluation questionnaire
Each module is evaluated separately and your contribution to improve the delivery of each module is welcomed. Module feedback forms are completed at the end of each module and are completely anonymous. Module forms examine each module in some detail.

Programme questionnaires will also be distributed that invite comment on your programme in general.

The aim of this feedback process is to elicit your views on the quality of modules, and your experience of being a student on your programme of study.

You can expect to receive a report on any issues that have been identified. The report would also describe the measures taken to resolve any problems. All reports will be an item for discussion during Boards of Study and will, where necessary, be reported upon during the annual monitoring process. The whole feedback process will also be reviewed on a regular basis, to ensure that it is effective in helping to provide a good quality experience for students.
Suggestions and Complaints
The USWR welcome your suggestions on how we might improve your experience on the programme, even when this takes the form of a complaint about a service, a member of staff or another student.

If you have a suggestion or a complaint about any aspect of the programme, raise it with the person concerned in the first instance. If you are not satisfied with the outcome you can progress the matter, in writing, through the Module Leader, Programme Leader or the University Administrative Director.
All complaints will be:
- treated seriously and with fairness
- dealt with without undue delay, and in as straightforward a manner as possible
- treated consistently across the University or institution
- dealt with and resolved, wherever possible in an informal way
- Progressed through stages leading, if necessary, to a formal stage.

Career Opportunities
Successful completion of these skills based MSc will enable the student to seek promotion in clinical practice or to move to research. In addition the possession of a nationally recognised MSc is highly marketable for private practitioners.

Subject Advice, Educational Guidance and Student Support
You are expected to be independent and to take responsibility for your own academic progression but your Module Leader and tutors/advisors will direct your studies and advise you on the work you need to cover in any given module. You will be given contact details and best times for contact by your individual tutors/advisors on each module.

International Student Support
International students will enjoy the same level of support as Iranian students

Information for Students with Disabilities
If you have any physical difficulty, long term medical condition, sensory impairment or specific learning difficulty (e.g. dyslexia) you are encouraged to make your situation known at the earliest opportunity to ensure due provision is made. Support will include advice on programme related study needs. Confidentiality will be respected and relevant details will only be disclosed with your permission.
Learning Resources
Access to learning resources at USWR will be provided where required. You may also have access to learning resources through your place of employment and you are encouraged to explore local support.

Student Membership of the University
This needs to take on board USWR model

Health, Safety and Welfare
The University has responsibilities under the Health and Safety at Work, to ensure that risks to health and safety are properly controlled.

All students are expected to take reasonable care of their own health and safety and that of other people.

Abbreviations:
This needs to be addressed by USWR in Farsi

The section on programme Specification is not compulsory but is good if USWR have it. This shows the reader a clear map of the programme so it has been done partially to be completed by the USWR

Programme Specification and Curriculum Map

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>1. Awarding institution</th>
<th>USWR</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2. Teaching institution</td>
<td>USWR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Programme validated by</td>
<td>Ministry of higher ed and research</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Final award</td>
<td>MSc Women’s health</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Programme</td>
<td>Women’s health</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. UCAS code (or other relevant coding system)</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. Relevant QAA subject benchmark group(s)</td>
<td>??Health subjects/professions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8. Academic Year</td>
<td>2007</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

9. Reference points
- The Research did pre writing this programme “Social support and family network”.
- USWR needs to write in here
10. Educational aims of the programme

The overall aim of this programme is to maximise the students’ intellectual and professional skills enabling the development of critical and informed approaches in the application and integration of women's health into their existing clinical practice. Whilst enhancing knowledge and skills it also aims to empower the student to develop their abilities to learn from reflection before, on, and in practice whilst refining their competence as a lifelong learner.
11. Programme outcomes - the programme offers opportunities for students to achieve and demonstrate the following learning outcomes.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>A. Knowledge and understanding of:</th>
<th>Teaching and learning methods</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(Needs to be written by USWR)</td>
<td>Lectures, seminars, demonstration and supervised practice are used to develop the required knowledge and skills</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Assessment**
Knowledge and understanding is assessed through critical reflection, practical examinations and vivas.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>B. Cognitive (thinking) skills</th>
<th>Teaching and learning methods</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Critical reflection before, on and in the practice of women’s health</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Integration of theory and practice</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Critical appraisal of the practice of women’s health within a multi-disciplinary context MSc</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Advanced problem solving</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Assessment**
Cognitive skills are taught through seminars, supervision and peer support.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>C. Practical skills</th>
<th>Teaching and learning methods</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Research skills</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Project management skills</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Creation of new tenets of practice</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Assessment**
Practical skills are assessed through reflective case studies, the research proposal and the dissertation.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>D. Key skills</th>
<th>Teaching and learning methods</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Communication and leadership within the interprofessional team</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Multidisciplinary teamwork</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Effective learning</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Information technology</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Numeracy</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Personal and career development</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Assessment**
Key skills are taught in module related workshops, seminars, and through individual tutorial support.

12. Programme structures and requirements, levels, modules, credits and awards

12.1 Overall structure of the programme

This is a programme that can be undertaken on 2 years basis.

The programme will consist of the following:
Research Methods

Modules of women’s health and any other which is compulsory from Iranian MSc regulation.

Dissertation module Individual supervision/workshops; 540 study hours Compulsory; included in fee

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>COMPULSORY</th>
<th>OPTIONAL</th>
<th>PROGRESSION REQUIREMENTS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• Research Methods</td>
<td></td>
<td>module must be passed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MSc</td>
<td></td>
<td>modules must be passed</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

13. A curriculum map relating learning outcomes to modules
USWR must write this section.

14. Criteria for admission to the programme.
Students wishing to undertake the MSc in women’s health programme require:
  • A relevant professional medical qualification
  • Successful in passing the entrance
  • Successful interview

15. Information about assessment regulations
The University and School Assessment Policies apply to this programme. Programme specific requirements are:
  • The pass mark for all modules
  • No compensation of a failed module is allowable

16. Indicators of quality
•

17. Particular support for learning
• **All learning facilities of USWR will be included here**
  • Each student will have a designated academic advisor
  • Each student will have a designated clinical advisor

• All modules are formally evaluated by both staff and students
• Boards of studies
• External examiner appointed to the programme

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>19. Placement opportunities, requirements and support (if applicable).</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>20. Future careers: how achieving the qualification will support future career development</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Successful completion of this MSc will enable the student to seek promotion in clinical practice or move to research. In addition the possession of a nationally recognised MSc is highly marketable for practitioners.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
ANNEXE 1  
Curriculum map for MSc women’s’ health  
This map shows the main measurable learning outcomes of the programme and the modules in which they are assessed.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Module</th>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Programme outcomes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>A1</td>
<td>A2  A3 A4 A5 A6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Research Methods</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other modules</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dissertations</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Programme learning outcomes  **These needs to be completed**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Knowledge and understanding</th>
<th>Practical skills</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A1</td>
<td>C1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A2</td>
<td>C2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A3</td>
<td>C3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A4</td>
<td>C4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A5</td>
<td>C5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cognitive skills</td>
<td>Key Skills</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B1</td>
<td>D1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B2</td>
<td>D2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B3</td>
<td>D3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B4</td>
<td>D4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B5</td>
<td>D5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B6</td>
<td>D6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Programme Planning

Principles of programme planning

In the process of programme planning five characteristics can be identified, and the programme you plan, with guidance from your academic advisor, should be:

- **Individualised** - building on your existing knowledge, skills and experience and utilising your professional development portfolio to do this. Recognising the uniqueness of each individual, the programme aims to be as flexible as possible.

- **Negotiated** - your pathway through the programme will be planned in negotiation with your programme Leader and the programme team.

- **Needs-led** - recognising the multiplicity of needs, your personal and professional needs, the needs of your client group and the needs of the service within which you work.

- **Contractual** - you will develop your programme plan on a partnership basis between yourself, the Programme Leader and the programme team, each of whom has equal rights and responsibilities to have their needs and opinions noted and considered.

- **Developmental** - in that not only you as an individual develop new knowledge and skills in your chosen pathway, but also that your practice environment develops alongside yourself. This will ensure that your programme is of benefit not only to you but also to your profession, your client and the organisation in which you work. In addition, engaging in the learning community with students, practice mentors and peers will encourage development within the programme team, and enhance the dynamic nature of the programme to the benefit of all that are involved.
Personal Development Planning

This needs to take on board National and local interpretation

Module Information

Core modules

Research Methods

Dissertation Module

Option modules

Example of these module are in the hand book. More to be develop by USWR.
Module Code: Research Methods
Module Title: Research Methods
Level: Master
Credit points: 20 English credits
Pre-requisites: Successful completion of a undergraduate research module or demonstration of equivalent knowledge
Teaching hours: 45
Teaching/Learning Strategies: Lecture, Seminar, Workshop
Total study hours: 180
Module Leader:

Rationale and aims
This module is designed to provide a critical overview of the methodologies used for research in the subject areas related to health care, and to equip the student to apply this knowledge in the planning of their dissertation work. The module affords students opportunities to appreciate the strengths and weaknesses of published work in their specialist area, or in health care in general. Students will learn in groups and will explore philosophical, ethical and methodological differences which underpin the knowledge and research base of health care work. Workshops will allow the student to develop a proposal for their dissertation work, to consider its adequacy and limitations, and justify the approach taken

Learning outcomes
On completion of the module students will be able to:
1. Critically examine the nature of knowledge in their subject area
2. Demonstrate the ability to critique published work in their subject area
3. Critically consider ethical issues relating to the generation of evidence
4. Critically appraise the appropriateness of different approaches in health research and interagency collaboration
5. Identify an area of relevant enquiry for individual dissertation work, select a suitable method for investigation, and justify the choice made
6. Construct a research proposal demonstrating an appropriate approach, design and process, with achievable outcomes
7. Critically appraise the relevance of proposed research to their subject area
8. Promote and advertise the setting up of research data base in Iran

Outline of content
The content outlined below will be specifically shaped to the health subject area of the programme on which the student is registered:
• Epistemological, political and philosophical issues in the generation of evidence
• Research paradigms
• Research designs
• Data collection methods
• Data analysis methods
• Reliability, validity and triangulation of data

Teaching, learning and assessment strategies
A variety of approaches appropriate to adult learners, and which encourage collaborative work will be utilised. This will include lectures, seminars, group work, personal tutorials and presentations. You will be expected to demonstrate achievement of your learning outcomes by construction of a 4000 word research proposal to investigate a specific, clearly stated research problem which meets the requirements for either the MSc or MA dissertation. You must include a critical review of current evidence and should document the methodological approach chosen, giving reasons for the choice and discuss the ethical considerations and limitations as well as the strengths of the chosen method/approach.
Core reading

Subject related key reading will be recommended by the teaching team Iranian reference will be added
Module code: Community health
Module title: Community health
Level: Master
Credit points: 20
Pre-requisite:
Teaching hours: 45
Teaching/Learning Strategies
Total study hours: 180
Module Leaders

Rationale and aims
This module in community health is designed to develop cognitive and theoretical skills essential to the advancement of the community health and can be measured within the community at large. The module aims to develop the knowledge of the community health in the theory, application and practice with particular reference to women it further aims to enhance constant critical reasoning and evaluation in the application of health education for women. It should be noted that this module is one of the modules already used in the USWR and has been developed further.

Learning outcomes
On completion of this module students will be able to:

1. Demonstrate a high level of knowledge and understanding of the community health relation to women and their family
2. Carry out expert assessment of women in order to accurately identify the tissue in relation to women’s health
3. Critically evaluate the effects of social interaction, support and communication
4. Extrapolate and integrate the advanced knowledge and skills required to undertake independent health promotion teaching in relation to social and family support
5. Explore environmental, economical, educational and social issues that impact on women’s health
6. Critical evaluation of individual family and their needs
7. Compare international social health and what may be starting step in Iran by setting up support/sisterly group
8. Critically look at quality of life index and its application to Iranian women
9. Promote the setting up of support group

Teaching and Learning Strategy
This module will use a range of teaching/learning strategies including lectures, demonstrations, group work, case studies and tutorials.

Assessment
Formative assessment: Tutor feedback throughout module
• Summative assessment: A 4000 word assignment which has been approved by USWR

Core reading:
Subject related key reading will be recommended by the teaching team and Iranian references will be added.
Module code: Prevention of social ill health and promotion of community health in relation to women
Module title: Prevention of social ill health and promotion of community health in relation to women
Level: Master
Credit points: 20
Pre-requisite: Teaching/Learning strategies:
Total study hours: 180
Module Leader: 

Rationale and aims
This module intends to make students review all different type of community ill health such as lack of social support, what the help available are and their meaning. Review and develop the manual skills of health practitioners and (or those with an equivalent overseas qualification) as applied in practice in women’s’ and community health medicine.

Learning outcomes
On completion of the module students will be able to:

1. Critically evaluate their experiences in social support and family network
2. Extrapolate and inter-relate a comprehensive knowledge base into advanced practice of community and women’s health medicine
3. Demonstrate advancement in their mastery of handling skills in the performance of health education, social support and family network
4. Critically discuss and debate current theory underpinning community and social support for creative and innovative approach to practice
5. Take the lead in promoting the practice of related to community and in particular women’s social support and networking
6. Demonstrate knowledge of stress and anger management
7. Critically evaluate different conflict resolution scheme
8. Plan awareness of information, education and communication routes for women through support group
9. Present good practice of health promotion and prevention of social ill health

Teaching, learning and assessment strategies
This module will use a range of teaching/learning strategies including lectures, demonstrations, group work, presentation, case reports and tutorials. Students will demonstrate achievement of the learning outcomes by producing an assignment that is in two parts, both of which must be passed:

- A 2,500 words reflective essay that demonstrates the way in which the learning outcomes have been achieved and have enhanced clinical practice
- Objective structured clinical examination

Core reading

Subject related key reading will be recommended by the teaching team and Iranian references will be added
Rationale and aims
This module provides students with the opportunity to carry out a practice-based project, situational analysis or literature review. The topic for the proposition work must be agreed in advance with the Module Leader(s). The student will take responsibility for their own learning through self-directed study and supervised preparation.

Learning outcomes
On completion of this module the student will be able to:
1. Demonstrate a high level of knowledge and understanding of their proposition topic/project
2. Critically analyse, in depth, their chosen topic/project
3. Critically evaluate the relevance of their chosen topic/project to their programme
4. Identify areas for future work and development
5. Publish the final work and invite others to learn from it
6. Add to the setting up of data base for research

Outline of content
There is no standard syllabus for this student directed module. Students are required to prepare a proposition proposal before starting the module. Each student will be invited to discuss their proposal with the Module Leader(s).

Teaching, learning and assessment strategies
Individual, self-managed work, supported with regular meetings with project. Regular communication with Module Leader(s). The assessment for this module is a 4000 word report of the project, situational analysis or literature review.

Core reading

Subject related key reading will be recommended by the Module Leaders and Iranian references will be added.
Module code: 
Module title: MSc Dissertation 
Level: 4 
Credit points: 60 
Pre-requisites: 
Teaching hours: Negotiable 
Teaching/Learning Strategies: Individual research supervision, Workshops 
Total study hours: 540 
Module leader: 

Rationale and aims
This dissertation allows you to undertake research with a programme related focus, in your area of practice. This involves a critical review of available literature and research, the development of a pertinent research design, utilising an appropriate paradigm, to engage in fieldwork in the health care setting. A central aim of the dissertation is the acquisition of mastery in the chosen area of study, and to develop the skills necessary to support this. By participating in peer learning communities, students will experience the critical community in which they will be expected to engage as postgraduates.

Learning Outcomes
On completion of their dissertation the student will be able to:
1. Engage in project management, by implementing a research programme
2. Share learning and support fellow students through debate and discussion within the peer learning community
3. Undertake required fieldwork, collect and analyse data
4. Communicate the findings in an appropriate manner
5. Recognise the limitations of the study, and make recommendations for further research
6. Identify the implications of the study for the wider professional/interprofessional and academic context
7. Demonstrate a critical understanding of the values that inform anti-discriminatory practice
8. Contribute to setting up of research data base by adding this dissertation to data base established.

Outline of content
No standard syllabus for this supervised rather than taught module

Teaching, learning and strategies
Individual, self-managed with regular individual and group tutorials (by arrangement). Regular communication with academic advisor and/or clinical advisor. This dissertation involves undertaking the research project proposed in SOM 1, and submitting a 12000-15000 word report in accordance with University guidelines

Core reading
Iranian references will be added